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THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF
THE CONDITIONS OF SALE
BIDDING
1. All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Eastern Auctions Ltd. reserves the right to withdraw
any lot prior to sale, to divide a lot or to group two or more.

2. The highest bidder shall prevail at one advance over the next highest bid. Should a dispute arise between

bidders, the decision of the auctioneer as to the successful bidder or the re-offering or resale of the lot in
dispute shall rest entirely in the judgment of the auctioneer. On all lots sold a commission of 15% on the
hammer price will be payable by the buyer. The auctioneer shall regulate the bidding and reserves the
right to refuse any bid believed by him not to be made in good faith.

PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
3. U.S. funds are acceptable only at the equivalent amount shown on the invoice. Visa and MasterCard
are accepted at no extra charge if you include the information on your bid sheet.

4. Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired under Condition of Sale 8, shall be made

5.
6.

as follows:
A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased and must remit before the lots are sent. A
person known to us, or who furnishes satisfactory references, may at our option have purchases
forwarded for immediate payment. Delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet. Proof by receipt of
sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. Postage and insurance are payable by the buyer.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Eastern Auctions Ltd has received full payment.
Buyers agree to pay for lots as specified above and no credit is extended, a late payment charge of 2% per
month is added to overdue payments, minimum $5.00.

QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described based on individual description as modified by any
specific notations in this catalogue including (but not restricted to) “Key to Cataloguing”.

(a) QUALITY. Any lot, description of which is incorrect, is returnable within forty-five days from

closing date of auction. If the opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, this period will
be extended as noted in Condition 8. All disputed lots must be returned intact in the condition
received. Photographed lots are not returnable on account of centering or perforations. Lots
containing more than twenty stamps, described “as is”, or described as having faults are not
returnable for any reason. Bidders who have had an opportunity to examine the lots prior to the
sale may not return the lots.

(b) AUTHENTICITY. Any lot, which is declared other than genuine by a mutually acceptable
authority is returnable, provided the lot is received within a period of four weeks from the date of
the auction. Proof that a “mutually acceptable authority” declines to express an opinion is not
normally grounds for the return of a lot.
(c) Returns must be made by registered mail.
(d) Lots marked or encapsulated by an expert committee are not returnable for any reason.

EXTENSION OF TIME
8. When an opinion from a mutually acceptable authority is necessary, the buyer shall:
(e) Submit the lot without delay to a mutually accepted authority;
(f) Ensure that advice in writing to this effect be received before the auction.
(g) Remit in full for the lot. The buyer shall be reimbursed in full for any lot declared other than
genuine.
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EXPENSES OF CERTIFICATION
9. Expenses shall be borne by the buyer except where the lot is other than as described and is returned within
the conditions set forth above. Our responsibility is expressly limited to:
(a) The actual cost of the opinion if up to $30.00 or less, or
(b) The cost of the opinion up to 5% of the sale price but not exceeding a maximum of $100.00.
(c) We are not responsible for expenses on the return of any lot.

SALES TAXES
10. The Harmonized Sales Tax is payable by mail bidders residing in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland liable to the tax. Other Canadian residents are liable for the GST. Foreign residents are
liable for GST only on the buyer’s premium.
11. This firm is a subscriber to the ASDA Code of Ethics for Auction firms.

KEY TO CATALOGUING
SYMBOLS & MAJOR ABBREVIATIONS

BP
(-)
R

~
PB
BK
(/)
P
CDS

Mint
Cover
Booklet Pane
Complete Set
Reprint
Literature

Used
Plate Block
Booklet
Incomplete Set
Proof
Circular date
Stamp

E
B
S
F
PS
FDC

Essay
Block of four
Sheet
Forgery
Press Sheet
First Day
Cover

CONDITION
The various grading of stamps are in order; Extremely Fine; Very Fine; Fine and Very Good. In the case of
sets, large blocks, sheets, etc., the condition quoted represents the average and quality above and below this
standard can be expected.
Mixed condition: in large lots, a range of condition can be expected, from small faults to Very Fine.

GUM

NH

LH

OG

PART OG

NH

Never Hinged – unused with original gum in Post Office state and unmounted.

LH

Part OG

Lightly Hinged – unused with full original gum showing some evidence of a
previous hinge.
Original gum – unused with original gum showing some evidence of a previous
hinge, a portion of which may still be present.
Part original gum.

Unused

Unused without original gum (unless gum is mentioned).

Ungummed

Without gum as issued.

OG
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ESTIMATED VALUES
If an estimated cash value is given, it is shown in the description and always indicated by the abbreviation
“Est.”. It is used where the lot is large or where the actual value has little relation to the catalogue price. It
represents the auctioneer’s appraisal of the true CASH value of a lot and the figure is invariably close to the
actual realization. It is useless for mail bidders to list any bids that are only a low proportion of such estimates.

CATALOGUES USED IN LISTING
Current Scott (2005 and 2006) unless otherwise stated and others as noted in the descriptions.
Unitrade Specialized (2005) used for Canada and the Provinces.
Stanley Gibbons 1840-1852, 2005 Edition
Michel 2004
Yvert & Tellier 2005
Van Dam Revenue Catalogue 2000
Webb’s Postal Stationary 2001
Newfoundland Specialized 2002
Canada Precancel Catalogue (5th Edition)
Facit 2003 Special
Zumstein 2003
The catalogue numbers of the contents are given at the beginning of the descriptions, but in bulky lots only the
range of issue is shown. The final column shows the catalogue value of the lot.

BIDDING INCREMENTS
The auctioneer may regulate the bidding at his discretion. However, to assist absentee bidders in establishing
their maximum bid for each lot, the increments shown below will be used in most cases. We recommend that
written bids conform to these increments (those which do not will be reduced to the next level).

BIDDING IS CONDUCTED IN THE FOLLOWING INCREMENTS:
$10 - $50……………….. $2.00 $325 - $750…………… $25.00 $3,250 - $7,500……… $250.00
$55 - $130……………… $5.00 $800 - $1,500…………. $50.00 $8,000 - $20,000…….. $500.00
$140 - $300…………… $10.00 $1,600 - $3,000…..….. $100.00 $21,000 - OVER….... $1,000.00

TELEPHONE BIDS
Bids may be placed during office hours Monday to Friday from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Atlantic Standard Time by
dialing 1 (506) 548-8986 or toll free in North America 1 (800) 667-8267. Bids may also be placed during the
viewing sessions by calling the hotel directly at 1 (902) 423-4444 and asking for (NAVIGATOR ROOM).
Please note all telephone bids must be confirmed by mail, e-mail or fax.

FAXING OR E-MAILING YOUR BIDS
You can fax or e-mail your bids 24 hours a day until 11:00 AM A.S.T. on the closing date of the auction.
Fax: 1 (506) 546-6627, or toll free in North America 1 (888) 867-8267.
E-mail address: easternauctions@nb.aibn.com

BIDDING BY MAIL
If you wish to mail your bid sheet please allow at least two weeks for delivery. We often receive mail bids after
the auction closing. These bids are unfortunately nullified. Bidders are urged to phone in their bids and then
mail in their confirmation.
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WEB SITE
You can view this auction on our Web Site at www.easternstamps.com. For your convenience, we have
pictured almost every lot to facilitate your bidding. This will nicely compliment the catalogue due to
constraints presented by a printed format.

AUCTION AGENTS
We are pleased to recommend the following agents:

Mr. Claude Michaud

P.O. BOX 31248, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3K 5Y1 Canada
Phone or Fax 1 (902) 443-5912
E-mail: jcm.ph@ns.sympatico.ca

Mr. Gerald Tucker

23 Alderney Drive, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, B2Y 2N2, Canada
Tel: 1 (902) 423-8254 - Fax: 1 (902) 461-0744
Toll Free Tel: 1 (800) 377-8267
E-mail: seaside@seasidebs.com

Mr. Harold B. Gordon

5507 Elgin Avenue, Montréal, Québec H4V 2G7 Canada
Tel: (514) 488-0445 - Fax: 1 (514) 486-1028
E-mail: hbgordon@sympatico.com

Jeff Purser & Melissa Wheeler
Purser Associates, Inc.

37 Moody Lane, Danbury, CT, 06811, USA
Tel: 1 (203) 748-2237 - Fax: 1 (203) 792-4982
Bid Toll Free: 1 (800) 225-5129,
E-mail: jpurser@snet.net Web Site: www.pursers.com
Visa, Mastercard & American Express welcomed.

Mr. Charles Cwiakala

1527 S. Fairview Avenue, Park Ridge, IL 60068 USA
Phone or Fax: 1 (847) 823-8747
E-mail: cecwiakala@aol.com

Mr. Frank Mandel

P.O. Box 157, New York, NY 10014-0157 USA
Tel: 1 (212) 675-0819 - Fax: 1 (212) 366-6462

Jean & Tony Lancaster

20 Milner Road, Kinston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT1 2AU, UK
Tel: (44) 020 8547 1220 – Fax: (44) 020 8547 3739
E-mail: jean.lancaster@lineone.net

For Your Online Philatelic Needs
Visit our Ebay Store

http://stores.ebay.com/Eastern-Auctions-Ltd
Ebay User id: easternstamps
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CONSIGNING
Considering selling? Since 1980 we have steadily built a reputation
for outstanding realizations and prompt payment. Our international
mailing list, qualified staff and careful catalogue preparation are all
aimed at achieving maximum return for your stamps.
The stamp market is remarkably strong for postal history, rare
stamps and specialized collections. Increasing demand and the
current shortage can only mean higher prices realized for the seller.
We are currently accepting consignments for our next Public
Auction slated for February 2006. We particularly need specialized
Canada from Pence to Admirals, Modern Errors, NFLD, Provinces
and Postal History. Also required are United States and
Possessions, Commonwealth and Foreign.
If you prefer, outright purchase can be arranged.
We constantly require better single items and complete
collections for our retail stock. If the value warrants,
our buyers will travel to you.
Call Gary J. Lyon or Yohann Tanguay today
to discuss your holdings.
Toll Free in North America.
1 (800) 667-8267
Overseas
1 (506) 548-8986
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Lot #

Catalogue Value

1001

#69, 12c Black Washington, used single with dramatic vertical pre-printing paper crease,
Fine and scarce ......................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00+
#554var, 2c Carmine Washington, flat plate printing, perf 11, mint horizontal strip of three,
showing a huge and dramatic pre-printing paper fold, resulting in a 4.5mm gap through centre
stamp. An eye-appealing item, Fine OG................................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00+
#630, 2c 1926 New York Philatelic Exhibition Fresh mint souvenir sheet of 25, full original
gum, never hinged, Fine .....................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
PB #1563var, 10c Lexington-Concord Lower left plate block of twelve (2x6), showing a
MAJOR PERFORATION SHIFT (10-12mm down; slanted). Most appealing, VF NH
..................................................................................................................................Est. 500.00

USA
1002
1003
1004

1005

#RW10/RW65, Clean mostly Complete 1943-1998 Ducks All in clear mounts on album
pages, clean condition throughout. Noted mint NH #RW10, 21, 22, 23, 25, 28-31, and 33 to
65, also mint lightly hinged (catalogue value is for no gum only) #RW11-19, 24, 26, 27 and
32. Nice quality throughout, F-VF to VF.........................................................(Photo) 2,240.00

1006

Mostly Used 1857-1991 Collection In mounts in a large Seal Album, mostly complete
starting from 1935 to 1980's, includes back-of-book issues, pre-1930's is generally mixed to
Fine (faulty-looking stamps are ignored) and F-VF thereafter ..................................... 1,945.00
Nice Cut Squares and Postal Stationery Collection Housed in a Scott National Album with
slipcase, all different unused and used cut squares and later issues in entires, plus postal cards,
air letters, etc. Noted used U17, unused U187, U204, U224, etc., plus many $10-$30 items
throughout. Some small flaws to be expected on some earlies, otherwise quality is mainly
selected throughout. Potential for better finds, F-VF.................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00
Collection of Postal Cards Several dozens, neatly mounted in a large Scott album, from
1873 to 1995 (mostly unused and complete from 1970 to 1995). Noted unused UX9, 12, 14,
etc. Overall clean F-VF or better ........................................................................... Est. 150.00+
BP Modern Mint NH Issues In glassines, envelopes, etc., includes coils, self-adhesives, booklet
PB
panes and miniature panes, etc. Face US$324. Mainly VF.......................................Est. 350.00
Clean 1932-1995 Collection All in clear mounts and housed in two Scott albums, starting
from the 1932 Bicentennial issue and virtually complete up to 1995 including airmails, etc.
Total Face value US$698. and mainly VF NH ......................................................Est. 1,000.00
BP Clean Mint NH Booklet Pane Collection All in clear mounts in a Scott National album,
starting with some 1917 to 1974 regular and airmail booklet panes, noted #720b, plus many
post-1975 booklet panes up to 1995. Face value for this period only is US$293. Catalogue
value for 1917 to 1974 period US$225. Condition is F-VF NH ............................ Est. 400.00+
Comprehensive Used Collection As received, with many hundred different, all carefully
displayed in black mounts in three Scott albums, starting with early 1851 issues up to early
1900's (generally mixed condition), Washington / Franklin 1910-1920's period is Fine to Very
Fine and virtually complete 1932 to 1991. Includes Back-of-Book issues with Airmails, Dues,
some Ducks and one album with many dozens Revenues (inspect for better). Nice basis for
continuation. ..........................................................................................................Est. 1,000.00
Collection of Perfins Many hundreds all identified by perfins (A to W, including symbols)
and displayed on stockpages in four binders. Also includes Catalog of United States Perfins
(First illustrated edition 1966) in two hardbound volumes. Potential for better finds, mainly
Fine ........................................................................................................................ Est. 500.00+

1007

1008
1009
1010
1011

1012

1013
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Lot #

Catalogue Value

1014

Extensive Precancel Collection mostly selected for condition and centering, all neatly
mounted in a United States Bureau Print album plus many hundreds crammed on stockpages
in a red binder. Also includes Precancel Stamp Society catalogs in four small binders, the
History of Precancels and Style Chart of Precancels and Silent Precancels, etc. Potential for
better finds, F-VF................................................................................................... Est. 500.00+

1015

#205/QE4, Comprehensive and Clean Mint 1882-1932 Collection All in clear mounts on
Scott album pages, including many selected mint never hinged stamps from the 1910's to
1930's,also a few pre-1910 stamps with condition mainly Fine, some with small faults (not
counted). Noted better mint never hinged #250, 265, 264 (VF), 271, 286 (VF), 314 (VF), 328
(VF), 338, 358 (VF), 413, 414 (VF), 471, 497 (pair), 514, 515, 516, 517, 531 (line pair), 532,
536, 570, 571, 581-591 (most are NH), plus mint original gum #219 (VF), 271, 287 (hinge
thin), 498/518 (less #500 & 505), 658-679, C1-C6 etc. A valuable and solid basis for
continuation, mainly F-VF...............................................................................(Photo) 9,234.00

1016

USA - POSSESSIONS Mint and Used Collection Many dozens mounted and in clear
mounts in a Scott album. Includes Canal Zone ($201), Cuba ($70), Guam ($900) with better
used 1899 1c to 8c & 15c, Hawaii ($405), Philippines ($538) and Puerto Rico ($201), last two
includes stamps issued during Spanish Dominion. Overall Fine to Very Fine (Photo) 2,315.00

1017

UNITED NATIONS Clean Mint Collection Virtually complete collection from 1951-1995,
with mint NH #38 and including 59 different postal stationery envelope and cards, all unused,
and virtually complete Geneva 1969-1995 & Vienna 1979-1995 mint issues, with 11 Geneva
& 14 Vienna unused postal envelopes / cards. All in mounts with most being never hinged
and housed in a Scott album with slipcase, VF.........................................................Est. 400.00
AFARS AND ISSAS , OBOCK AND SOMALI COAST Clean Mint and Used Collection
mostly in clear mounts on Minkus pages. Noted Obock ($641) with 16 different mint and
used 1892 Overprints / Surcharges, plus four bisects used on piece (not counted), nice run of
Somali Coast issues ($672), and Afars and Issas virtually complete 1967-1977 mint lightly
hinged. Overall F-VF.................................................................................................... 2,068.00
AFGHANISTAN Nice and clean Mint and Used 1892-1985 Collection Many dozen in
clear mounts in a Minkus album, a wealth of seldom seen stamps, mostly complete mint from
early 1950's up to 1965 with a good range of souvenir sheets and unlisted imperforate
varieties, etc. Overall F-VF.................................................................................... Est. 200.00+
ALAOUITES AND ALEXANDRETTA Mint Collections All in clear mounts on Minkus
album pages, Alaouites virtually complete mint, and Alexandretta with mint 1938
Overprinted set of five, etc., F-VF ................................................................................... 494.00
ALBANIA Clean 1914-1981 Mint and Used Collection Well represented throughout and
mostly in clear mounts, housed in a Minkus album with slipcase, including modern
imperforate souvenir sheets, seldom seen mint sets from the 1950's-1970's, many being never
hinged. Mainly F-VF ................................................................................................Est. 300.00

1018

1019

1020
1021
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Lot #

Catalogue Value

1022

ALGERIA #1/P1, Clean 1924-1988 Collection Mostly mint and in clear mounts on Minkus
album pages, almost complete 1924 to 1958, many mint stamps are never hinged. Nice
overall quality, F-VF ....................................................................................................... 827.00
ANDORRA, FRENCH ADMISTRAT #1/P1, Clean Mint and Used 1931-1991 Collection
Mostly mint with many later issues being NH, mounted in clear mounts in a Minkus album, a
few better such as mint 1932 65c, 1933 1.25fr & 1.75, some Europa issues, Postage Dues and
some Spanish Administration issues. Nice overall quality, F-VF................................. 1,178.00
ANTIGUA #2/MR3, Mint and Used 1863-1983 Collection All in clear mounts and housed
in a Scott album, including mint 1903 & 1913 5sh's, 1922 3sh & 4sh, 1932 Pictorial (6p is
used), used 1882 2½p red brown, 1886 1sh violet, 1908 1sh, etc. Virtually complete mint
from 1953 up to 1979, many being never hinged. Mainly Fine to Very Fine throughout. Scott
catalogue value up to 1952 only. .................................................................................. 1,616.00
ARGENTINA Mint and Used 1858-1994 Collection Several hundred different in clear
mounts in a large Minkus album, nicely represented mint and used throughout, with BOB and
many 1980's-1994 mint NH stamps, F-VF ............................................................ Est. 250.00+

1023

1024

1025

1026

ASCENSION #1/574a, Clean Mint 1922-1993 Collection In black mounts in a Scott
Specialty album, complete from 1922 to 1983, including key Definitives Issues (1934, 19381953, 1956, 1963 sets and 1970 up are all NH). Also includes a section with issues of
B.I.O.T. 1968-1976. Nice quality throughout, VF...........................................(Photo) 2,405.00

1027

AUSTRALIA AND AREAS Mint and Used Collection Many hundreds mostly in clear
mounts, housed in two Scott Specialty albums, starting with Kangaroos up to early 1990's,
good degree of completion from mid-1930's up to end, and includes AAT, back-of-book,
some issues from New Guinea and NWPI, some Australian States in mixed condition.
Condition is generally Fine or better. Australia alone catalogues................................. 1,354.00

1028

AUSTRALIA #1/M7, Clean and Valuable Mint and Used 1902-2000 Collection in black
mounts in a Scott Specialty album, good representation of Kangaroos and George V issues,
then virtually complete mint and mostly NH from 1932 to 2000 (only a few stamps and
booklet panes missing). Noted earlier better stamps with mint 1913 3p & 9p, 1914 6p Bird,
1914-1924 George V set of 19, 1916 1sh (wmk 10), 1929 3p, 5p & 1sh4p KGV, 1929 1sh
(wmk 203), 1932 1sh4p, 1937-1946 Definitives, 1949-1950 Arms (NH), Airmails, Postage
Dues with mint 1902 4p & 6p, 1902-1904 3p, 1934 1sh, 1938 6p & 1sh, 1946-1957 ½p to
5sh, 1946-1947 BCOF Military mint set, used 1913 2sh, 1918 5sh. Catalogue value for
stamps up to 1965 US$4,371. Face value for stamps from 1966 up to 2000 AU$804. A lovely
collection with nice overall quality, mainly F-VF or better throughout
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00+
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Lot #

Catalogue Value

1029

AUSTRALIAN STATES Mint and Used Collection All in black mounts on Scott album
pages with all States represented. Noted New South Wales mint #50, 67, 68, 101, used #14,
16, 29, F2 (four margins, tiny thin), Queensland mint #52, 142, used #11, 12, F2, etc., several
dozen from South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria (with some Postal Fiscals), and Western
Australia, etc. Many selected cancelled or mint stamps throughout with the usual early period
in mixed condition. Inspect for better perforation or printing varieties. ... (Photo) Est. 750.00+
AUSTRIA Large Mint and Used Collection Many hundreds, all in clear mounts in a Scott
album, starting with early issues up to 1970's, including semi-postals, dues, Occupation in
Turkish Empire, in Romania and Bosnia & Herzegovina. Overall quality is Fine to Very Fine
...................................................................................................................................... 1,533.00

1030

1031

BAHAMAS #2/MR14, Valuable Mint and Used 1861-1990 Collection In clear mounts and
housed in a Scott Specialty album, with many better stamps such as used 1861 (Rough perf;
unwmk) 1p, 4p & 6p, 1862 6p perf 13 (nice A05 cancel), mint 1902 5sh, 1906-1911 KEVII
set, 1918 1sh War Tax (NH), 1930 Seal Issue, etc. Mostly complete mint from 1935 to 1983
and appears all NH starting from 1968. Overall F-VF.....................................(Photo) 4,322.00

1032

BARBADOS #2/MR1, Mint and Used 1852-1985 Collection In clear mounts on Scott
album pages, from early Britannia issues (faulty looking stamps have been ignored) up to
modern issues. Noted better such as mint 1897 10p, 1912 5sh, 1920-1921 Victory set, 1924
1sh Script MCA, used 1852 (1p) dark blue, 1859 1sh imperf, 1859 (1p) blue pin perf, 1875 6p
perf 12½, 1882 5sh (signed Richter; light crease), etc. Mint issues from 1970's-1980's appears
all never hinged. Some toning on early issues, otherwise condition is generally Fine or better
...................................................................................................................................... 2,452.00
BECHUANALAND #1/J8a, Mint and Used 1885-1966 Collection All in black mounts on
Scott album pages, noted used 1885 6p, mint 1886 4p, 1912 1sh, 1925-1927 set, 1932
Pictorial set (LH), etc. Overall Fine to Very Fine............................................................ 994.00
BELGIUM Mint and Used Collection Mounted and in clear mounts in a Minkus album
starting with fourteen different 1849-1865 Leopold I used issues, and then a nice
representation of issues from 1865 to 1960's, which includes Semi-postals, Parcel Post &
Railway Stamps, a page of Precancels. Also includes a good run of Belgian Congo issues,
with many selected CDS postmarks. Mainly used throughout and condition varies from mixed
to Fine on pre-1910 issues to Fine or better for post-1910. Several hundreds stamps which
would certainly fill some gaps in your album...........................................................Est. 400.00
BENIN & DAHOMEY Mint and Used Collections Majority in clear mounts on Minkus
pages. Includes Benin used 1892 (Black Handstamp Surcharge) 1c (CDS; light crease), mint
2c & 4c (both with some gum toning) mint 15c, Dahomey 1899-1975, virtually complete
mint from 1913 to 1960 and well represented up to 1975. Overall F-VF ..................... 1,390.00
BERMUDA #1/MR2, Mint and Used 1865-1991 Collection Mostly in clear mounts on
Scott album pages, many better such as mint 1865 1p, 1886 2p blue, 1920-1921 Seal of
Colony set, 1922-1934 Definitive Script MCA up to 2sh, used 1873 3p, etc. Condition is
generally Fine to Very Fine throughout........................................................................ 2,113.00
BHUTAN Attractive Mint 1963-1976 Collection Many dozen, in clear mounts or mounted
in a large Minkus album, includes holograms, embossed, canvas-like printing sets and
souvenir sheets, etc., F-VF............................................................................................... 937.00
BOLIVIA Clean Mint and Used 1867-1987 Collection A few hundred different, all in clear
mounts in a Minkus album, starting with early issues and nicely represented up to early
1950's with many seldom seen mint sets, etc. A nice collection for continuation, overall Fine
to Very Fine ..............................................................................................................Est. 300.00
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1039

BRAZIL Large Mint and Used Collection Several hundred different, mostly in clear
mounts on Minkus album pages, starting from 1850 up to early 1990's, mostly used up to
1940's and then mint and used with later 1980's-1990's period being mint never hinged.
Condition is mostly Fine to Very Fine throughout. An ideal startup collection .... Est. 300.00+
BRITISH AFRICA Mint and Used Collection Several hundreds, with most Colonies
represented, and issues ranging from pre-1900 up to early QEII era, mostly in clear mounts,
housed in a large Minkus album. Noted nice selection of Bechuanaland, Gambia, Gold Coast,
KUT, Sierra Leone, etc. Overall Fine to Very Fine ............................................... Est. 350.00+
BRITISH ANT. TERR. #1/B4, Clean Mint 1963-1995 Collection Mostly complete for the
period covered, and mainly NH. Includes all 1963 to 1971 issues mint never hinged, and
much more, VF ............................................................................................................... 845.00
BRITISH ASIA Nice Mint and Used Collections Mainly in clear mounts in a Minkus
album, includes Bangladesh with over 25 different early Pakistan overprinted, good degree of
completion from 1971 to 1996 with many seldom seen stamps mostly NH, Burma 1937 to
1990's, including mint 1938-1940 Definitives, some Japanese Occupation, 1991 20p "Union
of Myanmar" NH block of four, some covers, and Nepal from early Natives to 1991, all
periods are nicely represented. A great opportunity to obtain many elusive issues, F-VF
............................................................................................................................... Est. 500.00+
BRITISH ASIA Mint and Used Collection Housed in two Minkus albums, which includes
Aden, with mint 1937 Issue up to 2r, Bahrain with nice selection of mint sets / sheetlets of
1966 to 1885 period, several are never hinged, Kuwait starting from 1923 and well
represented up to 1970's, plus some Dubai, Brunei and Labuan. Mainly Fine or better
..................................................................................................................................Est. 500.00
BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA Mint and Used Collections Many dozen in black mounts
on Scott pages. Includes BCA (1891-1907; $603), with mint 1891 2sh6p, 3sh, 4sh, 5sh, 1892
4sh on 5sh (unused), used 1898 1p (imperf; cut into at right), Basutoland (mint 1933-1966;
$275), Nyasaland (mostly mint 1908-1964; $407), Swaziland (mint 1933-1962; $382), all
1889 issues including 2sh6p & 5sh are present but not counted, mint 1933 KGV set, Togo
(1915 Occupation mint; $71). Nice overall quality, F-VF ........................................... 1,738.00

1040

1041
1042

1043

1044

1045

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Clean and Fresh 1953-1958 Queen Elizabeth Collection
Several hundred different, which appears to have been bought as new issues, all carefully
mounted in three nice New Age Stamp springback albums, with value concentrated into one
volume. Most colonies represented and with early long Definitives issues. Lovely fresh and
clean condition throughout, VF .................................................................................... 5,531.00

1046

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Clean Mint George VI Collection Several hundred
different stamps, apparently bought as new issues and carefully mounted in four as new New
Age Stamp springback albums, includes 1937 Coronation, 1948 Silver Wedding & 1949 UPU
Omnibus sets (all are virtually complete), among many Definitive sets, with most Colonies
represented. Fresh and very clean quality throughout, ideal to start a new collection of this
popular era, VF LH....................................................................................................... 4,371.00

1047

BRITISH EAST AFRICA Mint and Used Collections All stamps are in black mounts on
Scott album pages. Includes BEA (1890-1894; $420) with mint 1890 8a grey (showing
papermaker's watermark; a few short perfs), East Africa (1904-1919; $147), GEA (1917
Occupation; $38), KUT (1937-1963; $114), Uganda ($176), and Tanganyika (1927-1962;
$130). Nice overall quality, F-VF................................................................................. 1,025.00
BRITISH GUIANA AND GUYANA Mint and Used Collection All in clear mounts in a
Scott Specialty album, noted British Guiana with over 20 different used "Large Ship" issues
(faulty looking stamps ignored), nice 1926 60c (CDS), 1931 $1, mint 1898 Scenes set, 19131916 72c, 1934 Pictorial set, Guyana 1966-1989 mostly complete mint pre-1980 issues and
includes Flowers 1985-1987 issues (many different NH), and also a page with several
Overprints / Surcharges not counted. Overall F-VF...................................................... 2,718.00
BRITISH HONDURAS #1/MR5, Clean Mint and Used 1866-1991 Collection Many
dozens in clear mounts in a Scott Specialty album, with better such as used 1866 1sh, 1877
1sh (unused), mint 1899 $1, etc. Mostly complete mint from 1935 to 1973 and includes
Belize issues with virtually all the elusive sets and souvenir sheets issued between 1979 and
1983 (mint never hinged). Mostly Fine to Very Fine ................................................... 2,957.00

1048
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1050

BULGARIA 1879-1981 Mint and Used Collection Housed in a Minkus album with many
hundred different stamps, starting with First Lion Issue up to 1981. Mainly Fine to Very Fine
throughout.................................................................................................................Est. 250.00
BURKINA FASO #1/J26, Clean Mint 1920-1979 Collection Many dozens, all in clear
mounts on Minkus pages, all mint (some used, not counted), mostly complete from early
1960's to 1979, including souvenir sheets and many seldom seen topical sets are never
hinged. Overall F-VF or better...................................................................................... 1,054.00
CAYMAN ISLANDS #1/MR7, Mint and Used 1900-1984 Collection All in clear mounts
on Scott album pages, noted mint 1907-1907 KE VII issues (only missing 5sh), 1907 ½p on
1p, 1907-1909 KEVII set (missing only 10sh), 1921-1922 (MCA) GEV set of 5, 1938-1943,
1953-1959 & 1962 Definitive sets, etc. Overall F-VF .................................................. 1,405.00
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC #1/J12, Clean Mint 1960-1975 Collection In clear
mounts in a Scott album, including some issues from Mali. Nice quality throughout with
many seldom seen topical sets, the majority of the stamps being never hinged, F-VF.... 712.00
CEYLON AND MALDIVES Mint and Used Collection Many hundreds, mostly in clear
mounts in a Minkus album, from early Victoria (faulty looking stamps ignored), nicely
represented to 1960's. Also a clean and mostly mint NH Maldives collection ($603) with a
good run from 1906 to 1970's. Overall F-VF................................................................ 1,656.00
CHAD #1/J34a, Comprehensive Mint and Used 1922-1979 Collection Mostly in clear
mounts on Minkus album pages, complete mint 1922-1930 period and with several dozen
different up to 1979, including some NH, F-VF .............................................................. 921.00
CHANNEL ISLANDS Clean Mint Collections All in clear mounts in a Scott album, with
Alderney ($75), Guernsey ($386), most are lightly hinged, Jersey (1969-1992; $512) appears
all NH including booklets and some used, Isle of Man (1973-1990; $264), appears all NH,
overall VF ..................................................................................................................... 1,237.00
CHRISTMAS ISLAND #1/353, and Cocos I. Mint 1958-1993 Collection In clear mounts
on Scott album pages, the majority of the stamps are mint never hinged (Scott $336) and also
Cocos Islands (Scott 1/198; $138) covering 1963-1988 in clear mounts on Scott album pages,
appears VF NH ................................................................................................................ 474.00
CILICIA #1/J16, Clean Mint 1919-1921 Collection A few dozen different all in clear
mounts on Minkus pages, some duplicates and some used. Seldom seen and F-VF or better
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 484.00
COLOMBIA AND ECUADOR Collections Mainly used for both countries, starting from
the 1860's to 1970's. Colombia has a nice run of pre-1903 issues. Also includes a mainly mint
collection of many dozen different from 1887 to 1970's, clean quality throughout, offers a
good opportunity to acquire many elusive stamps, overall F-VF .......................... Est. 400.00+
COMORO ISLANDS Mint and Used Collections All Peace and Commerce issues and the
1912 Surcharges, with Anjouan ($360), including #21b to 30b (wide spacing) in se-tenant
mint pairs with normal, Grand Comoro ($256) with mint 25c to 1fr, Mayote ($335) and
Moheli ($96). Small flaws to expected on some, otherwise condition is mainly Fine or better
...................................................................................................................................... 1,047.00
COOK ISLANDS Large Mint and Used Collection Mostly in clear mounts and includes
Aitutaki, Niue and Penrhyn Islands, all on Minkus album pages. Noted a nice run of Cook
Islands issues 1898-1982, mostly mint ($976), Aitutaki 1903-1981 ($728), with 1903-1917
mint set of 13 (less 1903 1sh), Niue 1902-1986 ($210) and Penhryn 1902-1981 ($466), with
mint 1902 ½p (double-lined wmk) No period after "ISLAND", 1903 1sh, etc. Many stamps
from the 1970's to 1980's are never hinged. Nice overall quality throughout, F-VF .... 2,380.00
COSTA RICA 1863-1970's Mint and Used Collection Housed in a Minkus album, with
mint never hinged stamps in mounts, all periods are represented, with many dozen different.
Mainly Fine to Very Fine throughout .......................................................................Est. 200.00
CYPRUS Clean Mint 1928-1996 Collection Many dozen different, housed in two clean
Schaubek hingeless albums (as new), with slipcases. Noted 1934 Pictorial set, 1948 Silver
Wedding, 1960 Definitives, 1963 Boy Scouts sheetlet (NH), Europa issues with both 1963
sets, 1964 & 1965 (last being NH), and virtually complete mint (the great majority are NH)
from 1960 to 1996. Overall quality is clean and VF throughout................................... 1,779.00
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1064

CYPRUS #1/RA7, Comprehensive Mint and Used 1880-1991 Collection All in clear
mounts in a Scott Specialty album. Noted mint 1881 ½p on 1p (P216), ½p on 1p (small ovpt;
P215), 1881 ½p (tiny thins), 1882-1894 6pi (Die A), 1903 2pi, 6pi, 1934 Pictorial set, 1955,
1960 & 1962 Definitive sets (NH), complete mint 1953 to 1990, including the 1963 Boy
Scout souvenir sheet (NH), Europa 1963 (2 sets), 1963 (2nd), 1964, 1965 (2 sets), all NH, etc.
Many mint never hinged sets / stamps throughout. Faulty looking and dubious cancels are
ignored. Overall quality is clean, Fine to Very Fine ........................................(Photo) 4,448.00

1065

CZECHOSLOVAKIA Mint and Used Collection Several hundred different stamps, in
clear mounts and mounted in a Scott Specialty album, with nice representation from First
issue up to late 1970's including some souvenir and miniature sheets, Semi-postals, Airmails
and Bohemia & Moravia issues. Mainly Fine to Very Fine throughout ................ Est. 250.00+
DANISH WEST INDIES #1/J8, Clean 1856-1915 Collection Mostly mint and in clear
mounts on Scott album pages, noted 1856 3c (brown gum), 1872-1873 (perf 12) 3c mint & 4c
unused, 1879 50c grey violet, 1905, 1907-1908 & 1915 Definitive sets, etc. Nice quality
throughout, F-VF .............................................................................................(Photo) 1,630.00
DENMARK #2/P20, Mint and Used 1850-1991 Collection Few hundreds, all in clear
mounts on Scott album pages. Starts with early issues (faulty looking stamps ignored) up to
modern issues, well represented, mainly mint from 1970 to end, with great percentage being
never hinged. Overall Fine to Very Fine....................................................................... 1,400.00
DOMINICA #1/MR5, Mint and Used 1874-1981 Collection In clear mounts in a Scott
album, including 1874 1p (two unused), mint 1882 ½p on half of 1p (Type A; signed), 1908
5sh, used 1874 1sh, 1888 1sh, etc. Virtually complete mint from 1953 to 1979, most being
never hinged. Mainly Fine to Very Fine. Scott valuation up to 1952 only. .................. 1,843.00
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AND HAITI Clean Mint and Used Collection Many hundred
different mounted and in clear mounts in a large Minkus album, both countries starting with
early pre-1900 issues up the way up to 1981. Noted a wealth of seldom seen issues from
1910's up to 1960's, souvenir sheets, overprints, etc. Mainly F-VF....................... Est. 300.00+
EGYPT AND SUDAN Mint and Used Collection Several hundred mint and used stamps,
mounted on Minkus pages and blank leaves in a large Minkus album. At quick glance we
noted Egypt 1867-1869 Sphinx Issues, unused set of six (mixed condition), among a few
other later Sphinx printings. Includes a wealth of issues up to 1985 and Palestine overprints
issues. Also Sudan, quite comprehensive with various Camel Post issues, with perforated and
overprinted Officials, 1940-1941 Surcharges, Airmails, etc. Potential for better cancels,
printings, etc. Mainly Fine or better throughout .................................................... Est. 500.00+
ESTONIA Mint and Used 1918-1940 Collection Mounted and in clear mounts on Minkus
album pages, with several dozens, including mint souvenir sheets. Also 1918-1940 many
dozen different stamps from Latvia with nice selection of 1918-1919 Arms Issues and
Lithuania. Nice overall condition, F-VF................................................................ Est. 150.00+
ETHIOPIA #1/N7, Clean Mint and Used 1895-1973 Collection Many dozens in clear
mounts or mounted on Minkus album pages, with nice run of early pre-1950 issues, and
complete mint from 1960 to 1971, with semi-postals and airmails. Overall F-VF ......... 811.00
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FALKLAND ISLANDS

X1073

X1074

1073

#20-21, 2sh6p & 5sh 1898 Queen Victoria Well centered and fresh mint set of two high
values, VF OG (SG 41-42 £415) ........................................................................(Photo) 500.00

1074

#30-40, ½p-£1 King George V Complete mint set of eleven, slight gum toning on 5sh and £1
has one short perforation, otherwise F-VF OG (SG 60-69, 67b £800) ............(Photo) 1,223.00

1075

#4/MR3, Comprehensive Mint and Used 1878-1999 Collection In clear mounts and housed
in a Scott album with slipcase. Noted many better stamps such as mint 1878 1sh, 1895-1896
6p, 9p & 1sh, 1904-1907 Edward VII Issue (½p is used), 1929-1931 George V up to 5sh,
1933 Pictorial up to 2sh6p (all stamps are NH), 1938-1946 Pictorial Issue, 1948 £1 (two; one
is NH), 1952 Definitives, used 1886 1p & 4p (sideways wmk), 1894 1p claret (wmk CA), etc.
All mint from 1952 to 1999 with high degree of completion, the majority being never hinged.
Condition is generally Fine to Very Fine.........................................................(Photo) 3,865.00

1076

FIJI #18/MR2, Clean and Mostly Mint 1872-1993 Collection In clear mounts on Minkus
album pages, includes some George V keyplates, all 1938-1967 Definitives issues, virtually
complete mint 1935-1983 and appears all NH starting from early 1970's to end. Condition is
mainly F-VF or better ................................................................................................... 1,621.00
FINLAND #5/Q13, Nice Mint and Used 1859-1991 Collection All in clear mounts in a
Scott Specialty album, with nice used 1859 10k rose and 1875 32p with framed "FR . KO"
cancel, mint 1885 20p orange VF NH block, good degree of completion in mint condition
(many sets throughout are never hinged) from 1930 to late 1970's, including semi-postals, etc.
Early classic in mixed condition have been ignored, rest is generally Fine to Very Fine
...................................................................................................................................... 1,864.00

1077

1078

FRANCE Comprehensive Mint and Used 1870-1992 Collection Many hundreds in clear
mounts in a large Scott Specialty album, includes several 1849-1870 Ceres & Napoleon
issues in mixed condition (not counted in CV). Starts with Bordeaux and Peace and
Commerce issues, including mint 1898 50c and 1900 2fr, well represented throughout,
including airmails and strong semi-postal section with a wealth of $10 to over $100 singles
and sets throughout. Virtually complete mint from 1960 to 1992 with a great portion of
stamps being never hinged. Overall quality is Fine or better on pre-1920 issues and F-VF for
post-1920 .........................................................................................................(Photo) 5,735.00
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1079

FRENCH AFRICA Mint and Used Collections Mostly in clear mounts on Minkus pages,
includes Ivory Coast (1892-1985; $841) nice represented with many modern mint never
hinged stamps / sets, French West Africa (1945-1959; $108), Mauritania (1906-1979; est CV
$150), French Sudan & Senegambia (1894-1941; $477), with Senegambia mint 1903 30c to
1fr, French Sudan used 1894 30c, 40c, mint 1894 50c, etc. Overall F-VF ................... 1,576.00
FRENCH COLONIES #1/J34, Nice Mint and Used 1859-1945 Collection A few dozens,
all in clear mounts on Minkus pages, noted used 1871 80c, 1873 80c, mint 1881 30c, 35c,
40c, 75c, 1943 1.50fr + 98.50fr Semi-postal, etc. Faulty looking stamps are ignored, and the
rest are Fine to Very Fine ............................................................................................. 1,012.00
FRENCH EQUAT. AFRICA & AREAS Mint and Used Collections Several hundreds,
mostly in clear mounts on Minkus album pages. Includes French Equatorial Africa (19361958; $370), mostly mint, Gabon (1904-1982; $311), Middle Congo complete mint ($360),
French Congo ($139), Cameroons ($245) and Central African Republic (est CV $75). Overall
Fine to Very Fine .......................................................................................................... 1,500.00
FRENCH GUIANA #19/J29, Clean 1892-1947 Collection Mostly mint and in clear mounts
on Minkus pages, period well covered and includes Inini ($42). Overall F-VF .............. 564.00
FRENCH GUINEA #1/J36, Clean 1892-1944 Collection Mostly mint and in clear mounts
on Minkus pages, noted used 1892 30c, 40c, 1fr, mint 1906-1907 5fr, virtually complete mint
1913 to 1944, etc. Overall F-VF ...................................................................................... 714.00
FRENCH INDIA #1/J24, Clean 1892-1954 Collection Mostly mint and in clear mounts on
Minkus pages, includes a wide range of mint France Libre issues, plus some duplicates. Nice
quality throughout, F-VF ................................................................................................. 536.00
FRENCH OFFICES ABROAD Attractive Mint and Used Collection In clear mounts on
Scott album pages, with nice and clean overall quality, many stamps selected for centering
and CDS postmarks. All Offices are represented, notably Alexandria with mint 1899 5fr
(signed Calves), 1921 Local Issue to 15m on 50c, used 1900 2fr, Offices in China, nice
Dedeagh, Port Lagos with 1893 2pi on 50c mint, 4pi on 1fr used, Vathy 1900 20pi on 5fr
mint, Port Said, Zanzibar, etc. Condition is mainly Fine to Very Fine......................... 3,611.00
FRENCH POLYNESIA #1/J27, Clean Mint and Used 1892-1948 Collection Several
dozens, all in clear mounts on Minkus album pages. Mostly mint throughout. Noted mint
Peace & Commerce issues, 1915-1927 Overprints, 1913-1939 Definitive sets, 1929 3fr-20fr,
1939 Revolution set of six, airmails, dues, etc. Overall nice quality F-VF................... 1,049.00
FRENCH SOUTHERN AND ANTARCTIC TERRITORIES #1/C128, Clean Mint 19551995 A few dozen different, all in clear mounts on Minkus album pages, most stamps are
never hinged, VF ............................................................................................................ 850.00
FRENCH WEST AFRICA Mint Collection Majority of the countries from the area are
represented, in black mounts on pages in a leather binder, mostly focusing on the long
Definitives from the 1910's up to 1940's, mostly incomplete, but still useful with many
stamps being selected for quality. Noted Chad mint 1922 Definitive set, 1930 Postage Due
set, Dahomey, French Congo, Guinea, Togo, etc. Overall Fine to Very Fine ....... Est. 200.00+

1080

1081

1082
1083
1084
1085

1086

1087
1088

1089

GAMBIA #5/192, Clean Mint 1880-1964 Collection All in black mounts on Scott album
pages. COMPLETE from 1886 Queen Victoria Cameo up to 1964 6p Shakespeare Issue. Nice
quality throughout, F-VF .................................................................................(Photo) 1,688.00
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1090

GERMAN STATES , COLONIES AND AREAS Large Mint and Used Collection Many
hundred different, in clear mounts and mounted in a large Scott Specialty album, with
strength in States (value nicely spread out), noted a nice Baden 1854 18k with '598'
cogwheel, better Hanover, Prussia and Thurn & Taxis, clean selection of German Colonies,
mostly mint, Saar well represented throughout, War Occupations, Danzig, etc. Obvious
forgeries, dubious and faulty looking stamps have been ignored. Overall quality range from
Fine with some small flaws on earlier classics to Fine to Very Fine ............................ 6,789.00

1091

GERMANY #3/O100, Valuable Mint and Used 1872-1988 Collection Many hundreds
mostly in clear mounts, housed in two Scott Specialty albums, starting with several Eagle
Shield Issues up to 1988, nice degree of completion, including most Semi-Postals, Airmails
and Officials. Noted mint 1902 1m, 1930 Berlin Philatelic Expo sheet of four, reduced in
margin on two sides, most semi-postal souvenir sheets. Also Berlin collection, virtually
complete mint 1955-1989 period and Offices in China, Morocco and Turkish Empire.
Obvious faulty / dubious stamps have been ignored. Some small flaws to be expected on
earlier issues, otherwise condition is generally Fine to Very Fine...................(Photo) 6,454.00

1092

GERMANY-EAST(GDR) #48/O45, Comprehensive Mint and Used 1949-1987
Collection Many hundreds mounted and in clear mounts in a large Scott Specialty album,
with good degree of completion for the period covered. Noted mint 1950 Portraits Issue (NH
set), 1951 50pf Mao (NH), 1950 DEBRIA sheet, etc. Overall Fine to Very Fine ........ 1,860.00
GIBRALTAR #1/MR1, Clean Mint and Used 1886-1990 Collection In clear mounts on
Scott album pages, starting with some early issues up to modern era, mostly complete mint
from 1935 to 1979, most post-1960 stamps are mint never hinged. Noted mint 1886 4p, 6p &
1sh (last two unused), 1889 Surcharge to 50c on 6p, 1889-1895 Victoria set (Spanish
Currency; less 1895 20c), KEVII & KGV partial sets mostly to 1sh, some higher
denominations, 1938-1949 KGVI set of 14, mint never hinged 1953, 1960, 1967-1969
Definitive sets, etc. Overall Fine to Very Fine condition.............................................. 2,684.00
GILBERT & ELLICE ISLANDS AND KIRIBATI Mint 1911-1986 Collection In clear
mounts on Minkus album pages, a few used, rest all mint and virtually complete mint 1937 to
1986, appears all NH from early 1970's. Noted mint 1940 Postage Dues. Overall F-VF
........................................................................................................................................ 557.00
GOLD COAST #5/MR1, Clean 1876-1953 Collection Mostly mint, all in black mounts on
Scott album pages, noted mint 1889 5sh, 1902 5sh, 1904-1907 KEVII to 6p, 1907-1913
KEVII to 2sh6p, 1938-1941, 1948 & 1952-1954 Definitive sets (all three NH), used 1894
20sh (CDS), etc. Nice quality, F-VF............................................................................... 984.00

1093

1094

1095

1096

GREAT BRITIAN #68, 2½p Ultramarine Plate 17, watermark Orb, a bright fresh mint
single, well centered for the issue, with full original gum, lightly hinged. A nice stamp, VF
LH (SG 142 £350) ..............................................................................................(Photo) 400.00
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1097

GREAT BRITAIN Extensive Mint and Used 1840-1998 Collection Many hundred
different, all in clear mounts in a large Scott Specialty album, with a wealth of better issues
throughout, such as used 1840 2p, 1854 6p red violet, 1854 2p (perf 16), 1855 2p (perf 16),
1855 4p (bluish; bold cancel), 1856 6p & 1sh, 1862 4p & 1sh, 1865 3p, 1867 9p, 10p, 2sh (2),
1883-1884 issues, 1883 5sh (2), 1884 5sh (2), mint 1875 2½p claret (P1; unused), 1887-1892
Jubilee set, 1902-1911 KEVII set up to 5sh, 1939 10sh indigo (NH), Wilding issues,
including phosphor, graphite bars and varieties, 1955 Castles issue, mostly complete mint
1960 to 1998, with a great percentage being never hinged, also Postage Dues, Officials,
Regionals, mint and used issues from the Turkish Empire ($478), Somalia, Eritrea, Offices in
China and Morocco. Faulty-looking stamps have been ignored, and overall quality varies
from Fine for pre-1900 issues, Fine to Very Fine for post-1900....................(Photo) 20,784.00

1098

BRITISH OFFICES IN MOROCCO #1/611, Clean 1898-1957 Collection Mostly mint, all
in black mounts on Scott album pages, with several dozens, mainly in the 1935-1950's period.
Includes M.E.F. overprints, etc. Nice quality, F-VF........................................................ 713.00
GREENLAND Clean Mint and Used Collection Many dozens, most mint issues are never
hinged all in clear or black mounts, housed in a Scott Specialty album, with Faroe ($268) and
Aland ($99), both VF NH ............................................................................................... 821.00
GRENADA #1/MR2, Mint and Used 1861-1982 Collection In clear mounts in a Scott
album, including mint 1861 1p, 1871 6p vermilion (unused), 1890 1p on 2sh, 1895-1899 QV
set, 1913 KGV set, 1934 & 1937 Pictorial Issues, etc. Complete mint from 1953 to 1975
including souvenir sheets, most being NH and quite complete from 1975 to 1982, generally
F-VF Scott valuation up to 1952 only........................................................................... 2,431.00
GUATEMALA Mint and Used 1871-1979 Collection Mounted or in clear mounts in a
Minkus album, several hundred stamps with nice representation from First Issue to late
1970's. Mainly Fine or better ................................................................................. Est. 100.00+
HONDURAS AND EL SALVADOR Clean Mint and Used 1867-1970's Collections Many
hundred different mostly in clear mounts in a Minkus album, starting with nice range of
earlies, Seebecks, overprints on regulars - airmails - officials, many seldom seen mint sets
from 1930's to 1960's sprinkled throughout. A great opportunity to acquire a comprehensive
collection of these countries. Mainly F-VF ........................................................... Est. 300.00+
HONG KONG #1/J22, Mint and Used 1862-1999 Collection In clear mounts and housed in
a Minkus album. Includes mint 1900 10c, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1948 £1 Silver Wedding (NH),
1954-1960 QEII (key values $5 & $10 are NH among others), 1962 $20, 1982 Definitive
Issue (NH), and mostly complete mint never hinged from 1984 to 1999, including key
souvenir sheets, with 1988 $10 New Zealand "1990" Expo sheet of one, 1988 QEII Type II
Issue, etc. Also a selection of 80 Frama stamp labels. Condition is generally Fine to Very
Fine ..................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,680.00
HUNGARY Mint and Used Collection Many hundreds in clear mounts or mounted in a
large Minkus album, starting with a used 1871 15k litho and well represented mint and used
throughout up to 1950, then mostly used up to 1970's. Includes BOB issues. Overall quality
is Fine to Very Fine. Potential for better finds.........................................................Est. 300.00
ICELAND #10/O52, Nice Mint and Used 1876-1991 Collection All in clear mounts on
Scott album pages, starting with 40 early Numeral Issues mint and used with partial mint and
used sets of all King Christian and Frederik, etc. Well represented from 1930 to 1959 and
virtually complete mint 1960 to 1991, appears all NH from 1970 to end. Also includes a good
Back-of-book with strength in Officials. Faulty or dubious cancels on earlier issues are
ignored and condition is generally Fine to Very Fine throughout. A solid basis for
continuation .................................................................................................................. 3,205.00
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1106

INDIA AND STATES Housed in a Minkus album mostly in clear mounts with many
hundred used stamps of India virtually complete from 1930's to 1991, and includes Airmails,
Officials, etc. Also present is a strong and comprehensive Feudatory and Convention States
mint and used collection that is well represented. A much nicer than usual collection of this
area with a wealth of various printings, cancellations, etc., ideal for spending time for further
study. Overall quality is mainly Fine to Very Fine....................................................... 3,736.00

1107

INDIA Large Mint and Used 1854-1996 Collection Carefully mounted or in mounts in a
deluxe Scott Specialty album with slipcase, starting with early issues to 1996, plus back of
book issues and Convention States. Noted a used 1854 4a red & blue (slightly touching at top
and small thin, grid "210" and manuscript cancel), 1865 8a rose, virtually complete from
1956 to 1996, all mint, many being never hinged, a wide range of Officials with 1866 4a
green "Service." overprint (Type I) mint, Military issues, and a strong Convention States
section with all six states well represented. Condition is generally fine for pre-1900 issues,
some small flaws to be expected and mainly F-VF or better for later issues. A great basis to
build upon. ............................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00

1108

INDO-CHINA Mint and Used Collection Several dozens in clear mounts or mounted on
Minkus pages, includes Annam & Tonkin and Cochin China issues, etc., Fine to Very Fine
......................................................................................................................................... 719.00
IRAN Large Mint and Used Collection Many hundreds of different stamps in clear mounts
or mounted in a large Minkus album, with a wealth of 1870's-mid 1920's issues (reprints or
forgeries ignored), then post-1926 period well covered, mainly used throughout, but also a
wide range of mint up to 1979 including BOB issues. Also includes many dozen different
from Yemen 1930's-1960's, noted seldom seen mint sets, etc. Overall Fine to Very Fine.
Inspection is recommended for potential better finds ............................................ Est. 500.00+
IRAQ Mint and Used 1923-1999 Collection Several hundred mainly used stamps, mounted
in a Minkus album, with some mint and used Mesopotamia, many Officials, overprints, etc.
Also includes a binder of 1990-1999 new issues appears complete for the period including
souvenir sheets, local surcharges / overprints and some banknotes. A great opportunity with
overall condition Fine to Very Fine ....................................................................... Est. 300.00+
IRELAND Used 1922-1989 Collection In black mounts on Scott album pages, starting with
a nice run of early overprint issues. Noted 1922 (Dollard) 10sh unused, used 1922 2sh6p,
1925 2sh6p & 5sh, 1937 St. Patrick set, etc. Many dozens post-1930 issues. Overall quality is
Fine or better. Catalogue value up to 1937 only ........................................................... 1,990.00

1109

1110

1111

1112

IRELAND #1/J47, Comprehensive and Clean Mint 1922-1999 In clear mounts and housed
on Scott album pages. Virtually complete with only a few stamps / sets missing to complete
1922 up to 1990. Includes 1922 Dollard complete set, 1922-1923 Alex Thom complete set of
15 (10sh is unused), 1925 Seahorse set, 1937 St. Patrick, Europa sets, etc. Includes a five-line
overprint in red, handstamped and signed on back. Many sets starting from 1930's up to
1990's have duplicates (most not counted). A solid and clean collection, with overall quality
F-VF or better ..................................................................................................(Photo) 5,022.00

1113

ITALY Mint and Used Collection Several hundred different mounted or in clear mounts in
a large Minkus album, starting with a some States, mixed condition, some forgeries and
reprints noted, includes Roman States used #10 (PF cert., small faults), mostly used from
First issues up to 1980, including BOB and Somalia (mostly mint), Fine or better..Est. 400.00
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1114

JAMAICA #1/O4, Mint and Used 1860-1987 Collection in clear mounts on Scott album
pages, including better such as mint 1860 1sh, 1875 5sh violet, 1885 2p slate, 1897 1sh-3sh,
1908 4p red brown, 1922 10sh, mostly complete mint (the great majority NH) from 1965 to
1987, etc. Mainly F-VF................................................................................................. 2,182.00
JAPAN Mint and Used 1876-1990 Collection mostly in clear mounts in a Scott Specialty
album, starting with 13 pre-1876 issues (not counted), well represented from 1876 to 1970's,
including some modern booklets and souvenir sheets. Many modern stamps are mint NH.
Overall F-VF................................................................................................................. 1,127.00
JORDAN Mint and Used 1920-1969 Collection Minkus album with several hundred
different, loads of seldom seen stamps, F-VF...........................................................Est. 300.00
KOREA Clean Mint and Used 1895-1989 Collection Housed in a Minkus album, most in
mounts with many hundreds of different stamps plus several different mostly mint NH imperf
souvenir sheets from the late 1950's to early 1970's. Many mint never hinged stamps noted
from 1960's. Noted a key stamp 1955 20h blue on granite paper with curved wavy-line
watermark, mint lightly hinged. Overall F-VF throughout ......................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
LAOS Mint and Used 1951-1994 Collection Mainly mint with many dozen different, the
great majority are in sets, and mounted or in clear mounts in a Minkus album. Noted a few
better earlier sets and a wealth of seldom seen 1980's-1990's mint never hinged sets and
souvenir sheets, overall F-VF ................................................................................ Est. 200.00+
LAOS #1/CB2, Clean Mint 1951-1996 Collection All in black mounts, carefully displayed
in a large Scott Specialty album, includes the better 1954 & 1956 issues, mostly mint never
hinged, some earlier issues with normal climatized gum. Good degree of completion and very
seldom seen so comprehensive, VF .............................................................................. 1,541.00
LEBANON Nice 1924-1970's Mint and Used Collection Housed in a Minkus album,
mostly in clear mounts, with comprehensive run of Regular, Airmails, Postage Dues, etc.,
throughout. Noted many seldom seen sets, with overall F-VF condition .................Est. 400.00
LEEWARD ISLANDS #1/147, Mint and Used 1890-1954 Collection Several dozens in
clear mounts, noted shades, postmarks and printings. Condition is generally Fine or better
........................................................................................................................................ 695.00
LIBERIA #37a, 8c Brown & Black Centered single with inverted centre, used with
Monrovia CDS postmark. Must scarcer than mint despite having the same catalogue value,
VF, 2000 APS cert. .......................................................................................... (Photo) 450.00+
LIECHTENSTEIN #1/O58, Clean Mint and Used 1912-1989 Collection Many dozens, in
clear mounts or mounted on Minkus album pages. Mint and used from 1912 to 1970's, with
most mint sets being NH and mostly complete mint NH between 1976 to 1989. Overall F-VF
...................................................................................................................................... 1,169.00
LUXEMBOURG Mint and Used Collection Many dozens, all in clear mounts in a Minkus
album, starting with a few earlier issues (mixed condition or forgeries), 1880's to 1960's with
mint and used, including BOB, nothing of great value and 1970 to 1990 complete mint NH,
etc. Overall Fine or better ...................................................................................... Est. 200.00+

1115

1116
1117

1118

1119

1120
1121
1122
1123

1124

1125

MADAGASCAR #4/J40, Nice Mint and Used 1891-1976 Collection In clear mounts and
housed on Minkus album pages, nice degree of completion from 1896 to 1950's, including
Postage Dues, Semi-Postals, Airmails, etc. Noted better such as mint 1895 10c, 25c, 40c, 75c,
5fr (unused), 1942 3c & 1.75fr Airmail France Libre overprints, used 1891 Surcharged set of
four (05c on 40c, signed Brun and 5c on 25c, small faults), 1891 Typeset used to 1fr. Also
includes stamps from Diego Suarez with used 1890 1c (tiny thin), Nossi-be mint 1894
Navigation set (25c is used), used 1893 20c (Bk), Ste. Marie 1894 Navigation unused set, etc.
Condition is generally nice throughout with many selected VF stamps ..........(Photo) 3,652.00
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1126

MALAYAN STATES Valuable Mint and Used Collection Many hundred different stamps,
mounted and in clear mounts on Minkus pages, with all States represented, with Straits
Settlements, Malaysia and Federation, Sarawak and North Borneo. Noted better stamps such
as Straits 1882 10c slate (CC wmk; mint with gum stain spot), used 1888 96c, Malacca
complete mint 1948-1960, Negri 1895 2c Tiger (NH block, light offset on gum), complete
mint 1935-1957, Perak mint 1c on 2c rose QV (Type T), 1891 1c on 6c violet (Type e), 1891
2c on 24c green (Type g; unused), 1891 1c on 6c violet (Type g; unused), mint 1935-1937
Definitives, Trengganu complete mint 1948-1957 issues, North Borneo 1904 Surcharge mint
set, 1939 Postage Dues mint set, etc. A wealth of $5 to over $50 single mint and used stamps,
high values with fiscal cancels have been ignored. Condition is generally Fine on early Queen
Victoria era and Fine to Very Fine for later period..........................................(Photo) 6,358.00

1127

MALI #1/O11, Clean Mint 1959-1982 Collection In clear mounts on Minkus album pages,
complete from 1959-1969 and well represented up to late 1970's, with Airmails and noted
many mint never hinged stamps and sets throughout such as 1960 & 1965 Birds Airmail sets,
1969 2000fr gold, etc. A wealth of elusive sets and stamps, VF ..................................... 769.00
MALTA #3/MR2, Mint and Used 1863-1987 Collection Many dozens in clear mounts on
Scott album pages, noted mint 1930 & 1948 Definitive sets, 1957 £1 (NH), used 1899 10sh,
etc., well represented mostly with mint never hinged set from the mid-1960's to 1980's.
Victoria issues are mostly Fine and Edward VII to modern era are Fine to Very Fine
...................................................................................................................................... 2,073.00
MARTINIQUE #5/J40, Clean Mint and Used 1886-1947 Collection In clear mounts on
Minkus album pages, most issues are present and in mint condition starting from 1908 to
1947. Noted mint 1924 25c on 50c, 1927 Dues, 1939 Revolution (NH), 1947 Airmails (NH),
etc. Also includes Guadeloupe (1889-1947; $320), Overall F-VF................................ 1,153.00

1128

1129

1130

MAURITIUS #32/J11, Mint and Used 1863-1967 Collection Several dozen all in black
mounts on Scott album pages. Noted used 1872 10p, mint 1902 15c, 1r-5r, 1910 Definitive
set of 15, 1912-1922 KGV set of 9, etc. Nice quality, F-VF ..........................(Photo) 1,251.00

1131

MEXICO Mint and Used Collection Several hundred different, mostly mounted in a large
Minkus album, some early classic period, mostly 1884-1910 period (mixed to Fine) and
nicely represented from Civil War era up to 1980's, mostly used. Includes some Revenues.
Overall Fine or better............................................................................................. Est. 350.00+
MONACO #3/J64, Mint and Used 1885-1978 Collection Many dozen different, in clear
mounts or mounted on Minkus album pages, period well covered, noted mint 1885 5c (3;
shades), 25c (unused), 1891 5fr, 1953-1954 Dues set (NH), used 1885 25c, 1932-1937
Definitive set to 10fr, etc. Mainly Fine to Very Fine.................................................... 2,686.00

1132
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1133

MONTSERRAT #1/O64, Clean Mint and Used 1876-1994 Collection Many dozens in
clear mounts on Scott album pages, nice range of pre-1930 issues and well covered from
1938 up to 1981 (appears all NH from 1965). Nice overall quality, F-VF ................... 1,054.00
MOROCCO Mint and Used Collection Mostly in clear mounts in a Minkus album, includes
French Morocco, noted mint 1909-1910 & 1911 Dues, 1924 5fr, long Definitives, etc.,
Morocco mostly complete NH 1970-1985 period, British Offices in Morocco & Tangier, with
few dozen different and some Spanish Morocco starting with early overprints. Overall Fine to
Very Fine ............................................................................................................... Est. 300.00+
NAURU AND NEW HEBRIDES Mint Collection The great majority in clear mounts on
Minkus album pages, includes Nauru 1924-1996 ($288), appears all NH from 1954 to 1996
and New Hebrides 1908-1979 ($316), with many stamps NH and quite complete from 1950
to 1979. Also Vanuatu 1980-1986 all NH and virtually complete. Overall F-VF or better
......................................................................................................................................... 742.00
NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES Mint and Used Collection Several hundred different,
in clear mounts or mounted in a Minkus album, starting with 1852 issues and mint and used
throughout up to 1940's, includes many mint NH sets from 1950's up to 1990's including
Semi-postals. Also a lovely section of Antilles 1873-1960, well represented throughout with a
wealth of $5-$20+ items in choice condition, with good Indies and New Guinea. Overall Fine
to Very Fine ........................................................................................................... Est. 350.00+
NEW CALEDONIA #6/J12, Nice Mint and Used 1883-1996 Collection Many dozens
mostly in clear mounts on Minkus album pages, nicely represented throughout. Noted mint
1892 10c (perf), nice used 1883 5c on 75c, mint 1950's-1960's issues, with some mint never
hinged. Overall Fine to Very Fine ................................................................................ 1,187.00

1134

1135

1136

1137

1138

NEW GUINEA #C46-C59, 1939 ½p-£1 Plane over Bulolo Goldfield A well centered
complete mint set of fourteen, all with fresh colours and full original gum, very lightly
hinged. A choice set, VF (SG 212-225 £700) .....................................................(Photo) 913.00

1139

NEW HEBRIDES - FRENCH #1/J25, Clean Mint 1908-1980 Collection In clear mounts
on Minkus album pages, mostly mint and appears all NH for the 1971-1980 period. Noted
mint 1941 France Libre regular and postage dues, 1953 Definitives (NH), etc. Nice overall
quality, F-VF ................................................................................................................... 809.00
NICARAGUA Mint and Used 1869-1989 Collection Housed in Minkus album with several
hundred different, from early issues up to late 1980's, good representation of Seebeck era,
some 1900-1930's issues and many elusive sets from 1940's up to 1980's throughout.
Generally Fine to Very Fine throughout. ..................................................................Est. 250.00
NEW ZEALAND #52/L20, Mint and Used 1874-1990 Collection Several hundreds in clear
mounts in a Scott Specialty album, well represented for the period covered, includes 9
"Chalons" (mixed condition - not counted), and many of the modern mint stamps are never
hinged. Overall Fine or better ....................................................................................... 3,139.00
NIGER #1/J21, Clean and Complete Mint 1921-1944 Collection In clear mounts on pages,
including all semi-postals and long Definitives sets. Seldom offered, F-VF ................... 172.00
NIGERIA AND AREA Mint and Used Collection Includes Niger Coast ($1,211) with used
1892 ½p to 1sh, 1893 ½p (red) on unsevered pair of 1p (tiny rounded LR corner), 1893 ½p
(violet; italic) on 2p, 1898 10sh, etc. Also Nigeria ($296), mostly mint with 1936 Pictorial
Issue, Southern Nigeria ($616), all mint, clean and fresh, with 1901 QV set, 1903-1904
KEVII to 10sh and 1904-1907 KEVII set to 5sh, and Lagos (1874-1905) unusually fresh and
clean for this colony. Noted mint 1876 1p & 2p, 1904 (CA) 6p & 1sh, 1904 (MCA) 10sh, etc.
All four section, stamps are in black mounts on Scott album pages. Nice quality throughout,
Fine to Very Fine .............................................................................................(Photo) 2,798.00

1140

1141

1142
1143
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1144

NORFOLK ISLAND #1/669, Clean Mint 1947-1998 Collection In clear mounts on Scott
album pages, well represented for the period covered, all stamps from starting from 1966
appears to be all VF NH .................................................................................................. 757.00
NORWAY #4/O110, Mint and Used 1855-1991 Collection Few hundred all in clear mounts
in a Scott Specialty album, nice run of Post Horn issues and then well represented and mainly
mint from 1940 to 1991, mint issues starting from 1970's appear NH. Overall condition is
F-VF.............................................................................................................................. 1,589.00
PAKISTAN Clean Mint and Used 1947-1995 Collection Several hundred different all in
clear mounts on Minkus album pages, starting with mint 1947 Definitive set of 20, mint and
used up to 1979, well represented including Officials and mostly complete mint NH 1980 to
1995. Also some Bahawalpur mint and some Pakistan postal history, etc. Nice quality
throughout, F-VF ................................................................................................... Est. 250.00+
PAPUA NEW GUINEA #1/O7, Mint and Used 1901-1991 Collection Many dozens in
clear mounts on Scott album pages, includes mint 1929-1941 Airmails, mostly complete mint
NH between 1978-1990, etc. Mainly F-VF or better ...................................................... 875.00
PARAGUAY Comprehensive Mint and Used 1870-1969 Collection Several hundred
different mounted or in clear mounts in a large Global Minkus album, well covered from First
issue up to 1969, including many seldom seen mint and used regular and airmail sets, good
range of various overprints and cancellations, some unlisted imperfs, etc. Solid basis for
continuation and overall F-VF ..................................................................................Est. 400.00
PERU Mint and Used 1870''s-1980's Collection In mounts and mounted in a Minkus
album, from early issues (mixed condition) up to 1980's, with several hundred stamps, well
represented from 1920's and thereafter, most the many sets from 1960's up to 1980's are NH.
Also includes Chile (in same album) from 1870's up to 1970's, nicely represented from 1920's
up to 1970's. Mainly Fine or better throughout.........................................................Est. 400.00
PHILIPPINES Mint and Used Collection In clear mounts or mounted in a Minkus album, a
few dozen different pre-1930's, condition is mixed to Fine and with a good representation
from mid-1930's to early 1970's, Fine to Very Fine .................................................Est. 200.00
PITCAIRN ISLANDS #1/374, Clean Mint 1940-1992 Collection In clear mounts on
Minkus album pages, mostly complete for the period covered and appears all NH from 1980,
VF .................................................................................................................................... 764.00
PORTUGAL Mint and Used 1853-1981 Collection Mounted in a Minkus album with many
dozen different, starting with early classics (mixed condition) and generally Fine or better for
post-1910 issues. Noted a nice 1880 10r yellow green with Funchal CDS, 1870 80r, 1893 20r
on 25r, 1926 2.40e Ceres (VF with nice postmark; scarce thus), etc. .................... Est. 300.00+
PORTUGUESE COLONIES Attractive and Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection
All Colonies from Angola to Zambezia are represented, mounted or in clear mounts, housed
in two Minkus albums, with many hundreds, noted a wealth of $5-$20 singles and sets
throughout, good representation ranging from Crown to 1970's, many seldom seen stamps
from 1900-1940. Noted Azores mint 1906, 1910's, 1925-1928 Definitives, Macao with nice
selection of pre-1930 issues, Mozambique mint 1917 Red Cross set to 100r, etc. Cancels and
printings abound. Overall quality is Fine to Very Fine, a very nice lot. ............. Est. 1,500.00+
REUNION #5/J55, Comprehensive and Clean Mint and Used 1885-1974 Collection In
clear mounts on Minkus album pages, well represented from earlies (some small faults to be
expected) up to modern surcharges. Noted better such as 1943 France Libre complete mint set
(many are NH), all 1949-1958 Regular and Airmail mint key sets, etc. Later periods with
many stamps being never hinged. Also includes an attractive selection of mint and used
stamps from Rouad island. Nice quality throughout, F-VF .......................................... 1,986.00
RHODESIA #1/J4, Mint and Used 1890-1963 Collection Noted used 1893 4sh (CDS), mint
1896 3p claret, etc., also Southern Rhodesia (1924-1964; $424) and Northern Rhodesia
(1925-1963; $504), mint collection missing only 1925 10sh & 20sh to complete. All three
sections, stamps are in black mounts on Scott album pages with nice overall quality, Fine to
Very Fine ...................................................................................................................... 1,591.00
ROMANIA Large Mint and Used 1890-1980 Collection Many hundred different, mostly in
clear mounts in a large Minkus album, some pre-1890 issues (mixed condition) and well
represented throughout the periods, and noted many moderately priced sets including a wide
range of more modern issues in mint NH condition, F-VF.......................................Est. 400.00

1145

1146

1147
1148

1149

1150
1151
1152

1153

1154

1155

1156
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1157

RUSSIA Comprehensive Mint and Used 1863-1980 Collection Many hundreds all in
mounts in a large Scott Specialty and Minkus albums. Well covered for the period covered,
including a wealth of $5-$50 items throughout. Virtually complete mint 1960-1980 mostly
NH. Includes a nice section of Offices Abroad and Occupation, States and Tannu Tuva.
Catalogue value is for stamps up to 1960 in the Scott album only. Overall condition is Fine to
Very Fine .................................................................................................................... 3,543.00+

1158

ST. HELENA #7/MR2, Clean and Mostly Mint 1868-1992 Collection In mounts in a Scott
Specialty album, includes mint 1871 1p on 6p brown red, 1868 1p on 6p brown red (unused),
1903 Pictorial Issue, 1922-1927 Badge of Colony set of 18 stamps up to 10sh value, 19381940 Definitive Issue, used 1868 1sh on 6p, etc. Virtually complete mint from 1935 to 1990
and appears all NH starting from 1970. Mostly F-VF .....................................(Photo) 2,452.00

1159

ST. KITTS-NEVIS Mint and Used Collection In clear mounts and housed in two Scott
Specialty albums. Includes St. Christopher with mint 1875 1p (unused), 1890 1sh, 1884 4p on
6p (unused), 1887 1p on ½p, used 1882 2½p red brown, 1888 1p on 2½p, St. Kitts-Nevis
1903-1989, Anguilla 1967-1986 and Nevis 1861-1993 with used 1861 1sh on bluish (clipped
perfs at right), 1876 1sh green, 1882 4p blue, mostly complete mint NH from 1980 to 1992,
etc. Mainly clean condition throughout, F-VF.............................................................. 2,629.00
ST. LUCIA #1/MR2, Mint and Used 1860-1988 Collection In clear mounts in a Scott
Specialty album, better stamps such as mint 1863 1p, 4p and 6p (unused), 1885 ½p emerald,
1891 5sh, used 1860 1p, etc., appears all mint NH from 1970 to 1988. Mainly F-VF
...................................................................................................................................... 2,151.00

1160

ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON

1161

#207-216, 2c-5fr FRANCE LIBRE Fishing Steamer & Lighthouse mint set of eleven
stamps, includes key 2c, 5c, 45c, 1fr and 5fr, last two with "KB" (Bileski) guarantee on back,
5fr and lower valued stamps are mint NH, others are LH. F-VF (Yvert 234-244 € 2,960)
...................................................................................................................... (Photo) 2,109.00+

1162

#216A-220, 20c-20fr on 75c 1942 FRANCE LIBRE Map and Fishermen mint set of six,
fresh, 20c & 1.50fr key values are signed H. Bloch, three stamps are never hinged, F-VF
NH/LH (Yvert 285-290 € 1,513) .....................................................................(Photo) 1,071.00
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1163

X1165

1164

1163

#222, 2c Dark Blue Green "FRANCE LIBRE" overprint, well centered, fresh, mint lightly
hinged, signed twice on back, VF LH (Yvert 246 € 620) ...................................(Photo) 440.00

1164

#237, 80c Violet "FRANCE LIBRE" overprint, well centered mint lightly hinged, Champion
handstamp on back, VF LH (Yvert 261 € 620)...................................................(Photo) 440.00

1165

#260-279, 10c-20fr on 90c Noel 1941 FRANCE LIBRE Complete fresh and centered mint
set of twenty with carmine overprint, nine stamps are never hinged. Seldom seen so nice, VF
NH/LH (Yvert 212A-231A € 1,268)................................................................ (Photo) 897.50+

1166

X1167

1166

#293, 1.75fr Bright Blue "Noel 1941 / FRANCE LIBRE" overprint in black, well centered
and fresh mint single, signed H. Bloch on back, very scarce, VF OG (Yvert 225B € 1,100)
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 775.00

1167

#J42-J46, 25c-3fr on 2fr FRANCE LIBRE Postage Dues Newfoundland Dog, a fresh mint
set of five, 25c has a "KB" (Bileski) handstamp on back, key 50c is signed A. Diena, all mint
never hinged except for the 30c is lightly hinged. Very seldom seen, especially in such nice
condition, F-VF (Yvert 52-56a € 2,490) ....................................................... (Photo) 1,762.00+

1168

Attractive Mint 1885-1990 Collection Housed in Davo album, all in mounts on pages, from
early issues to modern era. Noted #18, 33, 36-45, 79-109, 158, 171, selection of 31 France
Libre issues, mostly different, 9 have the "Noel 1941" overprint, a nice selection of issues
from 1942 to 1989, including #409, 412-414, B1-B14, C1-C26, C28-C47, Postage Dues, C1C7 complete set of seven deluxe Die Proofs, etc. Overall quality is nice throughout with
many NH stamps in the later period, F-VF ......................................................... Est. 1,000.00+

1169

#1/Q4, Remarkable Mint 1885-1997 Collection In mounts with the majority being mint in a
Scott Specialty album, includes a wealth of better singles and sets such as mint 1885 05c on
40c, 05c on 35c, 1891 15c on 40c, 1891 Commerce Issue complete set of 17, 1892
Surcharged Postage Dues complete set, Noel 1941 France Libre (black overprint) set of 18
(missing 1.75fr and 20fr on 90c values), France Libre 1942 3c brown violet & 20c blue violet,
1892 Dues complete set (10c & 30c are used), 1932 Dog Postage Due NH set, Postage Due
FNFL set of nine (missing 2fr), used 1885 05c on 75c, 5c on 4c (signed; crease), 1891 15c on
35c (pulled perf at top), etc. Many pre-1942 issues are mint never hinged, including the 19321933 Definitive issue and regular issues appear all NH and virtually complete from 1942 to
1996 (a few issues from 1990's missing), complete 1942-1993 Airmails, all NH starting from
1956, and includes all Semi-Postals. Condition throughout is clean and mainly F-VF up to
1940's and virtually all VF thereafter. A solid basis for continuation. Scott 2005 valuation
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 9,682.00
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1170

ST. VINCENT #1B/O6, Clean Mint and Used 1861-1986 Collection Many dozen in
mounts in a Scott Specialty album. Noted used 1861 6p yellow green, 1866 4p blue, 1871 6p
(red CDS), 1877 4p blue (red grid), 1872 1sh rose, 1881 4p ultra, mint 1880 1p. Nice quality
throughout, with faulty-looking earlier stamps not counted, F-VF..................(Photo) 2,484.00

1171

SAMOA #9/C10, Mainly Mint 1895-1989 Collection In clear mounts and housed in a
Minkus album, with most value and stamps concentrated in the late 1960's to late 1980's,
which appears all NH, a clean collection, F-VF .............................................................. 514.00
SENEGAL #35/O20, Mint and Used 1892-1977 Collection Many dozen different mounted
or in clear mounts on Minkus album pages, nice represented for the time period covered,
including Airmails. Condition throughout is Fine to Very Fine ...............................Est. 200.00
SEYCHELLES #1/J10, Clean 1890-1975 Collection Mostly mint starting with mint 18901900 2c to 1r, 1893 Surcharges, 1903 1.50r, 1917-1920 GEV set to 2.25r, 1921-1932 GEVI
set of 24, etc. Quality is mostly selected F-VF or better throughout ............................ 1,272.00
SIERRA LEONE #6/206, Clean Mint and Used 1872-1956 Collection A few dozens, all in
black mounts on Scott album pages. Noted mint 1884 5sh on 1sh Postal Fiscal with red bar
(NH), 1897 2½p on 3p (Type B), 1904 3p, 1923 £2 (gum toning), 1938-1944 Pictorial set,
etc. Nice overall quality, F-VF or better ..........................................................(Photo) 1,329.00
SINGAPORE #1/J13, Clean Mint and Used 1948-1986 Collection All in clear mounts on
Minkus album pages, with most sets represented for the period covered. Noted better such as
mint NH 1948 KGVI perf 14 set, 1955 QEII set, 1963 Birds, 1971 Festivals sheet, mint LH
1948 Silver Wedding, etc. The majority of the mint stamps are NH, F-VF.................. 1,970.00
SOLOMON ISLANDS #1/J8, Clean Mint and Used 1907-1991 Collection Many dozen in
mounts on Minkus pages, with mint 1907 Canoe set to 6p (all perf 11), 1914 10sh KGV, then
good degree of completion from 1935 to 1990's, mint issues appear all NH from 1980 to end.
Overall F-VF................................................................................................................. 1,168.00
SOMALILAND #1/O9, Clean 1903-1960 Collection Mostly mint, all in black mounts on
Scott album pages, includes mint 1921 GEV set of 13, complete 1935 to 1960, 1903 Officials,
etc. Nice quality throughout, F-VF or better................................................................... 506.00
SOUTH AFRICAN Colonies and Republics Mint and Used Collection Includes Cape of
Good Hope (1855-1904; $509), with used 1855 4p, 1863-1864 1p, 4p (XF), etc., plus six
triangles (not counted), Griqualand West ($289), Natal ($150), New Republic ($147), Orange
River Colony clean and fresh mint (1868-1908; $184), Transvaal (not counted), and Zululand
($261). Condition is mainly Fine to Very Fine throughout........................................... 1,540.00
SOUTH AFRICA Mint and Used Collection In two Davo albums with slipcases, most
value concentrated in the 1930-1950's, including some mint se-tenant high values Officials.
Also some SWA stamps on Scott album pages. Inspect for better printings, Fine to Very Fine
throughout.................................................................................................................Est. 400.00
SOUTH GEORGIA #1/B4a, Clean Mint 1963-1996 Collection All NH in clear mounts on
Scott album pages, includes 1963 Definitive set of 15 to £1 ultra, 1971-1972 Surcharges, all
mostly complete from there on. Also includes Falkland Dependencies (1946-1984; $393)
with mint 1954 Definitives, etc. Overall VF................................................................. 1,099.00
SPAIN Mint and Used Collection Mounted and in clear mounts in a Minkus album, starting
with 1850 6c black up to mid 1980's, with several hundred different stamps, and Spanish
Colonies, notably Puerto Rico. Nothing of great value, but noted many elusive stamps.
Condition varies from mixed (earlier issues) to Very Fine .................................... Est. 300.00+
SURINAM #1/J57, Clean Mint and Used 1873-1984 Collection Mounted or in clear
mounts in a Minkus album, many dozen different stamps. Noted 1873-1889 William III
complete used set, and virtually complete mint from 1960 to 1984, including souvenir sheets,
semi-postals, airmails, etc. Nice overall quality, Fine to Very Fine throughout .... Est. 300.00+
SWEDEN Mint and Used 1855-1990 Collection Several hundred different, all in clear
mounts in a Scott Specialty album, well represented throughout, mainly used from 1855 up to
1960, earlier issues are in mixed to Fine condition and mostly mint from 1960 to 1990, with
many mint NH items, F-VF ......................................................................................Est. 500.00
SWITZERLAND Mint and Used 1851-1984 Collection In mounts or mounted on Minkus
pages, including a used 1851 5r without frame around cross, several Helvetia issues (some
small faults to be expected), mint and used up to 1940, and virtually complete from 1946 to
1980, with the majority of stamps being NH. A nice basis for continuation, F-VF..Est. 750.00
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1185

SYRIA Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection Several hundred stamps starting with
various 1919-1925 overprinted issues including both mint 1924 Olympic sets, well
represented from 1925-1955, including BOB, and mostly complete mint 1955 to 1969, plus
some later issues. Overall F-VF............................................................................. Est. 300.00+
THAILAND Clean Mint and Used 1883-1992 Collection Many dozens in clear mounts in a
Minkus album, starting with First Issue up to early 1990's, many mint sets are never hinged
throughout and overall quality throughout is nice and F-VF or better............................ 747.00
TOGO #176/J41, Complete Mint 1916-1956 Collection In clear mounts on Minkus album
pages, only missing one stamp (1954 500fr Airmail) for completion of the period covered.
Also includes some post-1956 Republic issues (not counted). Clean condition, F-VF or better
........................................................................................................................................ 215.00
TONGA AND TOKELAU ISLANDS Collections Mostly in clear mounts on Minkus album
pages, includes Tonga mint and used 1886-1986 ($579, with mint 1888 6p ultra, 1sh
(unused), used 1895 1p on 2½p, etc. and Tokelau complete 1948 to 1987 ($101) all mint NH,
F-VF................................................................................................................................ 680.00

1186
1187

1188

1189

TRINIDAD #2/O2, Comprehensive Mint and Used 1851-1909 Collection In mounts on
Scott pages, includes better such as used 1855 (1p) slate blue, lithographed on thin paper
(grid "1", touching at left and tiny stain spot), 1896 £1 (CDS), mint 1869 & 1896 5sh. Also
includes Tobago 1879-1896 with used 1879 1p, 1883 2½p on 6p, mint 1880 ½p, 1sh, 1883
2½p on 6p, 1896 ½p on 4p, 1886 1p on 2½p, etc. And Trinidad & Tobago 1913-1989 with
mint 1922-1928 Pictorial set, etc. Condition varies from mixed (some earlies not counted) to
VF ....................................................................................................................(Photo) 3,352.00

1190

TRISTAN DA CUNHA #1/J10, Clean Mint 1952-1986 Collection In black mounts and
housed in a Scott Specialty album, complete from 1952 Definitives up to 1982, appears all
NH starting from 1970 and some earlier issues such as 1961 & 1965 Definitives. Also
includes 1960 3sh6p & 1965 4sh2p booklets. Overall VF condition.............................. 607.00
TUNISIA Clean Mint and Used 1888-1986 Collection in a Minkus album with several
hundred different, well represented and virtually complete mint from 1956 up to 1985 with a
great percentage being NH. Also includes Libya on Minkus pages, with 1950's-1960's issues
well represented, Fine to Very Fine throughout........................................................Est. 400.00
TURKEY Large Mint and Used Collection Many hundred different, in clear mounts and
mounted in a Minkus album, starting with First issues and nicely represented with overprinted
issues, etc. From the 1950's up to 1990's includes many sets, appears all NH from mid-1970's.
Includes some Locals, semi-postals, Turkey in Asia issues, etc. Potential for better findings.
Overall Fine or better............................................................................................. Est. 300.00+
TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS #1/MR13, Mainly Mint 1900-1994 Collection Many
dozens, all in clear mounts in a Scott Specialty album, noted mint 1900-1904 Ships set,
virtually complete mint 1935 to 1983 and appears all NH starting from 1972 to end. Also
includes early issues from Turks Is., with unused 1881 (Star wmk) ½p on 1p and ½p on 1sh
(both Type A), and several others some surcharged. Mainly Fine or better for earlies and
post-1935, VF ............................................................................................................... 1,915.00
TUVALU #1/680, Mint 1976-1994 Collection In clear mounts on Minkus album pages,
quite complete for the period covered, VF NH............................................................... 643.00
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES #13/284, Clean Mint Never Hinged 1973-1989 In clear
mounts on Minkus album pages, with many seldom seen sets and souvenir sheets, VF NH
........................................................................................................................................ 541.00
URUGUAY Mint and Used 1880's-1980's Collection Housed in a Minkus album with
many hundred different, most of mint issues are in mounts, many of the 1960's issues are mint
never hinged. Overall condition is F-VF...................................................................Est. 250.00
VATICAN CITY #1/Q15, Comprehensive Mint 1929-1991 In clear mounts in a Scott
Specialty album with slipcase, 1929 to 1991 complete regular issues (only missing the 1934
Surcharge issue), with all souvenir sheets, appears all NH from 1970 up to 1991, some gum
toning / disturbance on earlier sets. Also includes Airmails with Mint NH 1949 & 1953
Issues, etc. A nice opportunity, mainly F-VF ............................................................... 1,921.00
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1198

VENEZUELA Comprehensive 1859-1983 Mint and Used Collection Housed in a Minkus
album with many hundred stamps in mounts and mounted on pages, up to 1983, all periods
well covered, with many seldom seen inexpensive stamps throughout. Many stamps / sets
represented from late 1960's to early 1980's are mint never hinged. Condition is mainly Fine
to Very Fine throughout............................................................................................Est. 400.00
VIETNAM Mint and Used Collections Several hundred stamps, mounted or in mounts on
album pages, or in manila stockpages, mostly South Vietnam issues with good degree of
completion from 1951 to mid-1970's, including some Northern issues and a selection of
Cambodian issues and souvenir sheets from the 1950's-1960's. Will certainly fill many gaps
in your album. Mainly F-VF.....................................................................................Est. 300.00
VIRGIN ISLANDS #1/O34, Mint and Used 1866-1989 Collection In clear mounts and
housed in a Scott album with slipcase. Noted mint 1866 1p & 6p (unused), 1888 4p on 1sh,
1887 4p & 6p, 1889 1sh, used 1878 1p, mostly complete from 1922 to 1981, with much NH
in 1950's-1980's period. Mainly F-VF ......................................................................... 1,527.00
WALLIS & FUTUNA ISLANDS #1/J39, Clean Mint 1920-1992 Collection all in clear
mounts on Minkus or blank pages. Noted 1920-1927 Issues, 1941-1943 France Libre set of 32
(less 15c to complete), quite complete and appears all NH from mid-1960's to 1980's. Also
three die proofs and some miniature sheets of ten. Overall VF condition ................... 1,945.00
YUGOSLAVIA Mint and Used Collection Several hundred different stamps from early
issues up to 1970's, housed in a Minkus album, including stamps from Croatia, Montenegro
with early issues, Serbia, etc. A wealth of different overprinted stamps, with potential for
better findings, mainly Fine to Very Fine .............................................................. Est. 250.00+
ZANZIBAR #5/J23, Clean Mint 1895-1949 Collection A few dozen different in black
mounts on Scott album pages. Noted 1899-1901 Definitive issues and some partial sets up to
the rupee values. Nice quality throughout, F-VF or better..................................(Photo) 783.00
WORLDWIDE Clean Wildlife Conservation Collection Housed in a International
Conservation and Duck stamp album, mostly Duck issues, with Australia from 1989-1994,
including some panes, souvenir sheets, gutter pairs, etc., 1986-1995 Koala Research souvenir
sheets, UK 1991 £2 & £3 Conservation stamps in singles and sheets of six, issues from Costa
Rica, Russia, etc. Seldom seen issues, VF NH ...................................................... Est. 350.00+
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PROVINCES
1205

F

1206

Four different Engraved Forgeries Appears to be the work of Panelli. Includes Nova Scotia
1sh dark purple with oval '8' grid, NFLD 1p brown (stain and thins) with blue grid '8', New
Brunswick 6p yellow & 1sh dark purple (ex. Wellburn) both rebacked and grid cancelled.
Ideal for reference collection .................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00+
Clean Mint Collection Mainly Newfoundland but including all provinces in clear mounts on
Scott album pages. Noted mint 1860 3p, 5p, 1861 8p, 1871 1c (unused), 1876-1879
(Rouletted) 1c, 2c, 5c, 1880-1896 Cents, most represented including shades, 1897 Cabot set,
1911 (Engraved) Guy set (less 10c), 1911 Royal Family, 1919 Caribou set, 1920 3c on 15c
(Type I), 1923-1924 Pictorial set, 1928-1931 Publicity (the three sets NH), 1933 Gilbert set
(NH), 1919 Alcock & Brown, 1921 35c Airmail, 1932 DO-X, 1933 Balbo (nibbed perfs at
foot), etc. Also includes BC mint 1865 3p, 1867 2c on 3p, used 1867 5c on 3p, PEI 18681870 4½p, etc. Many stamps from post-1920 period are centered. Overall quality is fresh and
clean. Catalogue as Fine grading only .............................................................(Photo) 5,865.00

BRITISH COLUMBIA

1207

#4, 10c Blue Queen Victoria, an outstanding unused single, with large to enormous margins,
lovely fresh colour and crisp impression. A great stamp for the perfectionist, XF GEM, 1971
PF cert........................................................................................................... (Photo) 2,250.00+

1208

#4, 10c Blue Queen Victoria, unused imperforate single, slightly touching at foot to small
margins, tiny nick in left margin, VG-Fine......................................................(Photo) 2,000.00
#7F, 3p Andre Frodel Forgeries Selection of eight different items, including block of four,
"die proof", pair in green with "1DOLLAR1" overprint, five singles (various colours) and a
pair. A nice assembly, VF......................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+

1209

F

1210

1211

1212

1210

#9, 5c on 3p Bright Red Coat of Arms, perf 14, unusually well centered for this issue,
possessing full original gum, lightly hinged. Very seldom encountered in premium condition,
VF LH.............................................................................................................. (Photo) 625.00+

1211

#10, 10c on 3p Lilac Rose Coat of Arms, perf 14, nicely centered for this notoriously
difficult stamp, with lovely fresh colour and possessing large part original gum. A key stamp
in choice condition, Fine+ OG, clear 1953 BPA cert.......................................(Photo) 4,500.00

1212

#12, 50c on 3p Violet Coat of Arms, perf 14, a lovely post office fresh mint single, normal
fine centering for this issue, full clean original gum. A nice stamp, Fine OG .(Photo) 2,250.00
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1213

1215

1214

1213

#12, 50c on 3p Violet Coat of Arms, perf 14, a remarkable bright fresh mint single with nice
centering and full original gum, light trace of a hinge mark. A great stamp, very seldom
encountered in such premium condition, Fine LH...........................................(Photo) 2,250.00

1214

#12, 50c on 3p Violet Coat of Arms, perf 14, a brilliant fresh mint single, normal Fine
centering for the issue, full original gum, very light hinge mark. A nice stamp, Fine VLH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,250.00

1215

#13, $1 on 3p Green Coat of Arms, perf 14, brilliant fresh colour, large part original gum.
An attractive key stamp, very fresh and Fine OG............................................(Photo) 3,750.00

1216

1217

1218

1216

#14, 5c on 3p Bright Red Coat of Arms, perf 12½, quite well centered, lovely colour and
possessing large part OG, Fine and scarce.......................................................(Photo) 5,000.00

1217

#15, 10c on 3p Lilac Rose Coat of Arms, perf 12½, quite well centered for this difficult
issue, nice colour and large part original gum, Fine ........................................(Photo) 3,000.00

1218

#16, 25c on 3p Orange Coat of Arms, perf 12½, deep fresh colour, nicely centered for the
issue, mint with large part original gum, hinge remnant, Fine OG ..................(Photo) 1,875.00

1219

#16, 25c on 3p Orange Coat of Arms, perf 12½, nicely centered for this difficult issue, used
with attractive grid '35' in blue, VF.....................................................................(Photo) 750.00

1220

#17, 50c on 3p Violet Coat of Arms, perf 12½, nicely centered for this difficult issue, lovely
colour, unused, Fine.........................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00

Our Public Auction is to be held at the Four Points by Sheraton Halifax Hotel
See page 2 for more details.
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1221

1222

1221

#17, 50c on 3p Violet Coat of Arms, perf 12½, centered for this issue, used with neat grid '4'
cancel from Yale, some gum toning on back, F-VF ........................................(Photo) 1,000.00

1222

#17, 50c on 3p Violet Coat of Arms, perf 12½, well centered for this issue, couple short perfs
at lower right, lightly tied by neat grid '35' in black, on small piece, F-VF.....(Photo) 1,000.00

1223

#18, $1 on 3p Green Coat of Arms, perf 12½, a remarkably fresh mint single, with nice
centering for this notoriously difficult issue, possessing full original gum, small hinge
remnant. A beautiful key stamp, Fine OG ex. Dale-Lichtenstein ....................(Photo) 4,500.00

NEW BRUNSWICK
1224

1842 Stampless Cover Rated '1/1' manuscript and bearing a "MIRAMICHI / N.B." Star
cancellation in black, addressed to Fredericton, small internal faults in addressee name,
otherwise VF, a scarce marking.................................................................. (Photo) Est. 250.00
1857 Folded Lettersheet "10" handstamp rate in black and with nice circular "COLONIAL
EXPRESS MAIL / ST. JOHN, N.B. NOV 30" datestamp in black and sent to Delaware,
receiver backstamp, hinge remnants on reverse, Fine................................. (Photo) Est. 250.00

1225

1226

PB

#5P, 5c Brown Charles Connell, upper right sheet corner plate proof block of nine on card
mounted india paper, showing a distinctive and strong re-entry of framelines on position 20.
A nice positional showpiece multiple, XF .......................................................(Photo) 2,700.00

1227

1228

1227

P

#5Piii, 5c Dark Red Brown Connell plate proof pair on india paper, with diagonal
SPECIMEN overprint (Type A; serif lettering) in red, very scarce, VF.............(Photo) 750.00

1228

P

#5Piv, 5Pv, 5Pvi, 5c Brown Connell horizontal plate proof strip of three on card mounted
india paper, with vertical SPECIMEN overprint in red; left stamp Type D, middle stamp Type
B and right stamp Type C. A rare and appealing se-tenant Specimen type multiple, VF
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,200.00
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1229

PB

1230

PB

#8Pii, 8Piii, 8Piv, 5c Green Plate proof block of twenty (position 41-50/51-60), showing
SPECIMEN overprint Type B on ten stamps, Type C on eight and scarce Type D on two, XF
showpiece ........................................................................................................(Photo) 1,300.00
#10P, 10c Dark Blue Steamship, plate proof block of sixteen (position 1-4 / 31-34) on india
paper, typical india wrinkles on two. An attractive topical showpiece, XF.....(Photo) 1,120.00

NOVA SCOTIA
1231

PB

#1/6, 1p, 3p, 6p & 1sh Pence Issues Set of four Official reprints in blocks of four, on thin
hard white paper and ungummed. Lovely and rarely seen in multiples, XF....(Photo) 1,700.00

1232

Amherst Crowned Circle Handstamp in red, with manuscript rate '10' and '11½' on clean
folded lettersheet, (two file folds) with double split ring Amherst (FE 14 1846) backstamp in
red, addressed to Hartford, with light Boston Paid circular transit in red. A lovely cover
bearing the scarce Crowned Circle, VF (SG CC1 £1000) ....................... (Photo) Est. 1,250.00

1233

#3a, 4, 3p half used as 1½p Dark Blue Diagonal bisect slightly overlapping 6p yellow
green, just into in two places tied by mute oval grid to folded cover from Pugwash (JU 3
1856; backstamp) to Liverpool, oval Halifax transit backstamp and tombstone "PAID IN
AMERICA / LIVERPOOL / 15 JU 56" receiver datestamp in red (small portion tying the
bisect stamp). A rare cover for exhibition, F-VF, 2005 Greene Foundation cert. ex. Brouse,
Gibson.................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 5,000.00+
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P

#8DP, 1c Black Queen Victoria, Die Proof in colour of issue on india paper (27x32mm), very
scarce, XF ................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
1235
1236

1237

1238

B

#11a, 1c Orange Queen Victoria, lower left sheet corner imperforate block of four, small
wrinkle on UL stamp, ungummed as issued, VF ............................................. (Photo) 600.00+
#35, 41, 1c Small Queen Two singles, along with 3c vermilion, two singles, tied by
segmented cork cancels and light Charlottetown receiver split rings, with neat LOT 4 (JU 15
97), on registered cover to Charlottetown, with Tignish and receiver backstamps. A lovely
cover, VF .................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00
#41, 3c Vermilion Small Queen, centered at lower left, tied by superb strike LOT 56 (MY 31
97) on Edwin McFarlane corner advert cover, addressed to Georgetown, light transit
backstamp, VF, ex. Stanley Cohen............................................................ (Photo) Est. 200.00+

Impressive "LOT NUMBER" Cancellation Collection Large selection of 54 covers and
postcards, plus a few fronts and some off cover stamps, all bearing LOT cancellations. Noted
covers with LOT 1 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 9 (very rare - ex. Vincent G. Greene) - 10 - 11 - 12 - 14 - 16 30 - 35 - 40 - 56 - 60 - 64 - etc. Includes handwritten notes and census, etc. Condition of the
covers is Fine or better, with many selected strikes. An excellent opportunity to acquire a
comprehensive collection of these elusive postmarks. ex. Jim Hennok ... (Photo) Est. 750.00+
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NEWFOUNDLAND
PENCE

1240

1239

1239

B

1240
1241

#9, 1sh Scarlet Vermilion Used single, with deep rich colour, just touching to clear margins,
grid cancelled. A rare stamp, Fine, clear 1972 BPA cert. ................................(Photo) 5,000.00
F

1242

B

1243

B

1244

B

1245
1246
1247

1248

#8, 8p Scarlet Vermilion Top sheet margin mint block of four with large margins, nice
colour and full original gum, top pair never hinged. A very scarce mint multiple in choice
condition, XF LH.............................................................................................(Photo) 3,600.00

B

#11F/15F, 2p/1sh Oneglia Forgery sheet of 36, containing six each of 2p, 4p, 6p, 6½p, 8p &
1sh, engraved in orange on unwatermarked paper, scarce, VF ................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
#11A, 3p Green Nice mint block of eight, crisp impression, large margins, full original gum
and lovely fresh pastel colour, some trivial toning spots on four stamps mostly on reverse,
two stamps NH, others VLH. A scarce multiple, VF.......................................(Photo) 1,200.00
#11A, 3p Green Fresh mint block of six, horizontal crease between two pairs, middle pair is
NH. A scarce multiple, VF LH ........................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00
#11A, 3p Green Triangular mint block of four, fresh colour, full OG, two stamps NH, VF LH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 800.00
#11A, 3p Green Single with full margins tied by small oval grid cancel, along with Kings
Cove (JU 13 1864) double split ring datestamp in black, on large portion of cover front that
has been rebacked, scarce and attractive item, Fine.................................. (Photo) Est. 300.00+
#12A, 5p Violet Brown Mint corner block of four with fresh colour, lightly hinged, VF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 400.00
#12A, 5p Violet Brown Brilliant fresh mint single with full even margins, choice, XF NH
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 200.00+

#15ii, 1sh Orange Used single, slightly into on three sides to clear at right, small thin, light
grid cancel and deep colour, shows papermaker's watermark with large portion of '185'
numbers. A very rare stamp, VG-Fine appearance, 1982 APS cert. ..............(Photo) 14,000.00
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1249

S

1250

S

1251

B

#18, 4p Rose Complete mint sheet of 20 (5x4), hinged in selvedge only, scarce, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,800.00
#20, 6p Rose Complete mint sheet of 20 stamps, fresh and lightly hinged in margin only
leaving all stamps NH, XF and choice............................................................. (Photo) 900.00+
#22, 8p Rose Upper left mint corner block of four, XF NH ............................ (Photo) 800.00+

CENTS
1252

P PB #24P, 2c Green Codfish, lower right plate proof block of ten with full imprint on card
mounted india paper, attractive, XF showpiece .......................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00

1253

1253

P

1254

1255

#24P, 2c Black Codfish, perforated proof on thick blue laid paper, pen cancelled and
gummed, very scarce, VF ........................................................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00
B

#24, 2c Green Codfish on stout white paper, mint block of four with fresh colour and full
OG, minor gum bend on lower left stamp and couple hinge remnants. Multiples of this issue
are rare, Fine OG ........................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 500.00

1255

#26P, 5c Black Harp Seal, perforated proof on bright yellow laid paper, gummed and pen
cancelled, very scarce and appealing, VF ................................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00

1256

P PB #27Pi, 10c Black Prince Albert, left margin plate proof block of six showing full imprint, on
card mounted india paper, XF showpiece ................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

-1257-

1257

1258
1259

-1260-

#27P, 10c Prince Albert Two perforated proofs, both pen cancelled and gummed on thick
paper, black on bright yellow paper and black on red chemical ink laid paper, highly unusual
and very scarce proofs, F-VF.................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00+
P

#28Pi, 12c Red Brown Queen Victoria, upper left corner plate proof block of eight (no
imprints exist on the 12c) on card mounted india paper, shows the constant "gash" variety in
central background (position 3), pretty, XF.............................................. (Photo) Est. 500.00+
P PB #30P, 13c Orange Ship, brilliant fresh upper right corner plate proof block of ten showing
full imprint, on card mounted india paper, attractive, XF showpiece ......... (Photo) Est. 750.00

1260

P

#30P, 13c Ship Perforated proofs on chemical inked paper in black on blue and in black on
red laid, both gummed and pen cancelled. A very scarce duo, F-VF........ (Photo) Est. 400.00+

1261

P PB #31Pi, 24c Blue Queen Victoria, upper right plate proof block of ten on card mounted india
paper showing full imprint, attractive, XF .................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00
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1262

1264

1262

#32, 1c Violet Prince of Wales, a gorgeous fresh and well centered mint single with full
original gum, never hinged, tiny paper inclusion mentioned for accuracy only. Rarely seen in
such superior quality, VF NH ..................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00

1263

PB #32A, 1c Brown Lilac Prince of Wales, re-engraved, a rare and impressive mint block of
eight, showing almost complete plate imprint in oversized margin at left, lovely fresh colour
and possessing original gum. Quite possibly the largest known multiple, Fine+ OG
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

1264

#32A, 1c Brown Lilac Prince of Wales, re-engraved, a nice mint single, possessing full
original gum, never hinged. Rarely encountered stamp in never hinged condition, Fine NH
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 500.00+

1265

B

#34, 3c Blue Queen Victoria, a very rare used block of four with segmented fancy
cancellations, trivial toning at lower left. This is the first used block we have seen, Fine and
ideal for exhibit......................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 350.00+

1266
B

#37, 1c Brown Lilac Prince of Wales, rouletted, a scarce
mint block of four with deep rich colour and large part OG,
Fine and attractive........................................ (Photo) 400.00+
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B

#38, 2c Green Codfish rouletted, a remarkably well centered and fresh mint block of four
showing imprint at lower left. A great block in all respects, XF OG............... (Photo) 900.00+

1268

1269

1268

1269

1270

#39, 3c Blue Queen Victoria rouletted unused, fresh and centered within large margins, XF
and choice ...........................................................................................................(Photo) 500.00
B

1270

#40, 5c Blue Harp Seal rouletted, a lovely fresh mint block with full OG. A very scarce
multiple, Fine and attractive ..................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#40, 5c Blue Harp Seal rouletted, an outstanding mint single with huge jumbo margins, well
centered with fresh rich colour and very light hinge mark. A superb stamp
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

1271

B

1272

B

#40, 5c Blue Harp Seal rouletted, a fresh used large margined block of four with cork
cancellations, minor roulette separation, a very rare multiple with only a few known, VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 350.00+
#41, 1c Violet Brown Prince of Wales, well centered mint block of four, nice colour and full
original gum with faint toning (trivial), F-VF NH .................................... (Photo) Est. 350.00+
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1273

PB #43, 1c Brown Prince of Wales, gorgeous fresh mint block of four, showing full plate imprint
in left margin. A truly rare Cents issue plate block, F-VF OG ...........................(Photo) 500.00

1274

#48, 56, 2c Red Orange Codfish, two singles with pair of ½c rose red Newfoundland Dog
(bottom stamp has short perfs due to overlapping) tied by grids on cover to USA, with St.
John's (MR 28 93) CDS postmark, receiver backstamps, minor oxidization and toning, a rare
franking, Fine.............................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 350.00
#48, 58, 2c Orange Codfish and pair of ½c black Dog (faint perf toning), grid cancelled,
portion of (DE 4 96) town postmark, tied to cover sent to Harbour Grace, F-VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 350.00

1275

1276

1277
1278

B

#53, 5c Pale Blue Harp Seal, an unused block of four, well centered for this issue with
gorgeous centering and true rich colour. A very rare multiple, VF showpiece, 1998 Greene
Foundation cert. ...............................................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00
#56, 57, 78, 79, ½c Rose Red Dog, ½c black, ½c pair & 1c Royal Family tied by St. John's
(SP 20 98) CDS postmarks, some edge toning, touching the ½c black, addressed to Hechler in
Halifax, receiver backstamped. A nice four colour franking, F-VF............ (Photo) Est. 350.00
#56, 58, ½c Rose Red Newfoundland Dog, two horizontal pairs (some oxidization), one pair
with imprint in top sheet margin, and a pair of the ½c black, cancelled by light roller cancels
to cover from St. John's (MR 24 1896) to Henry Hechler in Halifax with receiver backstamp,
slightly reduced at left, VF ......................................................................... (Photo) Est. 350.00
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1279

#58, ½c Black Dog, centered and tied by mute circular grid cancel on cover to Nova Scotia.
A very rare single franking, paying the circular rate to Canada, VF and rare single franking
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 2,000.00

1280

#58, ½c Black Newfoundland Dog vertical pair, small perf flaw at UL, tied to attractive
William H. Davidson Manufacturer overall advertising (reverse) cover (vertical fold at
extreme left) from St. John's (SP 21 97), addressed locally, F-VF ............. (Photo) Est. 300.00
#58, 46, ½c Black Newfoundland Dog, block of four, a pair and two singles (one with corner
flaw), along with 1c green Prince of Wales, all tied by grid cancels, St. John's (AP 24 1896)
CDS postmark, cover a little roughly opening on back, addressed to USA with two different
receiver backstamps. A very scarce franking, F-VF ................................. (Photo) Est. 350.00+

1281

ROYAL FAMILY & JOHN GUY
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288

1289

P

#79i, 1c Carmine Queen Victoria mint single on the distinctive thick paper, F-VF LH, rare
and undercatalogued ........................................................................................ (Photo) 225.00+
#80b, 1c Yellow Green Queen Victoria, mint vertical pair, imperforate horizontally, off
centre as always and with the usual disturbed gum, F-VF..................................(Photo) 300.00
#82a, 2c Vermilion Edward VII, imperforate mint pair, vertical crease between stamps,
glazed original gum, Fine and rare .....................................................................(Photo) 250.00
#83b, 3c Orange Queen Alexandra, imperforate vertical pair, F-VF OG, very scarce
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 435.00
#87-97, 1910 1c-15c John Guy Issue Complete mint set of twelve, plus different perfs on 1c
(2) and 2c. All with fresh colour, some are never hinged such as 1c (2), 2c (2), 3c, 6c (Type
I), 8c. A nice set, F-VF OG/LH ....................................................................... (Photo) 958.00+
#96TC, 12c King Edward VII Three different trial colour plate proofs, imperforate in bistre,
perf and imperf in blue green, very seldom seen, XF LH ........................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
#96TC, 12c King Edward VII Lithographed imperforate trial colour proofs in carmine,
brown, yellow brown and green, all on gummed paper, XF NH ................ (Photo) Est. 600.00

#96a, 12c Lilac Edward VII, imperforate mint pair, large margins, deep fresh colour. Seldom
seen so nice, XF NH, 2003 Greene Foundation cert........................................(Photo) 1,000.00
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1290

#101a, 10c Violet Black Paper Mills, engraved, a fresh imperforate pair, ungummed as
issued, choice, XF...............................................................................................(Photo) 400.00

ROYAL FAMILY & CARIBOU ISSUE

1291

PB

1292

#104TC, 1c Queen Mary Trial colour plate proof gutter block of eight, fold in gutter as all
are known, printed in black on thick card. Only five known, VF exhibition item (Walsh #99d
US$6,340)................................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 3,000.00

#115a-125a, 1c-36c 1919 Trail of the Caribou A lovely complete set of twelve imperforate
mint pairs, ungummed as issued, all with sheet margin at left, choice XF, 1986 Pinchot cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 3,600.00

1293

1293

1294

1294

#117var, 3c Red Brown Caribou, showing an impressive DOUBLE PRINT variety, with
prominent doubling in all parts of design, grid cancelled, pressed out crease (visible in fluid),
of no importance for this eye-appealing variety, rare, Fine ........................ (Photo) Est. 500.00
E

#128, 3c on 6c Cabot Essay with overprint (Type I) in black, mint with original gum, rare,
VF OG (SG £500).................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00
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PICTORIAL

1295

#131b, 1c Grey Green Imperforate pair with large margins and without gum as issued, XF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 250.00

X1296

1297

1296

P

#135TC, 5c Coast of Trinity Six different trial colour Die Proofs (stamp size), in green,
slate, violet, black, orange (small thin) and brown, all ungummed and on vertical wove paper.
Very scarce set, VF................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+

1297

P

#135TCDP, 5c Coast of Trinity Trial colour Die Proof in orange (53x60mm) on vertical
wove paper. A rare showpiece, XF .......................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

1298
1299

#137a, 8c Dull Violet Imperforate pair, ungummed as issued, VF ....................(Photo) 250.00
P

#141TC, 12c Dark Violet Trial colour proof pair on wove paper, incredible colour, scarce,
VF ............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00

PUBLICITY & RESOURCES
1300
1301

1302

B

P

#163b, 1c Green Publicity, re-engraved, fresh vertical mint pair, imperforate between,
scarce, F-VF NH .................................................................................................(Photo) 360.00
#168S, 6c Ultramarine Hotel re-engraved, bottom margin mint block of eight, showing
complete large perforated SPECIMEN, very scarce, VF NH (Walsh #160a US$880)
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00

#174DP, 3c Queen Mary & King George V Re-engraved Die Proof in brown (40x34mm),
on watermarked white wove paper, showing vertical guideline at top, very scarce, XF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
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1303

1303

B

1304

#183iii var, 1c Green Codfish (Perkins Bacon printing), fresh mint never hinged block of
four, imperforate vertically and showing an extra line of horizontal perforations between pairs
(unlisted), negligible gum crease on upper left stamp. A great item for the specialist, XF NH
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+
#184c, 1c Black Codfish, upper right sheet corner imperforate mint pair, with plate '4'
number in right sheet margin, small gum crease in selvedge only, full original gum, never
hinged. Attractive and VF NH .................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00

1305

B

1306
1307

1305

P

#186d, 2c Green George V, Die II, perf 14¼, fresh mint block of four comprised of two
imperforate between pairs, a rare multiple, XF NH......................................... (Photo) 600.00+
#186d, 2c Green George V, Die II, perf 14¼, well centered horizontal pair, imperforate
between, fresh and with full original gum, never hinged, XF NH ................... (Photo) 300.00+
#191P, 257P, 5c Caribou Selection of nine different plate proof pairs, eight are Perkins
Bacon printing, of which two are on moire-lined paper and one Waterlow printing (creased).
Only 50 sets exist, XF, ex. K. Bileski........................................................ (Photo) Est. 750.00+

1308

#193var, 10c Salmon Spectacular lower left
B sheet corner margin imperforate block of six
with four stamps DOUBLE PRINTED, creased
on top stamps, likely from being caught in the
printing press causing this error. A most
appealing and rare multiple, VF NH, unique
(Walsh #189c Unpriced)
....................................... (Photo) Est. 2,500.00+
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1309

1310

B

P

1311

#194var, 14c Newfoundland Dog A unique lower right sheet corner block of nine, with top
pairs imperforate between due to a dramatic and major perforation shift error caused by a preprinting paper fold, minor perf separation at top. Only ten pairs can exist - for exhibition, FVF NH ................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00+
#196DP, 20c Cape Race Large Die Proof in dark green on yellowish horizontally wove
paper (87x47mm) vertical guideline at top, very scarce, VF ...................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
#210a, 24c Loading Ore Fresh imperforate mint pair, choice XF NH ..............(Photo) 375.00

GILBERT ISSUE

1312

P

#212DP-225DP, 1c-32c 1933 Sir Humphrey Gilbert Issue Complete set of fourteen large
die proofs in black on watermarked stamp paper, most showing full or partial reversed die
numbers. A gorgeous and remarkable showpiece set, XF........................ (Photo) Est. 6,000.00

1313

P

#212DP, 1c Sir Humphrey Gilbert Large Die Proof in colour of issue, on watermarked
stamp paper (54x70mm), showing reversed "1096" die number at upper right, very scarce and
attractive, XF .............................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00
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1314

B

1315

#213S, 2c Compton Castle Upper right sheet corner block of fifteen stamps, with perforated
SPECIMEN (73x15mm; Samuel type P3), showing three full and one large part strike. Most
likely the largest remaining multiple, VF NH (Walsh #199c US$1,875) (Photo) Est. 1,500.00
#213S, 2c Compton Castle Left sheet margin horizontal strip of three, with full perforated
SPECIMEN strike (73x15mm; Samuel Type P3), very scarce, F-VF NH (Photo) Est. 350.00+

1316

1317

P

1318
1319

P

1320
1321

P

#213b, 2c Compton Castle Mint single, showing prominent
double impression of the design, fresh with full original gum,
light hinge mark, VF LH .....................................(Photo) 700.00

#215DP, 4c Eton College Large Die Proof in colour of issue on unwatermarked yellowish
wove paper (84x52mm), shows an unusual "DA" engraved letters at LL, pencil notation at
LR, very scarce, VF .................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 500.00+
#219a, 9c Fleet Arriving St. John's Fresh imperforate mint pair with large margins, XF LH,
scarce ..................................................................................................................(Photo) 300.00
#220P, 10c Red Brown Plate proof pair on thick unwatermarked wove paper, scarce, VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
#220b, 10c Annexation of Newfoundland Fresh imperforate mint pair, barely hinged, VF
VLH ....................................................................................................................(Photo) 300.00
#225P, 32c Grey Gilbert Statue, plate proof pair on thick unwatermarked wove paper. Rare
and attractive, XF........................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 400.00

ROYAL FAMILY & 1941-1944 RESOURCES
1322
1323

#245a-248a, 2c-7c 1938 Royal Family Issue A lovely set of four imperforate mint pairs, all
with large margins, fresh colours, XF NH ..........................................................(Photo) 900.00
#247a, 247P, 4c Princess Elizabeth Imperforate pair on watermarked paper and six different
imperforate proof pairs, three are on moire-lined paper. Most attractive, VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+
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1324

1325

1324

PB #253a, 1c Black Codfish (Waterlow Printing), imperforate mint left centre sheet margin
block of four, with Plate "41711" and cutting guidelines in margin, normal gum wrinkles
attributed to this printing. Possibly a UNIQUE positional plate block, XF NH (Walsh #239e
US$1,125).............................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,250.00+

1325

B

1326
1327

1328

#257b, 5c Caribou (Waterlow Printing), Die I, centered mint block of four, imperforate
vertically, a rare multiple, VF NH ...................................................................(Photo) 1,800.00

P PB #269a, 4c Princess Elizabeth Three imperforate lower left corner blocks of four, two with
plate 43359, each with security printers punch marks and usual creases, UNIQUE corner
blocks from the three proof sheets, VF, ex. Waterlow & Sons Archives .. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00
PB #269P, 4c Princess Elizabeth Upper left imperforate Plate "43359" block of four, crease in
upper left sheet margin, with security punch marks and red circle marks flaw in "E" for future
correction, Possibly a UNIQUE plate, VF NH (Walsh #255i US$450+) . (Photo) Est. 750.00+

B

#269P, 4c Princess Elizabeth Imperforate mint inter-panneau vertical gutter blocks of eight,
with centre of sheet guidelines (UNIQUE thus), on gummed watermarked stamp paper,
printers security punch holes, usual creases in gutters where sheet was folded and gum
creases and wrinkles. A nice multiple for the specialist, VF (Walsh #255r US$970)
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,250.00
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1329

#269var, 4c Princess Elizabeth Mint imperforate pair showing DOUBLE PRINT at right
where sheet was pasted up (similar to a double paper error). Only six reported, this pair
showing the largest portion of this most appealing error, VF NH ............ (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#270P, 5c Cabot Upper left corner imperforate block of four, printers security punch marks,
natural gum wrinkles, otherwise VF NH, ex. Waterlow & Sons Archives .. (Photo) Est. 500.00

1330

B

BOOKLETS

1331

1332

1331

BK #BK3, 1c, 2c & 3c Complete Booklet Containing all five panes, perf 14, centered and fresh,
clean and unmarked cream coloured covers, choice, XF NH (Walsh BK7)
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00

1332

BP #BK4, 1c, 2c & 3c Complete Booklet With five booklet panes well centered, 2c panes are
Die II, fresh with clean and unmarked covers, choice, VF NH (Walsh BK6) . (Photo) 800.00+

AIR POST

1333

#C1, 3c Hawker Flight A well centered single with deep fresh colour tied by St. John's
(APR 12 1919) CDS postmark to a clean Government House St. John's stationery envelope.
Certainly among the finest in existence. A most desirable First Trans-Atlantic Flight cover,
XF, signed H. Bloch, A. Diena and with 1974 Diena cert. ............................(Photo) 30,000.00
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1334

#C8var, $1 Blue Right sheet margin horizontal mint pair, imperforate between stamp and
sheet margin, variety is well centered, mint never hinged. Very rare and ideal for exhibition,
VF NH, Photocopy of 2003 Greene Foundation cert. of block of four from which it originates
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

1335

1336

1335

#C9a, 15c Brown Horizontal mint pair, watermarked, imperforate between, scarce in such
choice condition, VF NH, 1986 APS cert. .......................................................(Photo) 1,800.00

1336

#C11d, $1 Blue Vertical mint pair, imperforate horizontally, well centered and fresh, choice
XF NH .............................................................................................................(Photo) 1,875.00

1337

#C12, $1.50 on $1.00 Dornier DO-X Flight Post office fresh and well centered mint never
hinged single, XF NH, 1986 APS cert. ...............................................................(Photo) 800.00

1338

#C12, $1.50 on $1 Dornier DO-X Flight Bright fresh and well centered mint single with, XF
LH.......................................................................................................................(Photo) 400.00
#C12, $1.50 on $1 Blue Dornier DO-X Flight, well centered single tied by St. John's (MAY
20 1932) slogan on attractive Kodak Film illustrated advert cover, sent to London, England,
VF ............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00

1339
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1340

#C13b, 5c Light Brown Labrador Airmail, horizontal mint pair imperforate between, full
original gum with light natural ink offset, VF NH, 1986 APS cert..................(Photo) 2,400.00

1341
1342

1343

B

#C14a, 10c Yellow Orange Labrador Airmail, a gorgeous fresh mint imperforate block of
four, large margins, XF NH ............................................................................. (Photo) 750.00+
#C15, 30c Blue Labrador Airmail, imperforate vertical strip of three, sheet margin at right,
ungummed, VF ................................................................................................ (Photo) 750.00+

#C18iv, $4.50 on 75c Balbo Flight Post office fresh mint single, perf 14, centered, VF NH,
1986 APS cert. ....................................................................................................(Photo) 975.00

NEWFOUNDLAND LARGE LOTS & COLLECTIONS
1344

1345

1346

1347

1348
1349

Newfoundland and Canada Used Collection Many dozens in clear mounts and mounted in
a Scott album, includes most Newfoundland Cents issues (mixed condition) and nicely
represented throughout to 1940's, Fine or better. Also Canada from Large Queens to 1950's,
generally mixed to Fine on pre-Admiral period and Fine or better for later .............Est. 300.00
#11A/126, Valuable Mint / Unused Grouping Several dozen items all displayed in order on
stockpages in a Lindner album. Noted #11A (3), 12A (2), 27 (5), 28 (6), 29 (2), 30 (4), 31
(4), 32, 32A (3), 33 (2), 34, 35 block, 37-40, 1880-1896 Cents Issues (55, several issues with
shades), etc. Some duplication throughout, some small flaws are to be expected, but the
majority are Fine or better. High catalogue value. Ideal for breakdown and resale.
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 2,000.00
#24/J7, Mint and Used Accumulation Several hundred both mint and used organized by
issue in a stockbook. Used stamps are well covered from beginning of Cents issues all the
way up to 1940's, noted CDS postmarks, some Perfins, etc. Mint starts with the 1922-1923
Pictorial, and is well represented in the 1930's to 1940's, including #247a unused, airmails
with mint #C8, Postage Dues, etc. Some small flaws are to expected, otherwise quality is
generally Fine or better throughout........................................................................ Est. 750.00+
#41/J7, Clean Mint 1880-1939 Collection Several hundred on stockpages, starting with
complete Cents Issue 1880-1898, including 5c pale blue Seal, 1897 Cabot set, 1897-1901
Royal Family, 1910 & 1911 John Guy Issues (litho + engraved sets), COMPLETE from the
1911 Family Issue right up to 1939 and includes both 1931 Pictorial Airmail sets, 1933
Labrador airmail set and Postage Dues. Clean quality throughout. Mostly F-VF OG,
ex. Gilbert ........................................................................................................(Photo) 5,100.00
#183-270, Clean and Complete Mint 1932-1947 Collection on clean unmarked Lighthouse
hingeless album pages. Majority are VF and there are many never hinged stamps. Catalogued
as VF hinged only........................................................................................................... 433.00
NEWFOUNDLAND REVENUES #NFW3, 1947 10c Blue National Savings, twenty-five
examples affixed, front and back on completed War Savings certificate, creases affect six
stamps, a normal occurrence. Very scarce item for exhibition, Fine Catalogue value for
singles .................................................................................................................(Photo) 625.00
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1338

-X1345-

-X1347-

1349

VENUE
Four Points by Sheraton Halifax Hotel
(NAVIGATOR ROOM): MAIN FLOOR
1496 Hollis Street
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 3Z1 Canada
Tel: 1 (902) 423-4444 Fax: 1 (902) 423-2327
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CANADA
PENCE

1350

1350

E

1351

1351

1p Ultramarine Victoria Head Essay on bond paper, fresh and most attractive, F-VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
#1, 3p Red Beaver on handmade laid paper, well clear to large margins, showing part of
adjoining stamp at top, tied by concentric target cancellation in blue on small piece, VF, 1984
Greene Foundation cert....................................................................................(Photo) 1,600.00

1353

1354

1352

1352

PB

#2TCix, 6p Black Trial colour plate proof block of four on card mounted india paper, with
vertical SPECIMEN in carmine, a scarce multiple, VF ...................................(Photo) 1,200.00

1353

#2, 6p Slate Violet Prince Albert on handmade laid paper, deep colour and impression, four
margins and light concentric rings cancellation, VF, 1976 BPA cert. .............(Photo) 2,500.00

1354

#2, 6p Slate Violet Prince Albert on laid paper, four large margins, used with socked-on-nose
concentric target cancel, small extraneous ink mark at upper right, VF ..........(Photo) 2,500.00

1355

#2, 6p Slate Violet Prince Albert on laid paper, adequate to large margins, used with sockedon-nose concentric ring cancel and tied by "PAID" handstamp in red, arc "CANADA" in and
neat double split ring Montreal (DE 2 1852) cancellation also in red on folded lettersheet
addressed to Wall Street, New York, light filing crease through stamp, otherwise F-VF, very
attractive cover ........................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,500.00
#3, 12p Black Queen Victoria, engraved forgery block of four on white wove paper
(133x124mm), originating from Pro Phil Forum (Peter Winter, circa 1988). Ideal item for
your reference collection. ........................................................................... (Photo) Est. 600.00
#4/20, Pence and Cents Issues Used selection on pages, including 1852 3p (2), 1855 10p,
1857 ½p (2 shades), 1857 7½p (two shades), 1857 6p on thick soft paper (skillfully repaired
at top, otherwise VF appearance; 1992 Greene Foundation cert), perforated 1858-1859 ½p,
3p, Cents 1859-1864 2c, 10c (three printings), 17c, etc. All with small faults, several with
F-VF or better appearance, however catalogued as Very Good only..............(Photo) 5,315.00

1356
1357

BF
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1358

#4, 3p Red Beaver on medium wove paper, four large to huge margins tied by light
concentric target cancel to yellow cover from Montreal (AU 23 1858) to Woodstock, C.W.,
with light receiver backstamp, choice, XF, 2005 AIEP cert. ...................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
#4, 3p Red Beaver, Oneglia engraved forgery on thick wove paper, light grid cancels, very
seldom seen, VF........................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 250.00+
#4d, 3p Orange Red on Thin Hard Paper Vertical pair, large margins on all sides, used
with concentric target cancels, tiny crease on top stamp is barely visible, otherwise VF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
#4dvar, 3p Orange Red on Thin Hard Paper Vertical used pair, sheet margin at right, clear
to large margins on other sides, shows a nice ink smear variety at right on top stamp, F-VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 500.00+

1359
1360
1361

F

1362

1363

1364

1362

#5, 6p Slate Grey Prince Albert on machine made wove paper, fresh colour on bright fresh
paper, possessing huge margins and centrally struck concentric target cancellation. A great
stamp, XF...................................................................................................... (Photo) 2,000.00+

1363

#5, 6p Slate Grey Prince Albert on medium wove paper, clear to large margins, lovely fresh
colour, light centrally struck diamond shaped grid cancellation, VF, clear 1976 PF cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

1364

#5, 6p Slate Grey Prince Albert on wove paper, a nice four margin single with lovely fresh
colour and sharp impression, light concentric target cancel, VF, 2001 Greene Foundation cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

1365

1366

1367

1365

#5, 6p Slate Grey Prince Albert on wove paper, just clear to large margins, very lightly
cancelled, F-VF................................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

1366

#5, 6p Slate Grey Prince Albert on wove paper, rich colour on bright fresh paper, clear at
upper left to extra large margins, used with centrally struck concentric rings cancellation,
F-VF.................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

1367

#5, 6p Slate Grey Prince Albert on medium wove paper, clear to large margins, light
unobtrusive target cancel and small portion of red cancel at lower right, F-VF
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00
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1370

1368

1369

1368

1371

#7a, 10p Blue on Thick, White, Handmade Wove Paper Cartier, single with four large
even margins, grid cancelled, minute thin spot and nick in left margin neither of which do not
detract from its XF appearance, 2002 RPS cert. ..............................................(Photo) 3,000.00
PB

#8Pi, ½p Rose Queen Victoria, plate proof block of four (position 51-52/63-64), on card
mounted india paper, vertical "SPECIMEN." in greenish black, showing portion of extra
frameline at bottom of position 52, VF...............................................................(Photo) 800.00

1370

#8, ½p Rose Queen Victoria, ample to large margins, faint pressed out corner crease, used
with socked-on-nose four-ring '27' (Ottawa) cancel, VF ....................................(Photo) 900.00

1371

#8a, ½p Rose Queen Victoria on horizontally ribbed paper unused, crease, small closed tears
and surface abrasion spot at lower right, touching in one place to small margins. Very few
unused examples are known, and almost all have faults. A very rare unused stamp, VG-Fine
appearance, 2002 Greene Foundation cert. ......................................................(Photo) 5,000.00

1372

1374

1372

#9, 7½p Green Queen Victoria, four large margins, horizontal pressed-out crease, used with
four-ring '19' cancel from London, U.C., XF appearance ................................(Photo) 4,500.00

1373

#9, 7½p Green Queen Victoria, single with four extra large margins, showing adjoining
stamp at left and bottom, large portion of imprint at top, tied by four-ring '21' from Montreal
(JU 24 1859), addressed to England, with neat circular Liverpool COL PACKET 5 JY 59
transit datestamp in red, with receiver backstamp. A choice cover, VF+, 2005 AIEP cert.
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 6,000.00+
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1374

#9var, 7½p Green Queen Victoria, four margins, showing Plate Scratch above upper right
"7" (position 97), underinked impression at left, used with four-ring numeral cancel, some
gum staining on back. A very scarce constant plate variety, VF ..(Photo on page 63) 4,500.00

1375

#10, 6p Reddish Purple Prince Albert on very thick fibrous soft paper, an outstanding used
single with large portion of printers imprint at top, deep rich colour, light four-ring numeral
cancellation. A great stamp in all respect, XF, 1994 PF cert., ex. Dale-Lichtenstein
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 6,500.00

1376

1377

1376

#11var, ½p Rose Queen Victoria, perforated issue, with STRONG RE-ENTRY (position 84),
cancel cleaned to appear unused and reperforated on three sides, VF appearance, 2004 Greene
Foundation cert. ............................................................................................ (Photo) 2,000.00+

1377

#13, 6p Brown Violet Prince Albert on wove paper, perf 11¾, very well centered for this
notoriously difficult issue, used with face-free cancel, barely noticeable tiny corner crease at
upper right, Fine...............................................................................................(Photo) 4,000.00

CENTS
1378

1379

P

#14P, 1c Deep Rose Plate proof pair on india paper, XF ...................................(Photo) 450.00

B

#14, 1c Rose Queen Victoria, a lovely mint block of six, well centered for the issue and
possessing full original gum, some perf separation, strengthened by hinges in places. A
choice mint multiple for exhibition, VF OG, 2005 AIEP cert. ........................(Photo) 3,600.00
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1380

#14, 1c Rose Queen Victoria, a lovely used horizontal strip of four, with light circular grid
'37' cancellation from Quebec, VF.............................................................. (Photo) Est. 400.00
#14, 1c Rose Queen Victoria, two pairs and one single, all tied by concentric target cancels to
orange cover (light backstamp dated JU 12 66), addressed to Sarnia, F-VF, 2005 Greene
Foundation cert. .......................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

1381

1382

P

1383

B

1384
1385

1386

#15TCiv, 5c Vermilion Beaver trial colour plate proof block of four on india paper, with
horizontal SPECIMEN overprint in black, VF ...............................................(Photo) 1,000.00

P

#15, 5c Vermilion Beaver, nice fresh colour, used block of four with grid cancellations and
portion of CDS postmark. A very scarce used multiple, Fine................... (Photo) Est. 350.00+
#15iii, 5c Vermilion on Thick Paper Beaver, used horizontal strip of four, used with
concentric rings cancellations, vertical crease on second stamp from left, a rare used multiple,
Fine+........................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 350.00
#16Pi, 10c Black Brown Consort, plate proof pair on india paper, with vertical SPECIMEN
overprint in carmine, XF.....................................................................................(Photo) 700.00

#16, 10c Black Brown Prince Albert (PO1a, First Printing), perf 11¾ tied by illegible fourring "18" with London, U.C. (FE 24 1860) double split ring alongside to cover to Rochester,
USA. A nice usage of the First Printing on cover, F-VF, 2001 Greene Foundation cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 5,000.00

To avoid disappointment be sure to mail your bid sheet early.
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1387

#16, 10c Black Brown Consort (PO1a, first printing), perf 11¾, centered at left as normally
seen on this issue, vertical crease, tied by partial numeral four-ring cancel from Montreal (AU
16 1859) on cover with "Ottawa Hotel / Montreal / by / S. Browning" oval embossed
advertising in dark blue, overall soiling and missing top backflap, addressed to USA, Fine
appearance ............................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 5,000.00

1388

#16i, 10c Deep Chocolate Brown Prince Albert (PO1b, First Printing), perf 11¾, a nicely
centered used single for this notoriously difficult stamp, light numeral four-ring cancellation.
A remarkable stamp in superior quality, F-VF, 2001 Greene Foundation cert., ex. Menich
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 5,625.00

1389

#16i, 10c Chocolate Brown (PO1b, first printing) perf 11¾, centered to lower right with two
short perfs, tied by light concentric rings to blue cover with contents from Lennoxville to
U.S.A., (JY 19 1859) postmark in red -very early usage, small portion of backflap missing,
with very rare "MONTREAL & ISLAND POND G.T.RWY / A DOWN No 7" RPO
backstamp (Q83 - RF 500). Ideal for exhibition, F-VF.......................... (Photo) Est. 5,000.00+
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1390

#16ii, 10c Black Brown Consort (PO1a), perf 11¾, first printing, showing the MAJOR REENTRY (position 29), true rich colour, usual centering for this issue, light four-ring numeral
cancel. A rare stamp, undercatalogued, VG-Fine ......................................... (Photo) 2,800.00+

1391

PS

#17TCi, 10c Brownish Purple Consort, complete trial colour plate proof sheet of 100 on
card mounted india paper, eight imprints in the sheet margins, showing Re-Entries on position
29, 51, String of Pearls, Double Epaulettes, C Flaw (13 different positions). Folded between
fifth and sixth rows, mostly clear from stamp designs. A great showpiece, XF, ex. ABN
Archives .........................................................................................................(Photo) 27,500.00
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1392

PB

1393

P

1394
1395
1396
1397

P

1398

#17TCi, 10c Brownish Purple Prince Albert, trial colour plate proof block on india paper,
choice, XF........................................................................................................(Photo) 1,100.00
#17TCvar, 10c Lilac Prince Albert, trial colour plate proof on india paper, showing the "C"
flaw variety, VF ............................................................................................... (Photo) 250.00+
#17e, 10c Deep Red Purple Consort (PO2c), perf 11¾, single with fresh colour tied by
concentric rings cancel on (JA 13 1860) orange cover and sent to USA, F-VF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#17e, 10c Deep Red Purple Consort (second printing), perf 11¾, lightly tied by neat
diamond shaped grid cancel, along with light Toronto 1861 split ring, on cover (small tear at
top and slightly shortened at right) addressed to USA, Fine....................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
#17vii, 10c Violet Consort (PO21B), single with portion of imprint at left, tied by Montreal
(AP 23 66) duplex cancel on small lady's cover (a few minor toning spots) addressed to USA,
with transit backstamp, F-VF...................................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00
#19Pi, 17c Blue Cartier, plate proof pair (position 11-12) on india paper, with vertical
SPECIMEN overprint in carmine, "short-entry" at top of left stamp, XF...........(Photo) 500.00

#20b, 2c Rose Queen Victoria, imperforate pair on wove paper, just touching outer frameline
at right to large margins, ungummed as issued, very scarce and Fine .............(Photo) 2,500.00

1355

-X1357-
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1356

1360

1358

1369

1359

1378

1385

1381
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1380

1397

1384

1392

1394

1393

1396

1395
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1399

#21/29, ½c/15c Large Queen Nice selection of 24 used singles, all but one with TWO-RING
NUMERAL cancellations (one 3c with four-ring 47), includes ½c (2), 2c (14), 3c (3), 6c and
15c (4). Some minor flaws as usual, many Fine or better. ........................ (Photo) Est. 400.00+

1402

1400

1401

1400

1401

#21, ½c Black Quite well centered single with faint but legible two-ring '20' cancellation,
extremely rare with only three strikes known, F-VF .................................. (Photo) Est. 500.00
B

1402

#21i, ½c Black on Thick Paper Post office fresh mint block of four, crisp impression and
possessing full pristine original gum, never hinged, Fine, Photocopy of 2000 Greene
Foundation cert. for a block of eight from which it originates.........................(Photo) 1,200.00
#21i, ½c Black on Thick Paper Gorgeous fresh mint single with crisp impression and full
pristine original gum, Fine+ NH, copy of 2000 Greene Foundation cert. of block of eight
from which it originates......................................................................................(Photo) 450.00

1403

1405

1406

1403

#22, 1c Brown Red Fresh mint single with crisp impression and full original gum, lightly
hinged, Fine+ LH, 2005 Greene Foundation cert. ..............................................(Photo) 525.00

1404

#22a, 1c Brown Red Large Queen, well centered single on watermarked paper, showing
"TO" letters, pen cancelled in blue, VF and attractive........................................(Photo) 600.00

1405

#22b, 1c Brown Red on Thin Paper Large Queen, a centered unused single with deep
colour, VF...........................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

1406

#23, 1c Yellow Orange Large Queen, a rare unused single with bright fresh colour, F-VF
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,150.00
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1407

1408

1409

1407

#23, 1c Yellow Orange Large Queen, a fresh and well centered used single, with centrally
struck Hamilton (NO 23 1869) double split ring cancellation. A choice used stamp, XF
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 250.00+

1408

#23, 1c Yellow Orange Large Queen, well centered single with centrally struck Toronto (OC
19 69) postmark, VF ...........................................................................................(Photo) 250.00

1409

#23i, 1c Yellow Large Queen, a lovely fresh used single with selected socked-on-nose
Hamilton (SP 30 1869) double split ring cancellation, F-VF.................... (Photo) Est. 300.00+

1410

#24, 2c Green and 6c Yellow Brown, two singles of each tied by cork cancels, Hamilton (AP
4 1871) double split ring postmark, two stamps have faults, cover with edge wrinkles and
some tears on backflap, sent on Cunard line (paying the double letter rate), via New York to
Scotland, with Liverpool (U.S. Packet) transit in red and receiver backstamp, F-VF, rare and
attractive franking.................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

1411

#24a, 2c Green Large Queen on watermarked Bothwell paper, showing "AH" letters of the
watermark, light two-ring '3' cancel from Quebec, light corner crease, VF.......(Photo) 500.00
#24a, 2c Green Used single on watermarked paper, showing large portion of "THA" and
small portion of ". BO" letters, lightly cancelled, trivial shorter perfs at top, F-VF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 360.00

1412
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B

#24i, 2c Emerald Green A gorgeous fresh mint block of four possessing full original gum,
sharp impression and brilliant colour, Fine OG to LH, 2005 Greene Foundation cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 3,000.00

1414

1417

1414

#24iii, 2c Green Large Queen, lovely used single on the distinctive soft white (blotting)
paper, with neat oval grid cancellation. Seldom seen in such nice condition, F-VF, 2005
Greene Foundation cert.................................................................................... (Photo) 250.00+

1415

#24iv, 2c Green on Bothwell Paper Large Queen, very well centered single, used with light
centrally struck two-ring '1' cancel, XF ........................................................... (Photo) 175.00+
#26, 5c Olive Green Large Queen, perf 11½x12, horizontal strip of three, lightly tied by
target cancel on small piece, Kamouraska, QUE (OC 4 75) split ring cancel. An eyeappealing item, Fine.................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 350.00+

1416

1417

#27ii, 6c Dark Brown Large Queen, a well centered and fresh used single on the soft white
(blotting) paper, partial two-ring cancellation. A great stamp in all respects, choice XF, 2005
Greene Foundation cert................................................................................. (Photo) 1,000.00+

1418

#27v, 6c Brown Mint pair with warm rich colour, large part original gum (some disturbance)
, Fine OG, a rare multiple, 2005 Greene Foundation cert. ...............................(Photo) 1,950.00
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1419

1422

1419

#28, 12½c Blue A nice single with bright colour, mathematically centered, VF
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

1420

#29a, 15c Greyish Purple Large Queen, perf 11½x12, very well centered within unusually
wide margins, centrally struck bold segmented cork canacellation, VF and desirable example
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 300.00
#30, 15c Grey (Shades) Large Queen, two singles, both showing large portion of plate
imprint at top and bottom respectively. A nice duo, F-VF........................ (Photo) Est. 300.00+

1421

1422

#30ciii, 15c Deep Violet on Very Thick Paper Used single, showing the constant
PAWNBROKER variety, centered to top, usual small faults attributed to this printing, a very
rare stamp, Fine ..................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

1423

#33, 3c Bright Red Large Queen on laid paper, a remarkable used single in a deeper shade,
well centered within unusually large margins, lightly cancelled, choice XF...(Photo) 2,500.00

1424

#33, 3c Bright Red Single with rich colour and grid cancelled, Fine ................(Photo) 900.00

SMALL QUEENS
1425
1426

1427
1428

#34/43, ½c, 2c, 6c Small Queen Selection of eleven stamps (nine are mint or unused), most
show prominent printing offsets on reverse, includes a 6c red brown VF unused, Fine or
better .........................................................................................................................Est. 150.00
#34/44, Small Queen Covers Selection of 30 covers, various rates and frankings. Noted 3c
affixed on a clipped Wells Fargo (Victoria, Vancouver Island), 3c block of six + 1c pair on
large registered cover from Irden, M.B. to Winnipeg, ½c tied by large Montreal oval in violet
to faulty wrapper, 3c tied by worn seal cancel from Fort Coulonge, Que and other from Elm
Tree, both fronts, three different 5c combination franking to England or Scotland, 8c single to
registered cover to USA, 1c orange (perf 11½x12) on clean 1875 circular to Quebec, etc.
Mainly Mixed condition, some Fine or better. Inspect ............................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
#34/45a, ½c-10c Small Queen Selection of seven singles (later printings), all have
spectacular jumbo margins, five are well centered. Very tough to duplicate, F-VF/XF
JUMBO..................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 150.00+
#34, ½c Black Single tied by oval St. John, N.B. handstamp cancellation on clean unsealed
envelope addressed to Liverpool, N.S., receiver backstamp (OC 8 92). A nice single franking
cover paying the circular rate, VF............................................................. (Photo) Est. 300.00+
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1429

1430
1431

1432
1433
1434
1435

1436

Catalogue Value

B

#34a, ½c Black Lower right sheet corner imperforate mint block of four, full original gum
with the bottom pair being never hinged, choice VF, 1996 Greene Foundation cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,250.00
#35/41, 1c, 2c, 3c Small Queen Selection of nine covers, five have 3c vermilion franking, all
of the covers are postmarked Montreal and show various Building & Architecture illustrated
advertising, F-VF, a most attractive lot..................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00+
#35/43, Small Queen Registered Covers Selection of 13 covers or fronts. Noted 1c (two
pairs), 6c two singles on faulty front cover from Erinsville (1873); 2c pair + 3c on St. John,
N.B. local drop letter; 6c pair and single + 2c on soiling 1872 front to Ireland; faulty cover
and toned bearing 3c eight singles and 2c registration from New Glasgow, N.S. (1883) to
Ontario; faulty and toned cover bearing 3c two pairs + 5c registration from Guelph (1892) to
Toronto; a rebacked 3c postal stationery front, uprated with 2c from Lethbridge to Germany,
via London, etc. Very scarce franking but condition is mostly Mixed, some are Fine
..................................................................................................................................Est. 350.00
#35, 1c Yellow and 3c vermilion Small Queens, also 2c green two singles on reverse, all tied
by London, Ont (SP 4 97) CDS postmarks to a bulk mailing receipt, paying a 1 cent per
pound rate for periodicals and newspapers, unusual and clean, VF............ (Photo) Est. 100.00
#35, 36, 41, 1c, 2c, 3c Small Queen Selection of seven covers, all postmarked Montreal (five
are Flag cancels), six have advertising (some illustrated), F-VF, an interesting lot for a
Montreal collector....................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00
#35b, 1c Yellow Small Queen, vertical mint imperforate pair with full original gum, brilliant
fresh colour, VF ..................................................................................................(Photo) 500.00
#35vii, 1c Yellow and 2c green, both perf 11½x12 with neat "BH" (Lacelle 303) fancy
cancels from Port Carling (AP 11 76) on clean yellow cover to Toronto, portion of backflap
missing, two neat backstamps, VF and pretty cover ................................. (Photo) Est. 100.00+

#35viii, 1c Yellow A neat used horizontal pair, "STRAND OF HAIR" (3-3.5mm) variety on
left stamp, Kingston squared circle cancellation, VF..........................................(Photo) 500.00
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1438

1437

1437

BE

#36E, 2c Dark Green Engraved Essay on card mounted india paper, prepared by the
Canadian Bank Note Company (circa 1891). Rarely seen multiple, XF showpiece
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00+

1438

E

#36E, 2c Blue Green Single as above, choice XF ..................................... (Photo) Est. 600.00

1439
1440
1441
1442
1443
1444
1445
1446
1447
1448

B

#36, 2c Green Small Queen used with grid cancellation, centered with large margins and
showing a strong kiss print in the bottom margin giving the appearance of a double printing,
VF and unusual ........................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 100.00
#36ii, 2c Bluish Green (Ottawa Printing), top sheet margin mint block of four with "TWO"
counter, gorgeous fresh colour, three stamps NH, gum crease on bottom pair, Fine and
attractive multiple ...............................................................................................(Photo) 350.00
#36viii, 2c Green (Ottawa) Small Queen, showing the latent RE-ENTRY (position 188)
(horizontal lines in UL margin), used with Duncan Station, B.C. postmark. A very scarce
stamp, Fine..........................................................................................................(Photo) 400.00
#37/41, 3c Small Queen Selection of 17 stamps, plus a 1c orange three 2c Registration, with
six different fancy "A", grid "OTTAWA", "TORONTO", etc. Generally Fine or better
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00
#37, 3c Small Queen Two covers (both dated 1882; one is a Sewing illustrated registered
cover) and a well centered single, all bearing the large "H" (Lacelle 481) fancy cancels from
Weymouth Bridge, Nova Scotia, VF ........................................................ (Photo) Est. 150.00+
#37, 3c Dull Red Small Queen, well centered single tied by beautiful grid "236" (Lacelle
176) Ottawa receiver cancellation to cover from Quebec, with datestamp (NO 30 82), receiver
backstamp. Light cover bend, otherwise VF............................................... (Photo) Est. 200.00
#37, 3c Dull Red Single (slightly oxidized) tied by circular ring cancel in purple alongside
light Essex Centre (1886) split ring in purple on large Essex Centre Manufacturing
advertising cover in green, VF, ex. Vincent G. Greene............................... (Photo) Est. 150.00
#37(shades), 3c Small Queen, Four different Masonic / Fraternal fancy cancelled stamps,
one with small flaw. Also includes a faked Masonic fancy cancelled cover, by Jack Kitchen,
F-VF............................................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 100.00
#37, 37a, 37b, 3c Small Queen Group of seven covers, all dated 1870-1873 and single
frankings (expect for a 3c pair), and all bearing fancy cork cancels from Toronto. Noted an
Indian Red (NO 8 70) cover. Some small flaws, otherwise Fine or better (Photo) Est. 150.00+
#37,shades, 3c Small Queen Selection of five singles, a few tiny flaws on some, all bearing a
different fancy "B" cancellation, plus a 2c registration with "B" (Lacelle 286) and a cover
with 3c red barely tied by neat "B" (Lacelle 274) cancel from Napanee (AP 11 78) to cover,
portion of backflap missing, addressed to Toronto, F-VF......................... (Photo) Est. 150.00+
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1449

1451

1449

#37d, 3c Copper Red Used single, perf 12½, nice fresh colour, light grid cancelled. A lovely
example of this scarce perforation variety, Fine .................................................(Photo) 900.00

1450

#37d, 3c Copper Red Used single, perf 12½, with two-ring "7" (St. John, N.B.) cancellation,
rounded corner at lower right, still a very scarce Small Queen perforation variety, Fine, 2003
PF cert.................................................................................................................(Photo) 900.00

1451

#37d, 3c Copper Red Well centered single, perf 12½, tied by mute grid cancellation on
cover with P.O. Saint Stephen, N.B. (AU 20 1870) split ring sent to Victoria Corner, with
Woodstock (AU 20) transit and W.O. Victoria, N.B. double split ring with filled in date "Aug
22/70" receiver backstamps. A nice cover, VF, 1975 RPSL cert.....................(Photo) 1,500.00

1452

#37iii, 3c Orange Red Small Queen, perf 11½x12, centered, barely tied by light "Pointing
Hand" (Lacelle 1374) fancy cancel from Port Perry (JY 16 1873) to cover, opening tears on
back, addressed to Toronto, faint receiver backstamp, unusual and VF ... (Photo) Est. 100.00+
#37iii, 3c Orange Red Small Queen, perf 11½x12, two singles, both tied by intaglio "S"
cancels (Lacelle 779) to P.O. St. Stephen (JY 9 1873) to Woodstock and (AU 4 1873) to St.
John. A neat duo, VF ................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 100.00+

1453

1454

1455
1456
1457

P

#38P, 5c Olive Green Small Queen, horizontal plate proof pair on card mounted india paper,
very scarce, XF ........................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00
#39, 6c Yellow Brown Unused single with oversized margins, nicely centered with rich
colour and deep sharp impression, light corner crease one shorter perf, still a fabulous stamp
with superb appearance.......................................................................................(Photo) 450.00
#39s, 6c Yellow Brown Small Queen, with diagonal SPECIMEN (14mm) handstamp in
violet, done for an early UPU Congress, light crease, ungummed. Rare and Fine
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
#40c, 10c Dull Rose Lilac Mathematically centered used single, perf 11½x12, bold grid
cancel, VF...........................................................................................................(Photo) 250.00
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1458

1458

#40e, 10c Pale Milky Rose Lilac Small Queen, perf 11½x12, true colour and unusually well
centered for this difficult stamp, used with attractive cork cancellation, choice, XF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 900.00

1459

1459

B

1460

1461

1461

1460

#41b, 3c Orange A lovely imperforate block of four, nice fresh colour, ungummed as issued.
A scarce multiple, VF ......................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00
#43b, 6c Red Brown Gorgeous fresh imperforate mint strip of three, sheet margin at bottom
with large portion of plate imprint, large margins on other sides, full original gum, hinged on
centre stamp only, XF OG ...............................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00

P

#46P, 20c Vermilion Widow Weed, plate proof single on card mounted india paper, faint
trace of toning at lower left (negligible), VF and very scarce................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+

1897 DIAMOND JUBILEE

1462

1463
1464

P

#50P-65P, ½c to $5.00 Diamond Jubilee Issue Complete set of sixteen plate proofs, all with
fresh colours and crisp impression, on card mounted india paper. A desirable set, XF
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 5,350.00
#50, ½c Black Jubilee, a marvelous mint single, with rich colour and well centered within
large margins, choice XF NH .......................................................................... (Photo) 375.00+
#50, ½c Black Jubilee, large margined and well centered single, lightly cancelled, XF
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 150.00+
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1465

#52, 57, 2c, 10c Combination Franking Cover Singles tied by neat Montreal (JUN 22 1897)
"B" Flag cancellation on registered cover addressed locally, backstamped, VF and attractive
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00

1466

1467

#53, 3c Bright Rose A spectacular mint single with huge
margins, precisely centered within, gorgeous fresh colour and
with full pristine original gum, never hinged. A superb stamp,
XF NH GEM, 2005 AIEP cert.................. (Photo) Est. 150.00+

#54i, 5c Slate Blue Single tied by Toronto (JUL 13 97) duplex "1" cancellation on cover sent
to Annaberg, Saxony, with small London (JY 24 97) CDS transit and Annaberg CDS receiver
backstamps. A nice single 5c UPU rate cover to Germany, F-VF .............. (Photo) Est. 400.00

1468

1469

1468

#55, 6c Yellow Brown Jubilee, an outstanding mint single, well centered and with deep rich
colour, possessing full immaculate original gum. A great stamp in all respects, XF NH, 1999
Greene Foundation cert.................................................................................... (Photo) 900.00+

1469

#55, 6c Yellow Brown Jubilee, a lovely post office fresh mint single, centered and with full
pristine original gum, never hinged. A nice stamp, VF NH................................(Photo) 900.00

1470

#56, 8c Dark Violet Single tied by light West River Sheet Harbour, N.S. (JU 26 97; one
week after issue) split ring, paying registered rate on cover (slightly reduced at left) to Upper
Stewiacke, with four different backstamps, F-VF....................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00

1471

PB #58, 15c Steel Blue Jubilee, plate No. 18 block of six, lovely fresh colour, reasonably
centered and with full original gum, one stamp is never hinged, some perfs separated and
strengthened by hinges. A very seldom seen plate block, F-VF ............ (Photo) Est. 2,000.00+
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1472

#59s-65s, 20c to $5.00 Jubilee Issue Complete set of seven, all with SPECIMEN handstamp
overprints, deep rich colours, extremely well centered and possessing full original gum, never
hinged, tiny moisture spot on gum of 20c (negligible). The nicest set we have seen and
certainly among the finest in existence, VF-XF NH......................................(Photo) 14,700.00

1473

#59s-65s, 20c to $5.00 1897 Diamond Jubilee Complete set of seven stamps, bearing the
"SPECIMEN" handstamp overprint, all the dollar values have rich colours and full clean
original gum, small hinge remnant, 20c (natural paper inclusion) and 50c are unused. A very
tough set to obtain in such superior quality, F-VF................................. (Photo) Est. 4,000.00+

1474

#59, 20c Vermilion Jubilee, an attractive used single with Montreal (JY 19 98) CDS
postmark, VF ......................................................................................................(Photo) 250.00

1475

1476

1475

#59ii, 20c Vermilion Well centered mint single with deep fresh colour, showing "W-E"
variety (pos 15), full original gum, a great stamp, VF LH..................................(Photo) 800.00

1476

#59ii, 20c Vermilion Jubilee, a fresh and centered mint single, with "W-E" variety (pos 15),
full original gum, small hinge remnant. A tough stamp to find in choice condition, VF OG
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 800.00

1477

#60, 50c Ultramarine Single tied by small cork cancels and Hamilton (AU 17 97) CDS
postmark on registered "R" cover to Belleville, with receiver (AU 18 97) backstamp. A very
scarce single franking, F-VF....................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
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1478

#60i, 50c Deep Ultramarine Well centered single tied by Toronto (SP 6 97) split ring
cancellation on registered cover with full reverse illustrated "West's Disinfecting Fluid"
advertising in red, addressed to England, with oval London (15 SP 97) Registered transit. A
most appealing registered cover, XF........................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,500.00

1479

1480

1479

#61, $1.00 Lake Jubilee, a lovely fresh mint single, sheet margin at left, centered and with
full original gum, VF NH, 2004 Greene Foundation cert. ...............................(Photo) 3,000.00

1480

#61, $1.00 Lake Jubilee, a post office fresh mint single, sheet margin at right, with full
pristine original gum, Fine+ NH......................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

1481

1482

1483

1481

#62, $2.00 Dark Purple Mint single with post office fresh colour, crisp impression, full
original gum, F-VF OG...................................................................................(Photo) 1,600.00

1482

#62, $2.00 Dark Purple Jubilee, lovely fresh single with true rich colour, possessing full
original gum, F-VF OG....................................................................................(Photo) 1,600.00

1483

#62, $2.00 Dark Purple Mint single with rich colour and original gum, Fine OG
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,100.00
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1484

1485

1484

#63, $3.00 Yellow Bistre Jubilee, a gorgeous fresh mint single, possessing full unblemished
original gum, F-VF NH....................................................................................(Photo) 4,200.00

1485

#64, $4.00 Purple Mint single with unusually fresh colour, full original gum, F-VF OG
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,600.00

1487
1486

1486

#64, $4.00 Purple A wonderful used lower left sheet corner single, nicely centered, true deep
rich colour, with unobtrusive corner cancel in magenta. A great stamp, VF (Photo) 1,500.00+

1487

#64, $4.00 Dark Purple Jubilee, a remarkable used single, with true rich colour and with
neat Toronto (JY 22 97) split ring cancellation, F-VF and attractive example
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00

1488

#64, $4.00 Purple Jubilee, used single with deep rich colour and portion of Winnipeg
magenta cancels, Fine .........................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

1489

B

#65, $5.00 Olive Green Jubilee, a wonderful used block of four, sheet margin at left,
centered with deep rich colour and Winnipeg magenta CDS postmarks. A very scarce used
multiple in choice condition, VF, 2002 PF cert. ..............................................(Photo) 6,000.00
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1490

#65, $5.00 Olive Green Well centered used single with lovely fresh colour, lightly cancelled,
VF ....................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00
#65, $5.00 Olive Green Jubilee, lovely used single with rich colour and corner Winnipeg
cancel in magenta, Fine ......................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

1491

-X1399-

1415

1404

1411

1412

1416

1420
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-1421-

1424

1432
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LEAF & NUMERAL

1492

1493

1492

#70, 5c Dark Blue on Bluish Paper Leaf, a stunning large margined mint single, well
centered, lovely fresh colour and possessing full original gum that is never hinged. Rarely
encountered in such premium quality, XF NH, 2005 AIEP cert............... (Photo) Est. 600.00+

1493

#72, 8c Orange Leaf on vertically wove paper, a lovely fresh mint single with full original
gum, never hinged, VF NH.................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

1495

1494

1494

B

1496

#74v, ½c Black Numeral, lower right sheet corner imperforate block of four, ungummed as
issued, XF .............................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

1495

#79b, 5c Blue on Whiter Paper Numeral, a remarkable post office fresh mint single, with
huge margins, nicely centered and possessing full unblemished original gum. A great stamp
in all respects, XF NH, 2004 Greene Foundation cert. .................................... (Photo) 900.00+

1496

#79ii, 5c Blue Numeral, imperforate pair , ungummed as issued, XF ................(Photo) 900.00

1497

#80, 6c Brown Numeral, a precisely centered mint single, with deep
rich colour and full original gum. A difficult stamp to find in such
premium condition, XF NH, 2005 AIEP cert. .............. (Photo) 600.00+

Visit us online www.easternstamps.com
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1498

1499

1498

#82, 8c Orange Numeral on vertical wove paper, brilliant fresh colour, centered, with full
unblemished original gum, never hinged. A beautiful stamp, seldom encountered in choice
condition, VF NH, 2005 AIEP cert.................................................................. (Photo) 750.00+

1499

#82DP, 8c Orange Numeral, a small Die Proof (24x27mm) on india paper, brilliant colour
and razor sharp impression, a rare and appealing proof, XF.................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00

1500

B

#83, 10c Brown Violet Numeral, a remarkable mint block of four, well centered and with
gorgeous fresh colour, possessing full original gum that has only been lightly hinged. A great
block in all respects, XF LH ............................................................................(Photo) 1,600.00

1898 MAP ISSUES
1501

1502
1503

1504

1505

#85-86, Balance of Mint Collection A total of 137 mint stamps, which includes ten blocks of
four and two imprint blocks, this lot shows a wealth of shades and has not been checked for
plate flaws, ideal for further study, some NH present, overall Fine to Very Fine LH
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00+
#85-86, Used Map Issue Collection of 225 used stamps with a wide variety of shades and
cancellations, arranged on stockpages. Also includes a contemporary 3c photographic essay
of the Map issue. Overall Fine to Very Fine. Unchecked. .................................... Est. 500.00+
#85-86, 2c Map Covers Small group of seven covers, includes single on "Soldiers of the
Queen" Wilson Patriotic cover, a late usage on 1934 airmail cover, 1899 Boots & Shoes
advert cover, 1900 2c + 5c Numeral on Rennie's Seeds reg cover, 2c + 1c Leaf from
Dorchester, N.B., etc., Mostly Fine ............................................................ (Photo) Est. 300.00
B #85-86var, Nice clean Map Issue Collection All mint except for six stamps of which one is
on thick paper (FQP cert), includes three imprint singles, six blocks of four with various
PB
shades (one with plate number and other with imprint), plus 53 singles. Some NH present.
Ideal for further study, Fine to Very Fine ................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00
PB #85a, 2c Black, Lavender & Carmine Upper right imperforate block of six with the full
plate imprint, ungummed as issued and affixed on thick card, faults on the card which do not
affect stamps. A rare plate, VF ................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,500.00

B
PB
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1506

1510

1506

1507
1508
1509

1511

#85a, 2c Black, Lavender & Carmine Imperforate pair, ungummed as issued with fresh
colours, VF ........................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
B

#85b, 2c Black, Deep Blue & Carmine Matched set of blank corner blocks of four, all with
deep rich colour, two stamps with tiny gum thins but nine are NH, F-VF.. (Photo) Est. 300.00
PB #85i, 2c Black, Grey & Carmine Lower left plate imprint block of six, centered, showing
horizontal line of perforations at foot due to misguillotined sheet, three stamps NH, some perf
separation strengthened by hinges. A lovely plate block, VF ..................... (Photo) Est. 300.00
#85var, 2c Map Mint single with the so-called "Muddy Waters" variety, F-VF NH
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 100.00+

1510

#86a, 2c Black, Blue & Carmine Imperforate vertical pair, rich colours, ungummed as
issued, VF+ .........................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00

1511

#86a, 2c Black, Blue & Carmine Vertical imperforate pair, ungummed as issued, large
margins, most likely from Plate 1, XF ................................................................(Photo) 600.00

KING EDWARD VII

1512

X1513

1512

#89a, 1c Green Imperforate pair, lovely fresh colour, ungummed as issued, XF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 800.00

1513

#90iv, 90v, 2c Carmine Edward VII Experimental imperforate pairs from plate 31, 32 & 43
(creased), each demonetized by red or black pen lines. Only 100 pairs of each type exist,
VF NH .............................................................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00

Call us toll free in North America
Dial 1(800) 667-8267
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1514

1515

1514

#92a, 7c Olive Bistre Imperforate horizontal pair, sheet margin at left, nice colour,
ungummed as issued, VF ....................................................................................(Photo) 800.00

1515

#93, 10c Brown Lilac Edward VII, brilliant fresh mint single, full original gum, never
hinged, almost VF...............................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

QUEBEC TERCENTENARY
1516

1517

1518

#97-99, 1c, 2c, 5c Tercentenary Covers Group of five covers, includes 1c on Tuck's
postcard to UK, 1c (two singles) on postcard to France, 2c single on postcard to France, 2c on
shortpaid 1908 cover to France, redirected and bearing 30c and 15c(2) Postage Dues, 5c
(light perf toning) on 1910 cover to Switzerland, backstamped, F-VF....... (Photo) Est. 200.00

P

#101, 10c Violet Quebec Tercentenary Large Die Proof on india paper (75x64mm), die sunk
on 93x82mm card, with die "F-196" & American Bank Note Co. Ottawa imprint below,
backstamped Brigham, choice and XF.............................................................(Photo) 1,000.00
#103, 20c Brown Centered used single with light postmark, VF .......................(Photo) 250.00

Visit us online www.easternstamps.com
or
E-Mail us at easternauctions@nb.aibn.com
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ADMIRAL

1519

#104vii, 1c Blue Green Admiral, horizontal used pair showing the MAJOR RE-ENTRY on
left stamp, with clearly struck "NORTH BAY DE 3 12" duplex postmark, tiniest corner
crease and right stamp with trivial perf flaw at top, of no importance for this remarkable reentry. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only recorded dated example. From a new
find, Fine and for exhibition ......................................................................... (Photo) 1,500.00+

1520

PB #105, 1c Yellow Admiral, Die I, wet printing, upper right Plate "T-4 OTTAWA No.A170"
strip of twenty, fresh and nicely centered, full original gum, never hinged, some minor perf
separation in top margin and bottom centre. A lovely plate, VF NH...............(Photo) 1,050.00
B #105, 1c Yellow Admiral, Die I, wet printing, post office fresh mint block of four with Type
C lathework, full pristine original gum, never hinged, almost VF......................(Photo) 300.00

1521

1522

PB #106b, 2c Pink Mint plate "OTTAWA-No-2" (printing order 83) block of ten stamp in a
paler shade, paper slightly toned according to Greene which we think is harsh, full original
gum, hinge remnants on three stamps and in top selvedge, leaving rest never hinged. A key
Admiral shade plate block, Fine, 2005 Greene Foundation cert. ............. (Photo) Est. 1,500.00
1523

#106b, 2c Deep Pink Admiral, bottom Plate
No.2 strip of three, short corner perf, with true
colour, fresh and with full original gum. A very
scarce plate, VF NH.............. (Photo) 1,800.00+

We Accept the following Credit Cards
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1524

B

#107a, 2c Deep Green on Thin Paper Admiral, wet printing, Type D inverted lathework
block of four, faint gum disturbance, otherwise F-VF NH ..............................(Photo) 1,125.00

1525

B

#108, 3c Brown Admiral, wet printing, lower right corner sheet block of twenty, light Type
D inverted lathework impression, thin spot on one stamp and four stamps with trivial surface
scuffs, still a very scarce lathework multiple, F-VF NH..................................(Photo) 3,375.00

1526

PB #110d, 4c Yellow Ochre Admiral, dry printing, upper plate No. 5 block of ten, fresh colour,
light hinge marks and minor perf separation in selvedge only, stamps are NH, Fine
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

1527

PB #111, 5c Blue Admiral, lower right Plate No.5 strip of nine stamps, fresh, full original gum,
three stamps are lightly hinged, others are NH, F-VF, ex. Marler...................(Photo) 2,550.00

1528

PB #111, 5c Dark Blue Admiral, lower right Plate No.7 strip of ten stamps, with printing order
number "350", five stamps are NH, trivial perf separation, F-VF, ex. Marler.(Photo) 2,450.00
1529

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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#111, 5c Dark Blue Admiral,
PB upper left plate No. A12 strip
of four, well centered, incredible deep colour and with
full pristine original gum, one
light hinge mark in selvedge
only.A scarce positional plate
in choice condition, VF+ NH,
ex. Marler
................. (Photo) 2,400.00+
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1530

1531

1530

PB #111, 5c Blue Admiral, Plate No.A14 pair, centered and fresh, hinged in selvedge only,
stamps are NH, scarce, VF, ex. Lindemann .....................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

1531

#111, 5c Dark Blue Well centered and fresh bottom plate No.6 inscription pair, LH in margin
only, stamps VF+ NH ................................................................................... (Photo) 1,200.00+

1532

PB #112, 5c Violet Admiral, wet printing, plate No. A22 block of ten, lovely fresh colour,
stamps have full original gum and are NH (light hinge marks in selvedge only), F-VF
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 575.00+
PB #112a, 5c Violet on Thin Paper Admiral, wet printing, plate No. A21 strip of five, well
centered and fresh with four NH, light hinge in selvedge only, VF............................... 375.00+

1533

1534

1535

1534

PB #112ii, 5c Rose Violet Admiral, wet printing, plate No. A21 block of eight, gorgeous fresh
colour, well centered, stamps are never hinged, light hinge mark in selvedge only, choice, XF
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 790.00+

1535

PB #114v, 7c Red Brown Admiral, dry printing, plate No. A8 block of six, with diagonal line in
"N" of "CENTS" on five stamps, centered and fresh, tiny inclusion on lower left stamp,
VF NH ............................................................................................................. (Photo) 830.00+

Have you been thinking of selling your collection?
Call us 1(800) 667-8267 ask for Gary J. Lyon.
Give your collection the attention it deserves.
Consign your stamps to Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1536

PB #115, 8c Blue Admiral, plate No. A2 block of eight stamps, well centered and fresh, six
stamps are never hinged, light hinge mark on other two. A choice plate, VF, 1996 Greene
Foundation cert. ........................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 800.00+

1537

PB #115i, 8c Light Blue Admiral, plate No A-3 block of six, with etched "H" above "L.B.C.",
stamps fresh and NH, light hinge and trivial perf separation in selvedge only. A scarce plate,
F-VF.......................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+
PB #117a, 10c Blue Admiral, dry printing, plate No. A22 block of eight, well centered and fresh,
VF OG ........................................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 500.00
PB #118, 10c Bistre Brown Admiral, very well centered mint block with deep colour and large
portion of inscription, full pristine original gum, XF NH ............................... (Photo) 600.00+
PB #119c, 20c Dark Olive Green Admiral, wet printing plate No. A5 block of four, lovely fresh
colour, bottom stamps NH, F-VF..................................................................... (Photo) 630.00+
PB #119c, 20c Olive Green Admiral wet printing, plate No. 3 strip of four, showing a clear
DOUBLE impression of the plate "3" number, hairlines in the selvedge, left and right stamps
are NH, minor gum bend on right stamp. An interesting and unusual plate for the specialist,
Fine ........................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00+

1538
1539
1540
1541

1542

1542

B

1544

#120, 50c Black Brown Admiral re-engraved, dry printing, a wonderful upper left sheet
corner mint block of four, well centered, lovely fresh colour and with full immaculate original
gum. A superb block, XF NH ..........................................................................(Photo) 1,440.00

1543

#122, $1 Orange Admiral, dry printing, a lovely fresh and centered mint single with full
original gum, never hinged, VF NH ...................................................................(Photo) 375.00

1544

#124, 2c Carmine Admiral, a fantastic coil pair, precisely centered and with gorgeous fresh
colour, light hinge mark at top leaving bottom stamp NH. Difficult to obtain in such superior
quality, XF ..........................................................................................................(Photo) 435.00
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1545

#126ai, 1c Yellow Admiral, wet printing, part perforated lower left pair from left side of the
sheet with type B lathework, F-VF NH ..............................................................(Photo) 450.00
#128ai, 2c Green Admiral, first wet printing, well centered part perforated block of four,
small inclusion in top margin, VF OG ................................................................(Photo) 600.00

1546

B

1547

1549

1548

1547

#128ai, 2c Green Admiral wet printing, part perforated vertical mint pair, well centered, deep
fresh colour, VF NH, 1992 PF cert. ....................................................................(Photo) 600.00

1548

#130a, 3c Carmine Admiral, wet printing, well centered part perforated vertical pair, mint
with full original gum, choice, VF OG ...............................................................(Photo) 500.00

1549

#130b, 3c Carmine Admiral, Die II, dry printing, perf 8 vertically coil pair, mathematically
centered, lovely fresh colour and full pristine original gum. Difficult to obtain in such
premium condition, XF NH ............................................................................. (Photo) 560.00+

1550

#130b, 3c Carmine Admiral, Die II coil pairs, selection of seven pairs all bearing a nice
Montreal 1927 duplex lettered grid cancel from "A" through "G", a couple shorter perfs
noted, a difficult lot to duplicate and attractive, VF showpiece................ (Photo) Est. 300.00+

1551

#135a, 3c Brown Confederation, imperforate pair with sheet margin at left, ungummed as
issued, VF ...........................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00

1552

#136, 1c Yellow Admiral, upper right imperforate Plate A180 strip of seven, fresh mint,
VF NH ................................................................................................................(Photo) 675.00

1553

PB #139, 2c on 3c Carmine Admiral Provisional, Die I, Plate No. A117 strip of four, fresh,
stamps are never hinged (hinged in selvedge only), F-VF.......................... (Photo) Est. 400.00
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1927 CONFEDERATION & HISTORICAL

1554

1555

P

1556

P

1557

P

#141-145, 1c-12c 1927 Historical Issue Complete set of five (some perf toning) on June 29,
1927 First Day cover (edge creases and wrinkles not affecting stamps) from Kamloops,
registered and addressed to England, with four different backstamps, scarce, F-VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 350.00
#146, 5c Thomas D'Arcy McGee Large Die Proof on india paper (76x75mm), sunk on large
card (117x116mm), die "X-G-147" number above, XF showpiece .......... (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#146, 5c Thomas D'Arcy McGee Large Die Proof (75x75mm) die sunk on large card
(150x227mm), with die "X-G-147" number in pencil, rare, XF ............... (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#147, 12c Laurier & Macdonald Large Die Proof on india paper (87x75mm) sunk on large
card (128x116mm), die "X-G-148" number above, XF........................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

SCROLL

1558

B

1559
1560
1561
1562

P

#149-159, 1c-$1 1928-1929 King George V Scroll Issue Complete set of eleven post office
fresh mint block of four, all with full immaculate original gum, never hinged, mostly centered
including the key 50c Bluenose and $1 Parliament. A remarkable set, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 7,540.00
#149b-154a, 1c-8c Scroll Issue A lovely fresh set of eight low values, all in imperforate
pairs, large margins, 8c with smaller margin at left, otherwise VF, NH..........(Photo) 1,235.00
#149e/154c, 1c to 8c Scroll Issue Low value vertical pairs imperforate horizontally complete
except 4c, all centered and fresh, VF NH ........................................................(Photo) 1,125.00
#150, 2c Green Scroll Large Die Proof on india paper mounted on card (76x92mm), without
imprint, trimmed close to die sinkage, rare and XF .................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
#155b, 10c Mount Hurd Horizontal pair, imperforate vertically, centered and fresh, VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 375.00

1563

#158, 50c Bluenose A fresh mint Plate No.2
PB block of four, almost very fine centering,
with full original gum, lightly hinged on top
pair and margin, bottom pair is NH, F-VF
.......................................(Photo) 2,000.00+

We Accept the following Credit Cards

e y t w
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1564

1565

1564

PB #158, 50c Bluenose A gorgeous Plate No.A3 block of four (from UL pane), reasonably
centered, stamps have full pristine original gum and are NH, light hinge mark in selvedge
only, F-VF .................................................................................................... (Photo) 2,000.00+

1565

PB #158, 50c Bluenose Mint plate "OTTAWA-NoA-3" block of four, lovely fresh colour,
stamps are never hinged, F-VF and attractive plate block ............................ (Photo) 2,000.00+

1566

1566

1567

1567

B

#158, 50c Bluenose A very well centered mint block of four, lower left stamp is NH. A
choice block, XF LH........................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00
#159a, $1 Parliament Vertical imperforate pair, lovely fresh colour, full original gum,
VF NH .............................................................................................................(Photo) 1,350.00
Take advantage of our easy and convenient ways to place your bids.
Call us toll free in North America
Dial 1(800) 667-8267
or
Fax 1(888) 867-8267
For our overseas customer please use the following:
Phone 1(506) 548-8986 - Fax 1(506) 546-6627
You can also visit our Website www.easternstamps.com
E-Mail your bids to easternauctions@nb.aibn.com

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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ARCH

1568

1568

1569

B

1569

#170i, 5c Milky Blue lower left sheet corner mint block of four with MAJOR perforation
shift, horizontal perforations shift up and slanted (19mm at left; 24mm at right) resulting in a
gutter running through bottom pair. A highly unusual and most appealing Arch Issue error,
VF LH......................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
#175a, 20c Harvesting Wheat A wonderful imperforate mint pair, sheet margin at left, large
margins, fresh never hinged, choice XF NH....................................................(Photo) 1,350.00

1571

1570

1572

1570

#176, 50c Grand Pre Lovely fresh mint single, precisely centered and with full pristine
original gum, a superior stamp, XF NH........................................................... (Photo) 600.00+

1571

#176a, 50c Grand Pre Fresh imperforate mint pair, possessing full pristine original gum,
choice, XF NH .................................................................................................(Photo) 1,800.00

1572

#177a, $1 Dark Olive Green Mt. Edith Cavell, a fresh imperforate mint pair with sheet
margin at left, very lightly hinged at top, VF VLH .........................................(Photo) 1,200.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1573

#190a, 10c Georges Etienne Cartier Mint imperforate
pair with full pristine original gum, XF NH
..................................................................... (Photo) 900.00

1574

#196c, 2c Black Brown Mint imperforate pair with fresh
colour, XF NH ..........................................(Photo) 450.00
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P

#204, 5c Royal William Die Proof in colour of issue mounted on thick card (190x155mm),
with red oval "British Am. Bank Note Co. Ltd / Ottawa, Ont. / AUG 3 1933" handstamp on
the back, minor (negligible) corner card crease at UR. A very rare die proof, VF
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,500.00

1576

1576

1577

P

#204, 5c Royal William Large Progressive Die Proof of central vignette in issued colour on
white wove paper, measuring 98x70mm, showing guideline on three sides, small faint crease
at UL, mentioned only for the record. A very rare and remarkable item listed but unpriced in
the Minuse & Pratt catalogue, VF........................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

1577

#204a, 5c Royal William A fresh imperforate mint vertical pair, sheet margin at foot, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00

1578

#204a, 5c Royal William Imperforate mint pair, huge margins, fresh colour and full original
gum, VF NH ....................................................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00

1579

1580

P

#208, Jacques Cartier Engraved Vignette proof in black (70x107mm) die sunk on thick
white wove paper, with die "No 34" number at lower left and "QUEBEC" and BRITISH
BANK NOTE Co MONTREAL & OTTAWA" imprint at lower right, subsequently used for
the issued stamp, pretty, VF........................................................................ (Photo) Est. 300.00
#208iv, 3c Jacques Cartier Top margin strip of four with wide vertical gutter at centre,
partial faint inscription in sheet margin, well centered, tiny natural inclusion on second stamp
and light gum toning spot on fourth stamp, otherwise a choice strip, VF NH ....(Photo) 600.00

Our Public Auction is to be held at the Four Points by Sheraton Halifax Hotel
See page 2 for more details.

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1581

#209a, 10c Loyalists Statue Fresh imperforate mint pair, sheet margin at right, full original
gum, XF LH.....................................................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

1582

P

1583

P

1584

P

#213, 3c King George V & Queen Mary Large Die Proof in dark rose carmine on india
paper (82x75mm) on large card (228x151mm), with die "X-G-590" number and Canadian
Bank Note Co Ltd imprint below, pencil notation "wrong color" on front at LR and "O828"
on back, rare, XF ................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,250.00+
#214, 5c Prince of Wales Large Die Proof on india paper (75x83mm) die sunk on large card
(125x190mm), without die number and imprint, faint stain at upper right, rare, VF
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,250.00
#214DP, 5c Prince of Wales Large Progressive Die Proof on india paper (75x83mm) die
sunk on large card (126x185mm), without imprint and die number, numeral tablet boxes
diagonal corner lines are omitted, rare and XF ...................................... (Photo) Est. 1,250.00+

KING GEORGE V PICTORIAL

1585

PB

#217P-227P, 1c-$1 King George V Pictorial Issue Complete set of eleven plate proof
blocks of four on card mounted india paper (low values in blocks of eight), with rare vertical
gutter between. A beautiful and appealing set for exhibition, XF and rare (eight exist)
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 10,000.00

http://stores.ebay.com/Eastern-Auctions-Ltd
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1586

#217c-222a, 1c-8c King George V Set of six imperforate pairs, all with fresh colours, large
margins and full lightly hinged original gum, XF LH .....................................(Photo) 1,200.00

1587

1588

1587

#221a, 5c Blue George V, horizontal mint pair, imperforate vertically, nicely centered for this
error, VF NH.......................................................................................................(Photo) 450.00

1588

#221a, 5c Blue Mint horizontal pair, imperforate vertically, fresh and centered for this error,
VF NH ................................................................................................................(Photo) 450.00

1589

#223a, 10c R.C.M.P. Fresh imperforate pair, large margins, XF LH ................(Photo) 300.00

1590

#224a, 13c Charlottetown Conference Imperforate mint pair, fresh, large margins and sheet
margin at top, XF LH..........................................................................................(Photo) 300.00
#227a, $1 Champlain Statue Fresh imperforate mint pair, four large even margins, VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00

1591

KING GEORGE VI MUFTI & PICTORIAL

1592

B

#231c-236a, 1c-8c King George VI Mufti Issue Complete set of imperforate mint block of
four, large margins, lovely fresh colour and full original gum, never hinged, each with
"HHH" (Harris H. Hopkins) handstamp on back. Rarely seen set in blocks, XF NH
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 7,200.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1593

#231c-236a, 1c-8c 1937 King George VI Mufti Issue A lovely and post office fresh mint set
of six imperforate pairs, all with sheet margins at left or right. A beautiful set, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 3,600.00

1594

PB #233var, 3c Carmine Mufti, upper right Plate No.15 block of four, showing a dramatic
perforation shift (4mm down), full original gum, tiny gum thin at top and hinged in selvedge
only. A UNIQUE positional block of this variety, Mint OG ...................... (Photo) Est. 300.00
#234a, 4c Yellow Mufti, fresh imperforate mint pair with large even margins, XF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
#236a, 8c Orange Mufti, large margined imperforate mint pair, XF NH ..........(Photo) 600.00

1595
1596
1597

P

1598

P

1599

P

1600
1601
1602
1603
1604

P

1605

P

1606

P

#237, 3c Dark Carmine King George VI Coronation Large Die Proof on india paper
(99x89mm), die sunk on large card (229x155mm), with die "X-G-663" & Canadian Bank
Note Company Limited imprint below, rare and for exhibition, XF........ (Photo) Est. 1,250.00
#237, 3c Dark Carmine A similar lot, VF.............................................. (Photo) Est. 1,250.00
#241, 10c Memorial Chamber Large Die Proof in carmine (76x87mm) die sunk on large
card (229x153mm), with die "XG-675" number and Canadian Bank Note Company Limited
imprint below, also small "PRINTED IN CANADA" handstamp and "O-890" pencil notation
on back, XF............................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+
#241b, 10c Dark Carmine Memorial Chamber, large margined imperforate mint pair with
fresh colour, XF NH ........................................................................................ (Photo) 600.00+
#241c, 10c Carmine Rose Memorial Chamber, fresh and large margined imperforate pair,
VF NH ................................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
#242a, 13c Halifax Harbour Fresh imperforate mint pair, sheet margin at right and large
margins on other sides, XF NH...........................................................................(Photo) 600.00
#245b, $1 Chateau de Ramesay Imperforate mint pair, large margins, very light hinge mark,
XF VLH..............................................................................................................(Photo) 700.00
#246, 1c Royal Visit Large Die Proof on india paper (95x87mm) die sunk on large card
(228x152mm) with die "XG-685" number and Canadian Bank Note Co Ltd imprint below,
rare and XF .............................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,250.00
#248, 3c Royal Visit Large Die Proof in colours slightly different from issued colours on
india paper, 98x89mm, die sunk on 113x102mm card, with die "X-G-687" numbers and
Canadian Bank Note Company Limited imprint below, small natural india flaws, VF
.................................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
#293DP, 5c Deep Blue George VI "POSTES-POSTAGE" omitted, Large Die Proof on india
paper (75x74), mounted on large thick card (113x101mm), die "XG881" number above and
Canadian Bank Note Company imprint below, rare, XF .......................... (Photo) Est. 750.00+

Visit us online www.easternstamps.com
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1554

1555

-

-X1560-

1556

1557

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1561
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1562

1574

-X1559-

1575

1579

1580
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1582

1583

1584

1591
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1589

1590

1595

1597

1594

1596

1598

Call us toll free in North America
Dial 1(800) 667-8267
or
Fax us 1(888) 867-8267
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1602

1603

1601

1604

Have you been thinking of selling your collection?
Call us 1(800) 667-8267 ask for Gary J. Lyon.
Give your collection the attention it deserves.
Consign your stamps to Eastern Auctions Ltd.

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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ELIZABETHAN
MODERN ERRORS & VARIETIES

1607

S

#337var, 3c Wilding Upper right Plate No. 1 full sheet of 100, MAJOR PERFORATION
ERROR affecting right half of sheet causing by the sheet buckling during the perforating
process, the seventh vertical row are wide jumbos, eighth and ninth rows have a major
perforation shift and the tenth row has a blank sheet margin. A unique and most dramatic
sheet, VF NH showpiece................................................... (Photo on page 111) Est. 3,000.00+

1608

B

#341pvar, 5c Wilding Mint block of four with experimental tagging used during a trial test, a
precursor to the Winnipeg tagging, very scarce, F-VF NH....................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+
#347ii, 4c Violet Wilding coil starter and end pairs on scarce Hibrite paper, both with two
blank tabs attached, crease on first end tab and on right stamp of starter. Very seldom seen or
offered, Fine NH.......................................................................................................Est. 250.00

1610

BE

4c Indian Head Essay 1955 Unissued design in red, black and beige, matched set of blank
sheet corner blocks of four, on gummed stamp paper. This design was never adopted,
perhaps due to the three-colour process involved. A rare and eye-appealing set, VF NH
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 3,000.00+

1611

E

#372E, 5c UPU Congress Photographic essay die proof (62x50mm) on glazed paper and
affixed on card, somewhat similar to the issued 15c, also includes issued 5c and 15c blocks of
four signed by artist in sheet margin. Rare and for exhibition, VF........... (Photo) Est. 750.00+

1609

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1612

S

#460fpii, 6c Black Centennial, CBN printing, perf 12, Die Ia, LF, PVA, GT2, field stock full
sheet of 100 stamps, showing major perforation shift with vertical perforations shifted
(5.5mm to right), resulting in all "6" denominations appearing at right instead of left and last
column missing the denomination on all ten stamps. A remarkable sheet for exhibition,
VF NH ..................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 5,000.00

1613

PB #460fpii, 6c Black Centennial, CBN, perf 12, Die Ia, on low fluorescent paper, GT2 tagging,
PVA gum, upper right Plate No.2 of six, showing an amazing perforation shift, horizontal
perfs shifted 8-9mm up and 2mm to right. A lovely Centennial showpiece, VF NH
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,500.00

1614

#468Ac, 6c Orange Centennial, fresh imperforate mint strip of three, VF NH .(Photo) 600.00

1615

B

#519-523var, 5c 1970 Christmas Mint se-tenant block of ten, sheet margin at foot, with
dramatic perforation shift (2.5-4mm down), slightly slanting. Interesting and very scarce,
Mint NH.................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 250.00+

1616

B

#524-528var, 6c Christmas Matched set of blank corner se-tenant blocks of ten, with
horizontal perforations dramatically shifted (6mm down), with "6 CANADA" at bottom, two
stamps in lower left block are completely missing "6 CANADA". A UNIQUE set, VF NH
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00+

To avoid disappointment be sure to mail your bid sheet early.
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1617

1618

1617

#535a, 6c Maple Leaves in Spring Imperforate mint pair with large even margins and full
original gum. A rare modern error, XF NH .....................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

1618

#535a, 6c Maple Leaves in Spring Mint imperforate pair, sheet margin at top and large
margins round, choice XF NH .........................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

1619

P

#544DP, 8c Centennial Large Die Proof in colour of issue on glazed surface wove paper,
measuring 75x89mm, with small guidelines and "P-52" number at left. A very rare item for
the advanced Centennial collector. The first we have handled, XF ....... (Photo) Est. 2,500.00+

Visit us online www.easternstamps.com
or
E-Mail us at easternauctions@nb.aibn.com

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1620

1621

1620

PB #544ii, 8c Library Centennial, NF, PVA, upper left blank corner block of six, perforations
dramatically shifted (8mm to left), with wide blank gutter margins at left, eye-appealing,
Mint NH...................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

1621

PB #544ii, 8c Library Centennial, NF, PVA, upper right blank corner block of six, perforations
dramatically shifted (8mm to left), with portion of design in right sheet margins, most
attractive, Mint NH..................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00

1622

1624

1623

1622

#549a, 7c Emerald Green Centennial, imperforate mint coil pair on Hibrite paper, fresh,
large even margins and full pristine DEX original gum, never hinged, choice, XF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

1623

#550a, 8c Slate Centennial imperforate coil pair, untagged, PVA gum, F-VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

1624

#550a, 8c Slate Centennial imperforate coil strip of three, untagged, PVA gum, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00

1625

#575b, 8c Subarctic Indians Mint horizontal strip of three, sheet margin at right, imperforate
between, with extra vertical perforation line through right stamp. An appealing modern error,
VF NH .............................................................................................................(Photo) 1,250.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1626
1627
1628

1629
1630

Catalogue Value
B

#586var, 1c John A. Macdonald Lower right blank corner block of sixteen stamps, showing
a TRIPLE PERFORATION ERROR through bottom row. A spectacular multiple for
exhibition, VF NH ...................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
B #591var, 6c Lester B. Pearson Mint block of four with major perforation shift (8mm down).
A most dramatic and appealing multiple, NH........................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+
E
#611, (8c) Bishop Laval Imperforate plate essay printed on stamp paper, gummed, sheet
margin at foot, with "PROUSE 8" in silver instead of "CANADA 8" & lettering A to Z and
numbering 1 to 9 in gold, instead of issued inscriptions, unlisted and highly unusual, VF NH
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 500.00+
PB #663a var, 8c Chown & Cook DOUBLE PAPER VARIETY left plate imprint block of ten
(2x5), caused by paste-up in printer's sheet across second and third row before printing of the
stamps. Only five error blocks exist, VF NH........................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00
B #693a, 8c Royal Military College Vertical se-tenant block of eight stamps, imperforate
horizontally between second and third row and with dramatic perforation shift below through
third row. A very rare major error, VF NH......................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

1631

1632

#693d, 8c Royal Military College Se-tenant mint pair with DOUBLE PRINT error, mint
never hinged. A popular and spectacular Canadian modern error, VF NH......(Photo) 5,000.00

E

1976 Physically Disabled Set of eight photographic essays designed by the Swiss printer
Courvoisier in an attempt to secure the printing contract, each with "Canada 8" and a relevant
Olympic design, VF and rare showpiece .................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+

http://stores.ebay.com/Eastern-Auctions-Ltd
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B

1634
1635

B

#707a, 2c Western Columbine CBN printing, lower left blank corner block of four,
PRINTED ON THE GUM SIDE. Only a few single stamps have been reported and to the best
of our knowledge this is a UNIQUE corner block. An outstanding modern error ideal for a
specialized collection, VF NH, 2002 Greene Foundation cert................. (Photo) Est. 6,000.00
#714a, 12c Parliament Mint single, printed on gum side, scarce and undervalued, VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 400.00
#714iii, 12c Parliament Mint block of twenty (2x10), showing the rare DOUBLE PAPER
(repair paste-up) variety, from third to fifth row. Rare with only five blocks known, VF NH
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

1636

1637

1636

B

#714xx var, 12c Parliament Precancelled block of four, showing a dramatic printing shift
(15mm to left), portion of stamp designs and of Warning strip inscriptions in left sheet
margin. A striking and major printing shift, Mint NH .............................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+

1637

B

#714xx var, 12c Parliament Precancelled block of six showing a dramatic printing shift
(15mm to left) resulting in stamps at right being almost completely blank, portion of Warning
strip inscriptions in right sheet margin. A most eye-appealing printing shift, Mint NH
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+

Fax in your Bid(s) toll free in North America
Dial 1(888) 867-8267
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1638

Normal

1639

1638

#715ii, 14c Parliament Mint single MISSING COLOUR, ALBINO variety (red colour
omitted) showing trace of embossing, very scarce and highly unusual, VF NH.(Photo) 500.00

1639

#715ii, 14c Parliament A similar lot, VF NH, photocopy of 1978 Greene Foundation cert.
for sheet from which it originates .......................................................................(Photo) 500.00

1640

PB #715var, 14c Parliament Major perforation shift, top Plate No.2 inscription block of thirty,
showing "835 No2" at upper left, horizontal perforation are shift 10-15mm up and vertical
perforations 4-10mm to right. Missing Brick variety on position 1. An outstanding and
remarkable showpiece, Mint NH ........................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,500.00+

1641

B

#716i, 14c Queen Elizabeth Mint block of twenty (2x10), showing the rare DOUBLE
PAPER (repair paste-up) variety from fifth to seventh row. Rare with only five blocks known,
F-VF NH................................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

1642

1643

1642

#716var, 14c Red & Black Queen Elizabeth, single with completely missing "14" and
"POSTAGE POSTES" black engraving missing, faulty, but still THE ONLY EXAMPLE we
have seen, F-VF appearance, ex. G.D. Mass collection .............................. (Photo) Est. 750.00

1643

#723Ab, 50c Prairie Street Scene Mint single with brown engraved inscriptions omitted
"GHOST TOWN" error. A attractive and desirable modern error, VF NH ....(Photo) 3,000.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1644

1645

1644

#726b, $1 Fundy National Park Mint single, sheet margin at bottom, with black engraved
inscriptions omitted, VF NH............................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00

1645

#727a, $2 Kluane National Park Mint single with silver inscriptions omitted, VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

1646

1647

1646

#741a, 10c Christmas 1977 Horizontal mint pair, imperforate vertically between and
imperforate horizontally on half of both stamps. Rarely seen as only 30 are known to exist,
VF NH .............................................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

1647

#742iv, 12c Christmas 1977 Single with strong double impression and quadruple black
inscriptions from kiss printing of inscriptions at top. A remarkable error - unlisted, Mint NH
.................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00+

1648

PB #789c, 17c Queen Elizabeth Lower left blank (non-inscription, as issued) corner block of
twelve stamps, lower left pair is imperforate and showing only blind perfs at top and right of
that pair and in some other places. Only nine imperforate pairs exist. A stunning and eyeappealing error, XF NH ...................................................................................(Photo) 3,000.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1650

1649

1649

PB #789d, (17c) Queen Elizabeth II Lower left corner block of four, BLACK INSCRIPTIONS
OMITTED showing an albino print only, major printing shift showing horizontal gutter sheet
margin at bottom and portion of stamp designs at foot. A stunning showpiece and a UNIQUE
corner block error, Mint NH ............................................................................(Photo) 5,000.00

1650

#789d, (17c) Queen Elizabeth Mint single as above, VF NH ........................(Photo) 1,250.00

1651

B

#817i-818i, 17c Canadian Authors Upper left blank sheet corner block of four, with
DOUBLE PRINTED blue and brown colours, rare, VF NH, ex. G.D. Mass...(Photo) 2,000.00

Visit us online www.easternstamps.com
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1652

1653

1652

#878i, (17c) Antique Mandora Mint single, printed on gum side and with gold inscriptions
and tagging omitted. A most appealing TRIPLE MAJOR ERROR, VF NH...(Photo) 2,000.00

1653

#878i, (17c) Antique Mandora A similar lot with sheet margin at top, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

1654

B

#878var, 17c Antique Mandora Imperforate block of four with brown and magenta colours
omitted, tagged, trivial wrinkles in margin between stamps only. Only 50 pairs reported,
many of which are damaged. An eye-appealing and striking modern error, VF NH
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 2,000.00

1655

B

#907var, (30c) Maple Leaf Lower left blank corner block of six, showing the distinctive
DOUBLE PAPER paste-up variety. Exceedingly rare and unlisted, Fine NH
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

1657

1656

1658

1656

#922a, 20c Ice Skates Mint single with brown colour omitted. Only 100 are known, VF NH,
undercatalogued..................................................................................................(Photo) 500.00

1657

#924c, 32c "Maple Leaf in Winter" Mint single, with the background colour and tagging
omitted. A eye-appealing and popular modern error, XF NH..........................(Photo) 1,500.00

1658

#924c, var., 32c Maple Leaf in Winter Mint single with background beige colour and
tagging omitted, from position 48 of the transitional row showing last trace of beige colour
around "CANADA". Only eight transitional stamps are known, VF NH, ex. G.D. Mass
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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B

#926Bf, 36c Parliament Left sheet margin mint block of ten (5x2), left vertical pair is
imperforate and second vertical pair from left is partially perforated. A most attractive
modern perforated error, rare, VF NH .............................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

1662

1661

1663

1660

1660
1661
1662
1663
1663A

PB #929i, 48c Cradle Lower right plate inscription block of four, completely missing magenta
colour, rare, VF NH, 2005 Greene Foundation cert.........................................(Photo) 1,800.00
PB #929i, 48c Cradle Upper right plate inscription block of four, completely missing magenta
colour, rare, VF NH, 2005 Greene Foundation cert.........................................(Photo) 1,800.00
PB #929i, 48c Cradle Upper left plate inscription block of four, completely missing magenta
colour, rare, VF NH, 2005 Greene Foundation cert.........................................(Photo) 1,800.00
PB #929i, 48c Cradle Lower left plate inscription block of four, completely missing magenta
colour, rare, VF NH, 2005 Greene Foundation cert.........................................(Photo) 1,800.00
PB #929i, 48c Cradle The four previous lots offered here as a matched set of plate inscription
blocks of four, all with the missing magenta colour, rare, VF NH, 2005 Greene Foundation
certificates........................................................................................................(Photo) 7,200.00
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1669

1664

1665

1664

#934var, $1 Glacier Lower right sheet corner vertical pair, showing a MAJOR PRINTING
SHIFT (16mm to left), "$1 POSTES/POSTAGE" is completely missing and the Plate 2
inscriptions have shifted well into stamp designs. A most attractive engraving shift, VF NH
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

1665

#937var, $5 Point Pelee Mint single with sheet margin at right, showing a dramatic printing
shift (10mm to left) of black inscriptions, resulting in missing "CA" of "CANADA". An
appealing variety, VF NH......................................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00+

1666

#950a, 30c Maple Leaf Imperforate mint coil pair, scarce, VF NH ..................(Photo) 450.00

1667

PB #973var, 30c Christmas Lower left blank corner block of four with large white spot on
upper left stamp, due to some foreign substance on the plate during the printing. Highly
unusual and striking variety, VF NH .......................................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00

1668

PB #996ii, 32c Discovery of Nickel Upper left blank corner block of four, with silver
inscriptions shifted 10mm up over "Canada 32". Possibly two such positional corner blocks
exist, XF NH....................................................................................................(Photo) 2,250.00

1669

#1084var, $5 La Mauricie Unique left sheet margin mint single with dramatic printing
(engraving) shift 7mm to right with "$5" completely missing, portion of the plate inscription
at left. A neat and appealing variety, VF NH.............................................. (Photo) Est. 600.00

1670

PB #1164c, 38c QEII Lower right blank corner block of ten, showing the imperforate block
major error, scarce and striking, XF NH..........................................................(Photo) 1,750.00
PB #1164c, 38c QEII Lower left blank corner block as above, XF NH ...............(Photo) 1,750.00

1671
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1672

#1164d, 38c QEII Horizontally mint pair, perf 13x13½, sheet margin at foot, imperforate
between error from an improperly guillotined booklet, rare and VF NH.........(Photo) 1,250.00

1673

PB #1165c, 38c Parliament Upper right blank corner block of four PRINTED ON GUM SIDE,
rare and attractive, VF NH..................................................................................(Photo) 625.00
PB #1165c, 38c Parliament Lower left corner block as above,VF NH...................(Photo) 625.00

1674

1675

1676

1677

1675

1678

1676

PB #1165d, 38c Parliament DOUBLE PRINT ERROR, lower left blank (imprints do not exist)
corner block of four on Slater paper, rare, VF NH, 2003 Greene Foundation cert.
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,750.00
PB #1165d, 38c Parliament Upper left corner block as above, VF NH...............(Photo) 1,750.00

1677

PB #1165d, 38c Parliament Lower right corner block as above, VF NH ............(Photo) 1,750.00

1678

PB #1165d, 38c Parliament Lower left corner block as above, VF NH ..............(Photo) 1,750.00
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1679

PB #1165iv, 38c Parliament DOUBLE PRINT ERROR, lower left blank corner block of four on
Peterborough paper, rare, VF NH, 2003 Greene Foundation cert....................(Photo) 1,750.00

1680

PB #1165var, 38c Parliament Upper right blank corner block of twelve (4x3), showing a
prominent blurred printing, unlisted, VF NH.............................................. (Photo) Est. 400.00
#1167xi, 39c Queen Elizabeth II Mint imperforate pair on creamed coloured Slater paper,
from booklet sheet, VF NH.................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

1681

1684

1683

1682

1682

#1171c, 44c Walrus Mint single with perf 13½x13 change, VF NH.................(Photo) 500.00

1683

#1172h, 45c Pronghorn Imperforate mint pair with large margins, scarce, XF NH
...................................................................................................................... (Photo) 1,200.00+

1684

#1172h, 45c Pronghorn Imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at left and huge margins on
other sides, choice, XF NH ..............................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

1685

PB #1181var, $1 Runnymede Library Upper left blank corner block of four, with attractive
shift of the engraved inscriptions, with horizontal perforations going through "CANADA $1"
inscriptions. Eye-appealing, VF NH ......................................................... (Photo) Est. 350.00+
#1182ii, $2 McAdam Railway Vertical mint strip of five with imperforate pair at centre. An
attractive modern error, VF NH.......................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00
FS
#1194B, 39c Flag Lithographed Counterfeited full imperforate sheet of 110, on gummed and
untagged paper. Printed in Montreal, where some were perforated and sold before the culprit
was caught, VF NH...................................................................................................Est. 750.00

1686
1687
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1688

B

#1232i, 38c Native Boats Left sheet margin se-tenant block of six, imperforate vertically
between stamp and margin error. Only 20 blocks are known, XF NH ...............(Photo) 750.00

1689

S

#1250ii, 38c 1989 Canadian Infantry Regiments Complete plate inscriptions sheet of 50
stamps. A very scarce intact modern sheet, VF NH.........................................(Photo) 1,200.00

1690

PB #1292b, 39c 1990 Canadian Folklore Upper right imperforate block of four with traffic
lights. Faint fingerprint on gum mentioned for the record. A rare positional block, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 3,000.00

1691

1693

#1357i, 42c Queen Elizabeth Mint imperforate pair with extra large margins, very scarce,
XF NH .............................................................................................................(Photo) 1,000.00
#1359f, 43c Flag and Prairie Mint sheet margin block of four, Leigh Marden, perf 14½,
imperforate between horizontally, from a miscut booklet pane, very scarce, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00
#1359f, 43c Flag & Prairies Vertical pair as above, VF NH..........................(Photo) 1,000.00

1694

#1359f, 43c Flag & Prairie A similar lot, VF NH..........................................(Photo) 1,000.00

1695

#1362iii, 45c Flag & Office Building (Smaller Format) imperforate gutter margin pair, light
crease on right stamp, huge margins, XF NH ..................................................(Photo) 2,750.00

1692

B
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1696

#1375b, $1 Yorkton Mint single, CBN Reprint, perf 13½x13, sheet margin at foot, missing
"CANADA $1" and lower inscriptions are shifted (9mm up). A dramatic printing shift, VF
NH ex. G. D. Mass................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

1697

1698

1697

#1376a, ($2) Provincial Normal School Mint single with engraved inscriptions omitted,
Leigh-Marden printing, perf 14½x14, tiny moisture line on gum due from mount, VF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

1698

#1376a, ($2) Truro Provincial Normal School Mint single, perf 14½x14, with engraved
inscriptions omitted error, attractive, XF NH ..................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

1699

#1376c, $2 Truro Provincial Normal School Mint single, Canadian Bank Note Company
printing with ENGRAVED INSCRIPTIONS INVERTED. A popular and most eye-appealing
modern Canadian error, less than seventy known, XF NH ............................(Photo) 12,000.00

1700

S

#1441-1442, 42c Canada in Space Miniature sheet of 20 stamps, with DOUBLE
HOLOGRAMS on bottom two stamps. The first time we have seen this striking error,
VF NH, ex. Bileski ................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+
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1701

PB

#1442P, (42c) Astronauts' Achievements Hologram in uncut gutter block of 16, with proper
spacing for application to the se-tenant stamps, vertical crease on right holograms. Only two
panes of 60 known in private hands, VF, a rare showpiece ..................... (Photo) Est. 5,000.00

1702

S

#1442b, 42c 1992 Canada in Space Complete sheet of 20, MISSING HOLOGRAM on
bottom two centre stamps. A popular Canadian modern error, VF NH, 2003 Greene
Foundation cert. ...............................................................................................(Photo) 5,000.00
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1703

#1499b, 43c Polish Santa Claus Mint horizontal pair, imperforate between, with sheet
margin at top. A rare modern error, VF NH ....................................................(Photo) 1,500.00

1704

#1508-1509var, 1994 43c Greeting Booklet Booklet strip of four DIE CUTTING
OMITTED, light wrinkle on top stamp, most likely due from purchaser's attempt to remove a
stamp. This multiple originates from the only booklet reported, very rare, VF NH, ex. G.D.
Mass....................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 2,000.00+

1705

PB #1516i, 88c 1994 Masterpieces of Canadian Art Lower right blank corner block of four,
showing a dramatic gold colour shift, and with gold maple leaves on bottom of lower stamps.
A stunning and rare positional block, with only two panes of 16 known, XF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 3,750.00

1706

#1521a, (50c) Diving Mint single, with gold inscriptions omitted, tiny surface scuff, full
pristine original gum, never hinged. Only 33 are known, VF NH ...................(Photo) 1,750.00
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1707

1708

1707

#1545a, 88c 1995 Masterpieces of Canadian Art Mint single, sheet margin at foot, with
gold colour omitted. Only 32 are known, VF NH............................................(Photo) 2,000.00

1708

#1545a, 88c Floraison Mint single, sheet margin at right, missing the gold colour. A striking
modern error. Only two panes of 16 are known, VF NH, photocopy of 2003 Greene
Foundation of pane of 16 from which it originates..........................................(Photo) 2,000.00

1709

PB #1683a, 47c Queen Elizabeth Lower left plate inscription imperforate mint block of four,
rare and XF NH ...............................................................................................(Photo) 2,000.00

1710

#1683a, 47c Queen Elizabeth II Mint imperforate vertical pair, VF NH..........(Photo) 900.00

1711

#1683a, 47c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate mint pair, with sheet margin at left, scarce, XF
NH ......................................................................................................................(Photo) 900.00
B #1683ii, 47c Queen Elizabeth Imperforate bottom pair and half of next pair above in a mint
block of eight. An attractive error, XF NH ......................................................(Photo) 1,200.00
PB #1815var, 46c 1999 Christmas Upper right plate inscription block of four, showing a
dramatic perforation shift, vertical perforations shifted 8mm to left, with three-bar tagging
variety. A lovely plate block variety, Mint NH .......................................... (Photo) Est. 300.00
#1931i, 48c Flag & Canada Post Head Office Self-adhesive mint strip of four MISSING
THE BLUE COLOUR, shows a bright mauve sky instead of deep blue. A very scarce colour
error, VF NH....................................................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00

1712
1713
1714
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1715

#1945i, ($1.25) 2002 Masterpieces of Canadian Art Mint single with missing colours and
tagging major error. Dramatic and rare with only 16 known, VF NH .............(Photo) 1,650.00

1716

PB #1969i, 48c Year of the Ram Upper right plate inscription block of six, missing gold
inscriptions on four left stamps, very scarce positional plate, VF NH.............(Photo) 1,600.00

1717

BP #2011avar, 49c Flag over Edmonton Imperforate booklet pane of ten WITH DIE
CUTTING OMITTED, tear at extreme top where postal clerk tried to hang booklet. Only a
few are known, VF NH............................................................................... (Photo) Est. 600.00
BP #2081avar, 85c Lily Booklet pane of six with missing black colour, only a very light
impression remains, tagging shifted 5mm down, resulting in a three-bar tagging variety,
VF NH ..................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,500.00

1718
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AIR MAIL & SEMI-OFFICIALS

1719

P

1720

#C1, 5c Brown Olive Airmail, Large Die Proof (69x57mm) die sunk on large card
(228x151mm), with "CANADA" imprint and die "X-G-192" number below, "Do not give out
die cancelled" pencil notation at lower left, rare and XF......................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00
#C1ii, 5c Brown Olive Centered vertical mint pair, imperforate horizontally, fresh VF NH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 450.00
#C1iii, 5c Brown olive Mint horizontal pair, imperforate vertically, VF NH....(Photo) 450.00

1721

1722

1722

1723

1723

#C5b, 6c Red Brown Airmail, large margined and fresh imperforate pair, full original gum,
XF NH .............................................................................................................(Photo) 1,200.00
P

#C6, 6c Red Brown Trial Colour Large Die Proof on india paper (90x75mm) die sunk on
card 99x86mm, with die "XG-674" number and Canadian Bank Note Company Limited
imprint below. A very rare item for exhibition, XF ................................. (Photo) Est. 1,250.00
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1724

#C6a, 6c Blue Imperforate horizontal pair, sheet margin at left, large margins, XF NH
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00

1725

1726

1725

#CE2a, 17c Bright Ultramarine Special Delivery, a post office fresh imperforate pair, sheet
margin at right, choice XF NH ..................................................................... (Photo) 1,125.00+

1726

#CE2a, 17c Bright Ultramarine A similar lot, natural paper inclusion mentioned for
accuracy only, VF NH .....................................................................................(Photo) 1,125.00

1727

#CL2/CL52, Semi-Official AIrmail Selection All mint lot of 32 different in clear mounts on
Van Dam album pages. Noted mint CL2, 4, 9, 10, 11a, 30, 30f, 49, mint never hinged CL3, 4,
6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 12a, 13, 18, 24, 26, 29, 43, etc. Also includes a CL47 on cover. Mainly VF
.........................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,545.00
#CL42DP, 25c Yukon Airways & Explorations Reversed Die Proof in black on thick card,
showing the dot under "R" of "EXPLORATION", a constant feature on the genuine reversed
proof, VF ............................................................................................................(Photo) 450.00
#CLP2, 25c Red & Black Aero Club of Canada, with numerals of value in lower corners,
centered, fresh, mint single, full original gum, light corner crease, VF OG .......(Photo) 500.00

1728
1729

1730

P

#E1ii, 10c Green Special Delivery, no shading in value tablet, a remarkable mint single that
is well centered within large margins and possesses full original gum that is never hinged,
choice, XF NH ................................................................................................. (Photo) 480.00+
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1731

#E7a, 10c Dark Green Fresh imperforate pair, mint with full original gum, VF LH
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00
#E8a, 20c Dark Carmine Large margined imperforate pair unused, lovely fresh colour, XF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 750.00

1732

1733

1734

#F1b, 2c Rose Carmine Registration, well centered within large margins, with true rich
colour for this distinctive shade, full yellowish original gum. A gorgeous stamp, XF LH
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 350.00+

B

#F2a, 5c Green Registration, a fresh upper right corner imperforate mint block of four, small
portion of plate imprint at upper left, tiny thin speck on upper left stamp, natural gum bends
in selvedge only, full original gum, lightly hinged on bottom pair, top pair is never hinged,
VF showpiece ..................................................................................................(Photo) 3,000.00

1735

#J11a, 1c Dark Violet Fresh imperforate mint pair, large even margins, full pristine original
gum, choice XF NH ............................................................................................(Photo) 875.00

1736

PB #J15-J20, 1c-10c 1935-1965 Postage Dues Complete set of seven matched set of plate
blocks of ten, includes both plates of the 2c value, all centered mint, VF NH ................ 885.00
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B

#J15a-J20a, 1c, 2c, 4c & 10c 1935 Postage Dues A gorgeous post office fresh mint set of
four imperforate blocks of four, all with large margins and full immaculate original gum, very
scarce thus. A superb set, XF NH ................................................................. (Photo) 3,000.00+

1738

1739

1738

PB #MR2C, 20c Deep Olive Green War Tax, wet printing, bottom Plate No. 3 block of six,
fresh, full original gum, top centre stamp is lightly hinged, others are NH. A rare plate block,
F-VF......................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

1739

B

#MR2C, 20c Deep Olive Green Admiral War Tax overprinted block of four, well centered
with gorgeous rich colour, full original gum, tiny natural paper inclusion on lower right stamp
of no importance for this very scarce multiple, VF NH...................................(Photo) 1,000.00
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B

#O9, 50c Lumbering OHMS overprinted used block of four, sheet margin at right, Ottawa
(OC 24 50) CDS postmarks. A rarely seen postally used multiple, F-VF ..........(Photo) 550.00
PB #O10, $1 Train Ferry OHMS overprinted upper left Plate No.1 block of four, well centered,
fresh, a choice plate, VF NH...............................................................................(Photo) 900.00

1742

PB #O15, 4c Dark Carmine George VI, "O.H.M.S." overprinted Official, lower left Plate No.3
block of four, well centered. A key plate block, VF LH.....................................(Photo) 900.00

1743

B

1744
1745
1746

1747
1748

1749

1750

#O26a, 10c Furs Left sheet margin positional mint block of four, "G" Official overprint,
upper left stamp without "G" (position 31), Fine NH .........................................(Photo) 750.00
PB #O38i, 50c Textile Industry "G" Official overprinted upper right Plate No.2 block of four,
with fishhook "G" variety (position 5), mint never hinged, signed in pencil K. Bileski on
back, very scarce, F-VF NH ...............................................................................(Photo) 750.00
#O249-O262, 1c-$1 1942-1943 War Issue 4-hole OHMS, a fresh and complete mint set,
F-VF NH.............................................................................................................(Photo) 380.00
#UO64, 8c Black Alaska Highway, unused special order multiple form invoice. Scarce
CENTENNIAL ISSUE postal stationery, includes the blank form, without stamp design
which was used before the experimental 8c stamped form was issued, VF (Webb MF3 $550)
..................................................................................................................................Est. 500.00
#UO64, 8c Black CENTENNIAL ISSUE Alaska Highway SONY Multiple invoice special
order postal stationery, unused. Also includes same form without stamp design, unused,
which was issued before the experimental 8c stamped version. Very scarce, VF ........ 400.00+
#UX27d, 1c Green ADMIRAL, Die II, Type 3 in green, postal stationery card, with preprinted American Express Service, used with additional 1c green Admiral and tied by
Montreal (OCT 26 1918) CDS wavy-line cancellation, addressed to New York, staple holes at
the very edge. Very rare postal card, VF (Webb P27d $500) ..................... (Photo) Est. 500.00
#UX35, 2c Blue Admiral postal stationery card (Type 17, Die A), cancelled Toronto (JUL 20
1912) Exhibition slogan and addressed to Switzerland, with Langenthal receiver postmark,
light adhesion, of no importance for this early dated and properly used card, VF (Webb P35)
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 350.00
B CANADA BOOKLETS Modern Booklets and Sheetlets Several modern sheetlets, notably
BK
Art Series, and several dozen different modern complete booklets, also includes Centennials,
PB
George VI booklets, etc. Face $674. Mainly F-VF NH ............................................Est. 500.00

Our Public Auction is to be held at the Four Points by Sheraton Halifax Hotel
See page 2 for more details.
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CANADA PRECANCELS

1751
1752

B

CITY PRECANCELS SHERBROOKE 1-217-D, 1c Green George V, Style 1, double,
block of four, centered to top, unused with full original gum, very scarce precancelled error
multiple, NH .......................................................................................................(Photo) 600.00
CITY PRECANCELS TORONTO 12-112var, 5c Violet Admiral, Style 12, well centered
horizontal strip of six, showing a major precancel printing shift and slanted (10-20mm). A
remarkable precancelled multiple, VF NH ................................................. (Photo) Est. 300.00

1753

CITY PRECANCELS & BARS PRECANCEL Intact and Valuable Collection All
displayed in order of Bar and City Types, over 2,250 different precancels with many $50$200 items throughout, overall quality superior than normally encountered. All the precancels
have been identified on a 55-page inventory. An excellent opportunity to acquire a very solid
foundation to continue or to start a fascinating and challenging field, Fine to Very Fine,
ex. Norman Wagner .......................................................................................(Photo) 47,235.00

1754

CITY PRECANCELS Clean Collection Many dozen different, housed in a blue Canadian
Precancel album, mostly in clear mounts. Many $10-$50 items throughout, faulty looking
stamps ignored. Includes many duplicates and modern Wilding to Flowers issues in blocks
and Warning strips, which have not been counted in catalogue value. Catalogue values: Bar
Type $264 and City Type $4,341. Nice basis for continuation, Fine or better ... Est. 1,250.00+
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1755

CITY PRECANCELS BEAMSVILLE 1-109/YORKTON 2-249, Clean and Extensive
Collection As received, with several hundred different, all in black mounts and carefully
displayed in a new Canadian Precancel album. Strength of this wonderful collection is in the
City Type Precancel, starting from Beamsville up to Yorkton, loaded with $20 to $75 items
throughout. Noted better valued, such as T-46, T-68-D, U-47-V, Beamsville 1-109, 1-165,
Moncton 1-195, 2-118-I, Ottawa 1-MR4 (pulled perf at right), 3-122-D, Victoria 1-106-ID,
plus much more. Faulty looking stamps are ignored. Quality throughout is much superior than
normally encountered, with a great percentage of stamps have been selected for quality /
centering. An excellent basis for continuation of this fascinating and challenging field, Fine to
Very Fine. Catalogue value Bar Type ($1,404) and City Type ($18,054).
................................................................................................................. (Photo) Est. 7,500.00

CANADA REVENUES
1756

#BCL23a, 25c Green Law (Fifth Series), horizontal strip of three, imperforate between right
pair, fresh, full original gum, F-VF NH, Van Dam valuation is for hinged only.
......................................................................................................................... (Photo) 500.00+
#BCL23b, 25c Green Law (Fifth Series), well centered and fresh vertical strip of three,
imperforate horizontally, VF NH Van Dam valuation is for hinged only........ (Photo) 750.00+

1757

1758

B

#BCL63b, $1 Blue Law (Thirteenth Series) on security paper, a fresh imperforate mint block
of four with vertical gutter margin. A nice showpiece, XF NH .......................(Photo) 1,000.00

Call us toll free in North America
Dial 1(800) 667-8267
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P

1760

#FB18P/FB36P, 1c-$5 Second Bill Issue Complete set of sixteen plate proof pairs in colours
of issue on india paper, 2c with small natural india thin at left, 7c with small tear at right. A
gorgeous set, VF-XF................................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,250.00
PB #FEG1-FEG11, 50c-$10 1930 Electricity & Gas Inspection Complete set of eleven Plate
No.A1 strips of four, fresh and centered, mint never hinged, $10 stamps have "KB" guarantee
stamp on gum side. A scarce set, VF NH ................................................... (Photo) Est. 400.00

1761

P

#FPS1, 1c Blue Postal Note & Scrip (First Issue) Large Die Proof in colour of issue on india
paper (88x88mm), die sunk on large card (100x151mm), die "X-G-383" number above
design, rare, XF........................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00

1762

P

#FPS3, 2c Deep Blue Postal Note & Scrip (First Issue) Large Die Proof in colour of issue on
india paper (88x88mm), die sunk on large card (152x229mm), die "XG-382" number above
design, rare, XF........................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
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1763

1764

1763

1764

#FPS6a, 4c Dark Blue Postal Note (First Issue), a very scarce mint vertical pair, imperforate
horizontally, fresh, F-VF NH..............................................................................(Photo) 500.00
P

1765

1766

#FPS7, 5c Blue Postal Note & Scrip (First Issue) Large Die Proof in colour of issue on india
paper (88x88mm), die sunk on large card (152x229mm), die "X-G-384" number above
design, rare, XF........................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00
#FPS42-FPS58, 2c-90c 1967 Postal Scrip - Third Issue Complete mint set of seventeen
stamps, fresh, VF NH .........................................................................................(Photo) 450.00

P

#FWM71, $10 Black George V "Weights & Measures" Large Die Proof on india paper
(73x99mm), die sunk on large card (227x152mm), die "X-G-235" number above design. Very
few are known - rare, XF ......................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00
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1767

#FWS2, $5 Green English inscriptions, a fresh single with normal straight edge at foot,
affixed on a clean Dominion of Canada War Savings Certificate, manuscript cancelled '243'
and bearing a Vancouver (AP 3 19) CDS. A great revenue item, VF...... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00

1768

P

#FWS6, 25c Spitfire War Savings Issue, Large Die Proof (112x82mm), die sunk on large
card (216x154mm). Very rare and most appealing, XF............................ (Photo) Est. 750.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1769

1770
1771
1772
1773

Catalogue Value
B

#FX28d, 14c on 9c Violet Unused block of eight (some perfs strengthened by hinge), with
top four stamps without overprints, dramatically shifted overprints on bottom two stamps and
portion of overprints on bottom edge. Also shows a trace on back of top pair where sheet was
folded. A most appealing surcharged error, Fine ........................................ (Photo) Est. 400.00
#OV9, $1 Brown & Black Vacation Pay, used key value of the set with datestamp cancel in
blue, F-VF...........................................................................................................(Photo) 225.00
#SL1-SL12, 5c-$20 Law Stamps (First Printing) Complete set of twelve, all used
(manuscript and/or punch cancelled), faults on $3 to $20 due to the fragile nature of the
paper, very seldom seen or offered, Fine .........................................................(Photo) 2,250.00
BP #TBT8a, 10c 1902 Bell Telephone Company Booklet pane of five (no tab as usual), perf 14,
watermarked "LINEN BO", ungummed as issued, serial number "211" at UL. Very seldom
seen, VF ........................................................................................................... (Photo) 375.00+
#YL1-YL6, 10c-$3 1902 Dawson Mining Court Complete set of six, all with perforated
CANCELLED, some nibbed perfs on $3 due to perforated canceller. An attractive set, F-VF
............................................................................................................................(Photo) 585.00

1774

Extensive Mint and Used Collection As received, all in clear mounts and housed in two red
Van Dam Revenue albums, a wealth of better key values are to be found throughout, such as
mint FB16, 17, FWT 1-3 (50c is NH), FWT6, FX21-29, 37, 102, 105a, 129, 131, FWS15,
NFR44 (NH), NFW1-4 (NH), NSB18a, NSH7 (NH), QR4, QR28 (NH), ST11b (block of
four), PWF4, used FB21, 25, 30, 31, 32, FG1-7, FE1-7, FSC23, FWT19-24, FX37, FCF5,
NFR7, plus much more. Quality throughout ranges from Fine to Very Fine, with faulty
looking stamps ignored. Van Dam $12,674........................................... (Photo) Est. 5,000.00+

1775

#BCT43/BCT195, British Columbia Telephone Company Clean and attractive collection
starting from BCT43 up to BCT189 (only missing BCT51, 123 & 135) and also includes
scarce BCT 195, mostly ungummed as issued. Difficult to find such a large selection, F-VF or
better throughout..............................................................................................(Photo) 2,486.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1776

#TCP1/TBT151, Telephone & Telegraph Franks Collection Nice collection of 157
different stamps, most are ungummed as issued, all in clear mounts on album pages. Overall
F-VF.................................................................................................................(Photo) 2,303.00

CANADA TOBACCO STAMPS

1777

1779

1778

1777

P

#C270, 20 Cigarettes Series 1897 Deep Blue Tobacco Large Die Proof on india paper
(63x69mm), die sunk on large card (88x122mm), "CANADA-F-1" imprint above design, XF,
ex. ABNC Archives...................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 750.00

1778

P

#C315x, 30 Cigars Black 1922 George V Large Die Proof in colour of issue on india paper
(199x87mm), die sunk on large card (230x134mm), die "X-G-216" number above design,
most attractive and very rare, XF, ex. ABNC Archives ............................ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00
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1779

P

#C331, 15 Cigarettes Series "A" Black Tobacco Large Die Proof in colour of issue on india
paper (54x70mm), die "X-G-156" number above design, XF, ex. ABNC Archives
............................................................................................... (Photo on page 149) Est. 750.00

1780

P

#C339, 18 Cigarettes Series "A" Black Tobacco (Vertical Format) Large Die Proof in
colour of issue on india paper (84x88mm), die sunk on large card (228x152mm), die "XG433" number above design, XF, ex. ABNC Archives .................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00

1781

P

#C343, 21 Cigarettes Series "A" Black Tobacco (Vertical Format) Large Die Proof in
colour of issue on india paper (89x88mm), die sunk on large card (195x152mm), die "XG211" number above design, XF, ex. ABNC Archives .................................. (Photo) Est. 750.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1782

P

#M533, 1/9 lbs Black Tobacco Large Die Proof in colour of issue on india paper (68x99mm),
die sunk on large card (229x150mm), die "XG-506" number above design, pencil notation
"Canada #1207 9/26/34" on reverse, XF................................................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+

1783

P

#M534a, 2/15 lbs Black Tobacco Large Die Proof in colour of issue on india paper
(96x125mm), die sunk on large card (229x153mm), die "XG 519" number above design,
pencil notation "Canada #1238 11/8/34" on reverse, XF .......................... (Photo) Est. 500.00+

Have you been thinking of selling your collection?
Call us 1(800) 667-8267 ask for Gary J. Lyon.
Give your collection the attention it deserves.
Consign your stamps to Eastern Auctions Ltd.
Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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CANADA DUCKS

1784

Wildlife Conservation and Fishing Permit Collection All neatly displayed in a
Conservation and Duck stamp album. Includes Alberta Hunting and Resources Development
Stamps 1989 to 1995, Manitoba 1994-1996 and Pitt Waterfowl 1990-1996 both showing the
booklet and miniature pane of four (many artist signed), BC 1947 booklet pane, 1948 $1 VF
NH, an extensive BC Fishing (Chinook Salmon) 1989 to 1994 set of three in panes of eight &
singles and three different booklets. Several items are uncatalogued. A lovely collection,
VF NH .......................................................................................................... (Photo) 2,066.00+

1785

Wildlife Conservation Collection All neatly displayed in a Conservation & Duck stamps
album, with NB 1994-1996, NFLD 1994-1996, NS 1992-1996, Ontario 1993-1996, PEI
1995-1996, all showing a booklet single with folder and a miniature pane of four, many are
artist signed. Also Cape Breton 1953 Pheasant (NH) and Quebec 1952 Fish (LH). A clean
collection, VF NH............................................................................................(Photo) 1,567.00

1786

Nice Conservation Collection All neatly displayed in a Conservation album, includes
Saskatchewan 1988 to 1996 booklet and 1993-1996 miniature sheets of four (three are artist
signed) Catalogue value $609. Also includes 1996 Yukon booklets, and Ducks Unlimited
1993 & 1994 imperf (signed) and perf miniature sheets, Audubon Society 1986-1998 set of
13 souvenir sheets, some FDC's, etc. An interesting selection for the Duck topical collector,
VF NH ......................................................................................................................Est. 750.00
PB #FWH1-FWH12d, Comprehensive 1985-1996 Collection Housed in a Conservation and
Duck Stamp album with includes all booklet from 1985-1996, plus all booklet signed by artist
S
from 1986 to 1995 (1996 has the signed booklet and plate block only), all sheets of 16 and
plate block of four, complete from 1986 to 1996. Also includes 1986/1998, nine different
singles used on license, all mint issues VF NH............................................................. 3,570.00
BK #QW1/QW9Ba, Quebec Wildlife Conservation Collection neatly displayed on album
pages. Includes complete 1988 to 1996 & 1991 regular and artist signed booklets and a
S
miniature sheet of four. Also includes Canada 92 booklets, 1996 Capex overprinted booklet
and miniature sheet, 1996 WWF imperf single with overprint, 1991 WWF surcharged imperf
and perf, VF NH ........................................................................................................... 1,675.00

1787

1788

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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CANADA LARGE LOTS AND COLLECTIONS
1789

#14/O49, 1859-1992 Mint and Used Collection All in clear mounts on Canada Unity album
pages in a large binder, includes several dozen different stamps from Cents to 1940's, mixed
to Fine or better and virtually all mint with good degree of completion from 1946 to 1992,
Also includes some Back of Book issues mainly Fine to Very Fine for 1946-1992 period.
..................................................................................................................................Est. 400.00

1790

Comprehensive 1870-1982 Collection Housed in a Scott Master album starting with a used
selection of Small Queen with several 10c and includes 20c & 50c Widow Weeds, complete
1897 Jubilee set up to the $5 (mint or used; $1 is unused and rest of dollar values are used),
mint 10c Leaf, complete used Numerals, Edward VII, most Admirals, and virtually complete
up to early 1980's, mainly used, with many used pairs and blocks of four. Condition
throughout varies from mixed to Very Fine, and generally Fine or better for post-1930's
issues. High catalogue value, inspection recommended ........................ (Photo) Est. 2,500.00+

B

1791

1792

1793
1794

1795

B

Interesting Collection of Varieties Large selection of modern 1950's to 1990's varieties,
such as perforation shifts on Definitives and Commemoratives, printed on gum side errors,
38c double print, colour shifts, ink smears, plate flaws, etc. Several are in multiples. Many
seldom seen items throughout. Overall quality, F-VF or better. Previous owner's cost $5,326
(with some not counted) ........................................................................ (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+
Clean Mint Collection Mostly mint (some Cents and most Small Queens are used), with
many dozen different in a deluxe Lighthouse springback hingeless album. Noted mint 10c
Jubilee, 5c & 6c Leaf, 10c KEVII, several Admirals with 5c indigo (NH), 50c black, 50c
Bluenose, $1 Parliament, Officials, etc. Includes also pages from Provinces. Nice quality
throughout, Fine to Very Fine................................................................................ Est. 500.00+
Annual Collections Complete from 1986-1997 Also includes extra 1986 to 1989 Deluxe
hardbound editions, sixteen collections in all, VF NH .......................................... Est. 350.00+
Extensive Used 1870-1970's Accumulation Many hundreds all sorted by stamp issues,
housed in a large stockbook, starting from Small Queens and well represented all the way up
to the 1970's. Includes a great run of Small Queens with #40's (17), 45's (10), Widow Weeds,
Jubilees up to the $4, Leaf and Numerals with #84 (9), Edwards with #94 (17), 95 (13),
Tercentenary, extensive from Admirals (with shades and printings), all the way to early QEII.
Duplication throughout, but offers potential for better findings for Re-Entries, plate flaws,
printings, cancels, etc. Overall quality ranges from Mixed to Very Fine, high catalogue value
............................................................................................................................ Est. 2,000.00+
Collection of Perfins Many hundreds, displayed and identified by types on stockpages, noted
many Admirals, plus some Newfoundland perfins, some OHMS perforated issues, some
perfins on covers, some used cut squares. Worth a look for better findings, mainly Fine or
better ...................................................................................................................... Est. 250.00+
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1796

#4/20, Pence and Cents Accumulation Group of 61 used stamps, which includes 3p (6), 1c
(12), 2c, 5c (12), 10c (12, 12½c (12) and 17c (6). Mostly with small faults / flaws, but ideal
for plating / study, generally Fine appearance ..........................................................Est. 850.00

1797

#4/F2, Valuable and Clean Mint and Used Collection all displayed on stockpages. Includes
Pence 3p (3), Cents issues, with many imprint examples, 1c (7), 5c (29), 10c (various
printings; 28), 12½c (15), 17c (6), 2c (2), Large Queens (39 stamps) with 1c brown red, wmk,
5c (2), 12½c (8), 15c (shades; 10), Small Queens with some mint examples, Widow Weeds
20c (6), 50c (8), Jubilee mint ½c to 5c and 20c, Leaf mint 5c, 6c & 10c, Numeral and
Tercentenary issues, nice selection of mint Admirals, complete mint Scroll set, all NH except
for the $1, complete NH Arch set and mostly complete NH up to end of George VI War issue,
including #227i & 245i. Also includes mint Airmails, most Special Delivery and used
selection of 2c (16) and 5c (18) Registration stamps. High catalogue value. Quality
throughout is mainly nice with many selected fresh and centered mint and used stamps, Fine
to Very Fine ........................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 4,000.00+

1798

#4/O49, Comprehensive Used 1852-1994 Collection Mostly in clear mounts, housed in a
Scott Specialty album with slipcase, including a nice #17 (VF), some Large & Small Queens,
a 8c & 10c Jubilee (selected VF). Starting from the 1897-1898 Leaf Issue ALL REGULAR
ISSUES are present all the way through the end of George VI era, including coils, Airmails,
Special Delivery, Postage Dues, and mostly complete up to late 1980's. Some small flaws to
be expected on pre-1920's issues, otherwise quality ranges from Fine to Very Fine
throughout. Unitrade valuation is for Fine grading only.............................................. 2,662.00
#14/, Valuable Mint and Used Collector's Accumulation Many dozens, all identified and
displayed on black stockpages, starting with Cents issues, several used Large Queens, Small
Queens, mint Jubilees with ½c, 10c, 15c, Leaf with 3c (VF NH), 5c, Numerals, mint
Tercentenary, Admirals, Scroll & Arch issues (both with 50c & $1 used), well represented up
to end of George VI issues (many NH stamps), Airmails, Special Delivery, Dues, 4-holes
OHMS and overprinted OHMS, many BOB issues are NH. Condition is mixed to Fine or
better for pre-1900 issues and generally Fine to Very Fine to later issues. Owner's catalogue
value $10,000........................................................................................................Est. 2,000.00
#15/95, Mint and Used Accumulation all on cards, noted 5c Beaver (12), used Large
Queens (24), mint 20c & 50c Widow Weed, mint Jubilee ½c to 5c with duplicates of 1c to 3c,
used Leaf, Numeral & Edward VII sets, mint Edward set (10c & 50c are unused), etc.
Condition is mixed to Fine or better. Inspect......................................................... Est. 400.00+
#21/30, Large Queen Used Accumulation Group of 109 used stamps on three stockpages.
Includes ½c (3), 1c red brown, 1c yellow orange (8), 2c (11), 3c (22), 5c, 6c (14), 12½c (12),
15c (37; with shades and printings). Also includes a 3c on laid paper (a few blunt perfs at
right). Mostly with small flaws, but ideal for further study, generally Fine appearance
............................................................................................................... (Photo) Est. 1,000.00+

1799

1800

1801
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1802

#21/O49, Extensive Mint and Used 1868-2000 Collection All in black mounts and housed
in three deluxe Davo albums, one with slipcase, starting with used Large Queens including
watermarked 1c, 3c & 12½c, Small Queens with used very scarce 3c perf 12½, a complete
1897 Jubilee used set up to the $5 value, a nice selection of 1898 Map issue (68 stamps, with
printing varieties), mint 1908 Tercentenary set, mint Admirals including 10c plum (two
different printings), 20 & 50c War Tax, $1 deep orange, plus a valuable range of coils, in
singles, pairs, plus experimentals, part perforated, etc., many selected for freshness, never
hinged and / or centering, mint 1928-1929 Scroll Issue complete mint set, mint 50c Grand Pre
(both shades), $1 Cavell, from 1930 thereafter virtually complete mint up to 2000, including
all the coils in pairs from Scroll Issue up to modern era, plus mint E1-E11, O1-O49, etc. A
great percentage of stamps are never hinged. Overall condition is Fine or better, some small
flaws to be expected on pre-Admiral period and generally Fine to Very Fine for later period.
A solid basis to build upon..................................................................... (Photo) Est. 5,000.00+

1803

#21/O49, Extensive and Mint 1868-1995 Collection In clear mounts and housed in a large
Scott Specialty album with slipcase. As received with a wealth of valuable stamps and sets
sprinkled throughout. Noted ½c, 2c, 5c, 6c Large Queens (all unused with small faults), mint
#29, 30, 43, Jubilee ½c to 20c. Then starting with the 1897-1898 Leaf Issue ALL ISSUES up
to 1990 are present virtually complete including coils issues (many in pairs), Airmails,
Postage Dues, Special Delivery, War Tax, Registration, Officials, etc. Some earlier key
Victoria to Arch Issue period with gum problems / disturbance, otherwise many stamps are
centered and many are never hinged. Face value for 1953-1995 issues: $429. Unitrade
valuation is for Fine hinged up to 1952 only. Viewing is recommended................... 11,074.00

1804

#141-315, C1-C9, Clean and Complete Mint NH 1927-1951 Collection Housed in
Lighthouse hingeless album pages (also includes 1851-1925 and BOB pages), all clean and
mint never hinged for the period covered including coils and all key Definitive Issues. Noted
many well centered stamps throughout, catalogued as F-VF NH only ............(Photo) 4,756.00

1805

1806

B
BP
PB

B

#454/550, Clean CENTENNIAL ISSUE Collection Nice representation of issues in singles
starting from 1c to $1, including coils, printings, papers, taggings, some precancels and
perfins, booklet panes. Several dozen different matched set of plate / blank as issued blocks,
plus a wealth of issues on manila stockpages, still unprocessed by previous collector, etc.
Appears all mint NH. A very solid basis for continuation of this challenging Definitive issue,
VF NH ...................................................................................................................Est. 1,500.00
#C1/O49, Back of Book Collection as Received Mounted on album pages, including mint
and used Airmail sets, used Special Delivery (except for E8 is mint), F3 used (F-VF and
sound), Postage Dues, War Tax, used O9, O10, O25, O27, plus some Provinces. Mainly Fine
or better throughout ...............................................................................................Est. 1,000.00
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1740

1732
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1743
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1744

1756

X1745

1748

X1765

1770

1749
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X1771

1772

X1773

X1801

-X1804-

Take advantage of our easy and convenient ways to place your bids.
Call us toll free in North America
Dial 1(800) 667-8267
or
Fax 1(888) 867-8267
For our overseas customer please use the following:
Phone 1(506) 548-8986 - Fax 1(506) 546-6627
You can also visit our Website www.easternstamps.com
E-Mail your bids to easternauctions@nb.aibn.com
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